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EDITORIAL

Editorls Foreword

A
hundred or so years ago, and (as you can see above)

onWorld Heritage Day this year, Abingdonians wrote

with chalk on old roofing slates, schoolmasters wielded

canes and pupils learnt and wrote through fear. Prompted by

my role in this extraordinary piece of theatre, I borrowed a

copy of The Abingdonian 1904 from the School Library (yes

~ they have most of the fascinating back copies there - and

they are not written on slate, either!) to try to discern what

other differences were apparent then, in particular regarcling

this august publication.

First, as they say in the television adverts, 'size matters'. Our

School was much smaller then, and so a hundred years ago the

reflection ofAbingdon portrayed in The Abingdonian stretched

to an almost desultory seventeen or so pages. The magazine you

are holding has ballooned over the intervening century to one

hundred and sixteen pages, and there is always more material

landing on my desk for publication, it seems. But I had to call a

halt somewhere, so my sincere apologies if your article or pho

tograph did not make it into this issue. Thank you for all your

submissions, nevertheless; without them the magazine would

clearly not be what it is, and I am so relieved I did not have to

use that cane to receive your submissions by the deadlines. I

wonder if the Editor did a hundred years ago?

Quantity is a poor substitute for quality, though. I must

admit that the quality of the written word and its attendant

punctuation in The Abingdonian 1904 is adelight for the most

censorious Editor's eye. But, I beg to boast, that quality can also

be discovered everywhere in these one hundred and sixteen

pages. Abingdonians can and do write as well today as they did a

hundred years ago, and I must pay tribute here to the unstinting

efforts ofour proof-readers, AMS, this year assisted by Sue Hili,
and Phil Richardson, who have acted as the gate-keepers of

correct English over many editions of this magazine.

As usual, I wish to thank my team of boy Sub-editors,

whose names appear overleaf, for their stimulating input into

TheAbingdonian: both in writing and in discussion in the weekly

committee meetings. The last twelve years as Editor have been

one long labour of love for me, but the time has now come to

give someone else this wonderful opportunity to observe and

record all that makes up our great School. Meanwhile, I heartily

commend this edition to you.

Headmasterls Foreword
D.J.POPE, EDITOR

the extended Abingdon community) finished to a specification

beyond our wildest hopes just six months previously.

It i: that we are able to claim an expansion

of the ( over the last twelve months the Film

Unit, under the guidance of Old Abingdonian and eminent

documentary maker, Michael Grigsby, has not only established

Moving from the world of construction and expansion, the

year will also be remembered for various acadernic triumphs - a

very healthy number of Oxbridge pIaces and arecord number

of UCAS points per A level candidate. Very importantly, the

vast majority of our leavers have been able to pursue their first

choice course at their first choice university.

This year will also be remembered for both the breadth

and depth of achievement within the Other Half. In the three

major ball games - rugby, hockey and cricket - more than 35

matches were played with only five recorded losses. On the

watl'.2f~hn'oJ ~xcelled themselves by winning the
Que( . :n Mother Cup at the National Schools'

Regal d by only the narrowest of margins by

an ou' I U~n America in the final of the Princess

) at Henley Royal Regatta.
1"15Elizab~

It is certainly unusual in any school to be able to open two

significant new buildings in any twelve-month period. Our new

Arts Centre was many years in the design stage and right up

until the opening ceremony it seemed determined to resist our

attempts to strait-jacket it by insisting on compliance with a set

timetable. Nevertheless, eventually we were able to celebrate a

slightly premature opening on 11 October 2003 when Francis

Maude, OA, our retiring Chairman of Governors, officially de

clared the building open as his fitting last public engagement at

Abingdon. It was well into the auturnn that the Art, Music and

Drama Departments occupied their new premises with a sense

of expectation heightened by delay. The boathouse project, in

total contrast, seemed positively to explode from the starting line

and was finished on time, and to budget, to be opened by Mat

thew Pinsent on the blustery autumnal evening of 22 October.

The conditions did nothing to dampen the feeling of euphoria

for a complex project (worked on by over 250 members of

I
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nJulYat Prize-Giving we honoured the individual achieve

ments of an Upper-Sixth Form that must go down as one

of the most successful on record. Looking back over the

academic year 2003-4, there is ample evidence to confirm my

own instinct that we have indeed been amply blessed this year

in a pIethora of different ways.



EDITORIAL

itself but flourished to the point that several films made by the

boys were shown at the National Film Theatre in June.

This year will also be remembered as aperiod in which the

School has made a deliberate and determined effort to reach

beyond our usual limits and boundaries. Sports teams have

travelled abroad, our link with schools in Moldova has strength

ened, our expeditions have crossed the Mongolian Steppe on

horseback and, closer to horne, we have renewed our commit

ment to the Oxfordshire Independent State Schools' Partner

ship. Most significant, however, was the publication with The

School of St Helen and St Katharine of a joint memorandum of

Chapel

understanding, outlining the future intention of both schools

to build on the collaboration of the past with a positive desire

to strengthen the bonds between the schools in the future to

mutual advantage.

As I sit in my study reviewing the statistics and details of

another school I am about to inspect, I am happily reminded of

the huge amount of activity and energy generated at Abingdon.

That fact certainly poses challenges but i,t is a defining feature of

what we are, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank

the Editor and his team for our School magazine which, once

again, captures the essence ofAbingdon most successfully.

MTuRNER, HEADMASTER

HLK

Mrs Elizabeth Turner, who kindly provides the beautiful

arrangements of Chapel flowers.

Families and friends of the School are most welcome to

attend the services on Thursday evenings, listed in the School

and Chapel Calendars: the more support, the better!

In October 2004, the Right Reverend Dr Richard Har

ries, Bishop of Oxford, dedicated some splendid additions to

the Chapel: an East Window created by Nicholas Mynheer, an

Oxfordshire artist, and a complementary altar frontal, burse

and veil (for Holy Communion) and lectern fall by Mary Barton,

of Abingdon. The Trinity Window, with the altar, is the focal

point of the Chapel, and provides an

inspirational vision, especially when
g

l
'lit by the morning sunlight, not only

to the Chapel congregation, but also

to anyone walking along Chapel cor-

I
ridor towards it.TheWindow'sTrinity

theme is very apt, for the Chapel was

I itself dedicated onTrinity Sunday 1903

to the Holy and UndividedTrinity, and

as every Abingdonian should know, the

School was refounded in 1563 as The
!"~""""'.....---_......

Free School ofThe HolyTrinity.

The artist's aim was to produce a window that is striking

both in its design and intensity of colour. He writes:

'The desi8n is based on the Holy Trinity. Christ is central to the

desi8n; he looks at us, en8a8in8 us, and says to each and every boy, "You

are my beloved Son."(Matthew 3: 17). The hands ifChrist are raised to

show us the wounds if the Crucifixion, but they are also raised in the

triumph if the Resurrection.

The Holy Spirit is represented by the Dove above Christ. TheJeathers

have been tranifi8ured into Pentecostalflames which spread out across

the windows. The lift-hand panel depicts Abraham entertainin8 the

three An8els: the theme known as 'The Gld Testament Trinity' (Genesis

18). The ri8ht-hand side depicts a tree under which lies a town. The

tree is a symbolJor Christ, protectin8 mankind beneath. The li8ht if
Christ shines throu8h Man and out to the world.

God the Father is represented by the whole ifCreation: in the tree,

the landscape, the moon and the very 8lass itself, as well as in the li8ht

which comes throu8h it!

It is wonderful. Do come and see!

T he Chapel is at the heart ofSchoollife. Each morning,

for different year-groups, there is a short service, non

denominational in Christian character and suitable for

those of any faith or none.The intention is to provide experience

of worship, as part of the boys' spiritual education. Boarders

attend a weekly evening service of varied type: Choral Evensong

and Sung Eucharist with the Chapel Choir; Compline; Holy

Communion in Houses, and services involving visiting preach

ers, drama, art and music. We enjoy excellent links with the

local parish churches. St Helen's Church held their main Sunday

Service in our Chapel for seven months whilst their building

was being refurbished. Boarders visited

the new St Helen's for the Ascension

Day Eucharist.

St Michael's Church was used

for Christmas Carol Services and the

Commemoration and Leavers' Services.

Boarders attended the Ash Wednesday

Service there, and in a Confirrnation

Service, the Right Reverend Dr Richard

Harries, Bishop of Oxford, confirmed

eight boys: P. Appleton, L. Hall, C.

Lester, R. Marsh, E. Perou, J. Stew

art (also baptized), S. Walton and S. White. Confirrnation

preparation included pilgrimages to Dorchester Abbey and

churches in Abingdon and Oxford.

A service for Firstformers and their parents began the year,

anAct ofRemembrance took place on Remembrance Day, and

the Concert Band played in a Passiontide Service in the Amey

Theatre. We are very grateful to the staff and local clergy who

led services in the Michaelmas ' ~J.,~re was no School

Chaplain. The new Chaplain w; el on 8 January

by the Venerable Norman R 1\ l n of Berkshire.

Visiting preachers in the Le I!I ams were: the

Reverend Richard Harrison Oy and Broadshire;

the Reverend Malcolm At! J Trinity Church,

Abingdon; Canon John Ra'~ Ye, Reading; the

Reverend Michael Price, . 1 School; Canon

John Crowe, Team Rector of Dorcnt;,,- . :he Reverend Dr

Andrew Bunch, a vicar of Oxford churches. We are extremely

grateful to the Chapel Organists: Richard Elliott, Simon

Whalley and David Wickens (of St Helen's Church) - and to

the abingdonianrpage 3
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The musical benefits of the new Arts Centre

The new Music School is set to enhance both creative

and academic aspects ofAbingdon's Music and, in some

cases, to revolutionise it. We had been, for many years,

proud ofthe quality, diversity and sheer quantity ofmusic-making

that had emanated from our modest 1960s Ingham Music School

~ a building whose timber cladding and flat roof will hold happy

memories for many, not least the members of Radiohead. But the

cramped conditions did not encourage the new developments

in music technology to be embraced and this new facility gave

us a MusicTechnology Room with 'state of the art' computers,

keyboards and the very latest software for music composition

and publishing, together with opportunities to do in-house

music research. The new space gives us the chance to invest

in professional software that will revolutionise the possibilities

for composing work, especially at A level.

Along the corridor an extra room gives us increased flex

ibility, allowing GCSE and A level sets the opportunity for

study and teaching in a dedicated and weIl resourced room.

The upstairs teaching room has a small triangular 'mixing

booth' with visual access to both this and the adjacent music

technology and this provides an exciting future opportunity

for a recording studio.

In addition to four extra practice rooms, the rehearsal

space includes a decent-sized room for string teaching and our

distinguished Head of Strings, Mariette Richter, will teach

both upper strings and chamber ensembles there. This room,

called the 'Kitching Room' after Frances Kitching, a particularly

charismatic and inspirational string teacher of the 1950s, also

doubles up for our termly music examinations. The extended

north foyer not only gives vastly improved interval space for

audiences but also an ideal place to rehearse the Chamber

Orchestra and other larger ensembles when the AmeyTheatre

stage is not available.

The large rehearsal room downstairs was designed to take

a fuIl-sized symphony orchestra, allowing the theatre stage an

the abingdonian Ipage 41..-__,_ ä .

independence to accommodate drama sets and productions and

other uses without interrupting the flow of weekly orchestral

and band rehearsals. The name ofMr Ingham, a master who,

when retiring in the 1960s, helped endow the then new Music

School (his name appears on a plaque in the stairwell to the

Masters' Common Room) lives on since this room is called

the 'Ingham Room'. This large space has additional flexibility,

affording opportunities for Drama teaching during curriculum

time and for transporting large pieces of scenery and set, which

can be brought straight through into the backstage area.

The percussion room is sited in this south-east corner of

the building, allowing proximity for percussion to be brought

through for rehearsal in the Ingham Room and strategically sited

at some distance from violin and chamber music teaching. An

other essential element of the concept of the new Music School

was the desire to move to independent individual instrument

storage and the wide corridors have enabled this philosophy

to be realised. The handsome beech lockers enhance corridors

both upstairs and on the ground floor. The unusual Arts Centre

Secretary's office has created some interest with its dramatic

mezzanine area for the photocopier and filing and this fulfils

the important need for in-house secretarial and administrative

support for the Music, Art and Drama Departments.

It is wonderful to have this new facility, and particularly

to have been able to preserve the existingAmeyTheatre whilst

extending and modernising the building's provision effectively.

It is perhaps significant that the two academic years during which

the Arts Centre was being built saw the gaining of six Oxford

and Cambridge ~l~,..p< fm hews n~adingMusic (including three

ChoralAwards ~ -Zf gan Scholarships. The first

term of full 00~ t,n boys gain Distinctions in

their Music ex ng five at Grade 8, arecord

for a single ter )icious start and a benchmark

for future gene Jnians who will have many such

reasons to thaI sion came to be realised.

MAS



The opening of the new Boathouse

A new Design and
Technology Centre

T he Design and Technology Department has had an

exciting year, most of it spent planning the move of

the woodwork workshop to the warehouse building,

together with the metalwork workshop. The workshop was used

for practicallessons straightaway. Both workshops' location in

the same building should improve future possibilities, so we

should see some really exciting work in the coming years.

The afternoons have continued to be very busy in the new

workshops as boys develop their own ideas and designs. There

are now two extra Clubs run by the department. Modelling

aeroplanes in one keeps a keen bunch of Lower School boys very

happy, trying to work out why some pieces of wood and paper

fly. They always leave the workshop with finished models but

by the time they have walked as far as the Science Block there

seem to be considerably fewer models that have not regressed

to pieces of wood and paper! Upper Field has been the site of

many first and last launches. There is also aWood-turning Club.

SEB has kindly been showing the boys the fun involved in turning

wood. The Club now has four lathes, one very kindly provided

byTASS to enable more boys to try their hand at w"~ , 'n-

ing. Wood-turning has proved really exciting: 0" ·0

m,ke , m", 00 the flom with pi!" or ,h,,n, ~

Toward the middle of the year a group of

Sixthformers had a tour around the Renault I

shops at Enstone with Mark Herd, GA, wl

Race Engineer. He showed us around the whole ~

NEWS AND VIEWS
!

A new Careers suite

amazed at the level of design and technology involved. A large

industrial unit-style workshop, full of rows of computer-driven

machines,milling away on blocks of titanium to go somewhere

in the cars. Maybe with our workshops now working together,

some boys will try to push the limits of creativity a liule further.

Who knows what they might design in the future?

MRW

the abingdonian Ipage 5



NEWS AND VIEWS

Abingdon Film Unit

The Abingdon Film Unit was formed in Sep- Grigsby_introduced boys to the develo~mentofdoc

tember 2?03 to coin6.de witlj the'9P~ning I umentary through films~u9has NighiJfarr, Drifters

of the newArts Centre and to öfferboys the and Listen to Britain alongsid~ some of\~.own films,

chance to make their own films. There had always including A L!Je Apart, The Score, LocklrlJif a Night

been the intention to introdrice film-making when Remembered and Living On the Edge. Thes~ ses;ions

the new Drama facilities becam.e~vailable, with an took place in one of the Geography rooms while we

idea that it might also serve the Schoo community waited for the Arts Centre to be completed, and-the

by recording asp~cts of School life. HoW'eve-l", the loeation seemed appropriate as we experienced films

scale and ambition of the pr.oj~ct increase greatly and influences with a cosmo blitan ion. We

after Sarah Wear.ne, the Schöol Archivist, intro- watched Man with a Movie Camera from Russia, Nuit et ~

duced Michael Gr" shy, 01\ to JeremyTaylor Brouillard from France and several remarxable films

and Kris Spencer in the: s,~~mer of 2002~C'and from Iran (Kandahar, TheApple ~~, '. IB~atne'
-~.!l!i "'":.'l!ll!.ill"_ ."'lf;i.

the internationally renowned'documentTry maker a Woman) , before Larry Sider, Herd ··..-Produc-

agreed to return to the School he left as a boy in tion at the National Film SCh0 rigjnally a

1955 to teach and inspire a new generation offilm- native of Chicago, visited Abingdon1n Decembet

makers, At that point, I suspect few of"~1f could to lead a session on e ' , %s:then~itehed

have anticipated what excitement la)' in store, or for their 0 ffiIDs, arid .

how quickly those involved would catch the film- chosen for ers ofthe

making 'bug' . Unit ~~~!.dl~~

It began with the Headmaster. His prompt

and enthusiastic backing of the project made the

serendipity of our summer meeting with Michael

Grigsby into the practical reality of funding for

his weekly visits to the School. By then, we had

already advertised the Film Unit at the Societies;

Fair, and received applications to join from nearly

fifty boys. Practical considerations meant places had

to be restricted to approximately half that number,

so members were eventually selected after being
,~

asKe to submit ideas for a one-minute film 0

soundscape.~

Work began appropriately enough on 1) - ovem

er with aseries of workshops, in which Michael

the abingdonian Ipage 6
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<1:1fn~eir 'ffr~n to deYrI~Blng thF n~xt. stage
c ~~f t;he FilmiUm& activiti1 ttl(~core'ofiJ~~ork

'Y~€ontinue to involve boys' co 'ng up ~ith~eir

ideas for films and t esejuto reality:
", '*1<,,,

dition, there will be fi rveth~ School
'.r,;~. s . ay re.are ~Jso p

"1\ .~ ~.

. w·al f~hools,aJ1!)o
BQvtunities for dialQgue with organizationrin 0

1tntries so that w continue to learn about the
~

wOl'Id around us in th most direct, 'hands on' way.
f

In addition, we will s ek to augment the audiences

,our films via film festivals and the web.

It,has been a very exciting year, and a great

has been learned about'demands ofwork·

g'together to make filJ6 e nlanxp'eopleJi'

to thank for this, inclu ~d1mrster,'"'the" ..
Governors, the leT Department, SimonWhalley
~d the musicians who performed bis magnificent

SCOI:y for the No Tumbled House extract shown at the

the NFT, the Film Unit tutors and, of course, the boys

rd's /themselves. Höwever, I should especially like tdthank, ,
t Sarah Wearne, who put us in ~~~?~ithMichael

Grigsby at the outset,and so e'i.l the way for all

,to follow; Kris" er, who helped to run
.f#' , 'Tyibasis and offered bis pastoral

.se tothose groups that were struggling to

" and finally, Lewis Fowler, OA, whose

1 savvy and calm manner helped everyone

e prbblems with computers OY film equip

d wnü undertook many of the unglamorous

t were necessary to keep the Film Unit 'on

message' in the manner of mos

sion, where authoritative voices,

angles and frantic editing paces h.fve

norm. Above all, Michael Grigsby c
charges bis own sense of the quiet di

nary people's lives, and the duty ot
to offer "a voice to the voiceless" b,

sp>l'k*for-themselves without ~

patrgnized.The Abingdon Film U .
~ ~

en:!msiastically. Their six '\ho~~ n
~creen:ed for the first time &1,

'May, showed a determined'

rldaround them, with subje

eless population, the ben

boy, the old-world

two contrasting view

~mpressionsof the

ngdon and a remin

wcomer in a large in



NEWS AND VIEWS

Correspondence
A 'Public

Benefit' Test

for

independent

schools?

Dear Sir,

I was irritated to learn that the Government is planning to introduce a new Charity Act requiring

public schools to prove they meet a new public benefit test. If schools da not accomplish targets they will

no langer be able to receive tax relief and this would unquestionably lead to a rise in fees.

I feel the Government is not acknowledging the great amount that public schools da for their

communities. At Abingdon around 135 boys participate in Community Service. This involves various

activities from organising tea parties for the elderly to working in Abingdon Hospital. There are strang

links between Abingdon and many of the primary schools in the town, where boys help children with

reading, writing, music and drama. Abingdon also has dose connections with No. 4 school in MaIdova,

which boys not only raise money for, but where they actively help the less privileged children.

I am certain that Abingdon will fulfil its benefit test, but feel the Government thinks that public

schools resent having to help society, seeing community service as a burden more than anything. From

my experience this could not be further from the truth - such experience can only broaden the horizons

of those who partake in it.

Yours etc.,

JAMES DINGWALL, 6 NAFP

Dear Sir,

Mr DingwaH is absolutely right that the Government is planning to introduce a new Charity Act re

quiring independent schools to demonstrate public benefit. In fact, schools like Abingdon with an ancient

charitable tradition and a healthy foundation in their local communities are in a very strang position.

Abingdon as aschaal is very keen to preserve funds to aHow aH boys, irrespective of their backgrounds, to

take up a place at the School if they demonstrate talent through our entry procedure. In addition, Abingdon

School has been a pioneer of means-testing scholarships. In effect, this means that our scholarship funds

can be targeted to those where there is a genuine need and not just to those who score the highest marks

on our scholarship papers. We are also very keen that the town should use our facilities. One of the main

reasons behind the development of the recently finished f3m Arts Centre project was that facilities for

organisations such as the Abingdon Operatic Society would be considerably improved.

Without wishing to sound tao complacent, I anticipate that we should be able to demonstrate public

benefit merely by describing what we have always done.

Mr DingwaH also mentioned our Community Service programme, which is both large and active.

Of course, the contribution made by Community Service extends weH beyond the confines ofAbingdon

town to such far-flung places as laloveni in MaIdova and Mongolia, where an Abingdon expedition has

recently been involved in good works.

In short, I feel confident thatAbingdon School is weH placed to demonstrate whatever public benefit

is required of uso

In addition it is important not to forget that parents who pay fees at Abingdon are in fact paying twice,

once through taxation and once directly to the School. The cost of integrating independently educated

pupils back into the state system would be colossal. Perhaps the Government can be persuaded to see

this as a charitable contributions of sorts.

Yours sincerely,

MARK TURNER, HEADMASTER

th~ ~bingdonian Ipage.S
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Stress and

examination

pressure in

the UK

NEWS AND VIEWS

Dear Sir,

I think most British students can go through the early part of their school careers quite free

of stress. Most can enjoy going to school without much pressure. The curriculum is especially

tailored to their age's ability, so that the work is not too demanding for the children. In Britain

and otherWestern countries, school mainly consists of activities and games, whereas in most Asian

countries teaching follows a 'fill a duck' policy. This means that learning does not involve any

activities: students are only expected to sit quietly, listen to teachers' lectures and learn the hard

est things in the greatest detail possible. This eventually leads to a very stressful student lifestyle.

In Britain, there are not many public examinations until the latter end of the secondary school:

at Abingdon, for example, in the Fifth Form, Lower and Upper Sixth. Students in these exam years

are exposed to great stress as they take very many public examinations. These exams are of great

importance. They can determine which university the student attends and the path his career takes

in later life. Nonetheless, is this not an expected 'rite of passage' for everyone in modern society

around the world? Every student in the modern world has to surmount different challenges, to

undergo different public examinations in order to be successful. Therefore, I believe that a British

education, in general, is reasonable and no more stressful than anywhere else.

Yours etc.,

ANTHONY CHAN 4 MRW

Dear Sir,

I believe British students are over-examined. Under the current examination system, students

in the UK have to leap over six sets of public examinations - concrete hurdles! - in order to re

ceive a university education. Editorials and public opinions cry out for change. One does not mow

the lawn every day because the grass does not grow that quickly - maximum benefit can only be

procured if things are done at an optimum frequency, and it seems that our system deviates quite

a lot from that ideal.

The examination system loses efficiency in its leniency. Dual A levels (AS and A2) baffle me in

that the job one examination can do is currently carried out by two, with the widespread opinion

that examination pressure rises, while the ability of the tests to differentiate candidates is under

mined, as lots of candidates are getting straightAs. Should the syllabus be abridged, the difficulty of

examination questions increased, and the A level returned to a single examination at the end of the

Upper Sixth year, I think that the benefit would be threefold as the efficiency of examinations would

be raised whilst both the number and required workload of examinations would be lowered.

In addition a 'split syllabus' would alleviate examination stress in the following way: the ex

aminations would cover a smaller syllabus than that currently taught. This would allow students

to expand their knowledge as well as to satisfy the examination requirements more easily. Both

the need to be examined and the need to learn could be served in this way, and over-examination

would cease to be as much a problem as it is now.

Yours etc.,

KOEL Ko 6 DF

the abingdonian Ipage 9



NEWS AND VIEWS

Drugs Awareness Day

O n the annual Drugs Awareness Day (Tues

day 18 November) many members of the

Sehool eommunity were privileged to

hear a hugely interesting and beneficial drugs talk

by Jonnie Leaeh. Mr Leaeh advised how to avoid the

lifestyle he had previously led, whilst deseribing in

some detail his habits and mental attitude towards

drugs. He involved the audienee direetly and there

was no sign ofboredom in the auditorium.

His speaking style was relaxed but still informa

tive and easy to listen to, and he most eertainly knew

what he was talking about. A speech always seems

mueh more immediately relevant if the speaker

Abingdon Fa;r
A FAIRlY SHORT HISTORY

Considering the ehaotie mass of traffie ere

ated by the street fair that arrives annually

on 'the Hrst Monday after the first Sunday

of Oetober' , I thought it fitting at least to mention

the event that eauses so mueh disruption to those

travelling to Sehool via the roads - thankfully its

appearanee is limited to only four days a year.
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has found him/herself in the situation under dis

eussion. Owing to his first-hand knowledge, Mr

Leaeh deseribed every detail and was undaunted by

eonventional 'taboo' subjeets: he left nothing out,

explaining 'trips' , after-effeets, ehemicals, eosts

and jargon.

I would like to thank Mr Jonnie Leaeh for his

forthright talk, whieh he gave on a number of oe

easions throughout the day to different pupil audi

enees, and I eertainly hope to hear hirn speak again

in the future.

A. HALL 6 ASH

Hailed as the longest street fair in Europe, the

Miehaelmas and Runaway fairs began life in the 14th

eentury as a means of employing and Hring agrieul

turallabour shortly after the Blaek Death epidemie

of 1348. It is rumoured to be Abingdon's oldestand

debatably most popular tradition, with the larger

Michaelmas fair now attraeting thousands during

its two-night stay

in the town's High

Street.

At one time

the Runaway fair

was an opportu

nity for workers

who were bought

the week before

to run away from

their new masters

and attempt to sell

themselves again.

In modern tirnes,

however, the event

draws a younger

audienee, provid

ing less intense

rides for younger

ehildren in the

Market Plaee and

adjoining High

Street.

Words and photo by
T. EVANS 6 NMR



NEWS AND VIEWS

Wor/d Citizenship

80 Zhao VI WTP presents a bouquet of flowers to the former First

Lady of the United States, Hillary C1inton, in the presence of the former

President of the United States, Bill C1inton, and the President of the

People's Republic of China, President Jiang Zemin.

We/come to 0 new Chop/oin

Henry Kirk

(HLK) H enry was born in Scotland, in East Lo

thian and so has the heritage of tartan and

clan. However, at five, when his family

emigrated to Australia, he was not given the option

of remaining in God's own country. So, he grew up

and was educated in Adelaide, eventually studying

Philosophy at Adelaide University. Areturn to his

homeland saw Henry studying Theology at Edin

burgh University. This became apart of a 'natural

draw' towards ministry in the Church, in particular

the Church of Scotland. After working in parishes

in Aberdeen and Ayrshire, Henry began a career in

school chaplaincy by taking up a post at Bishops in

Cape Town. While there he met his wife, Carolyn

and was ordained into the Church of the Province

of Southern Africa by the then Archbishop of Cape

Town, Bill Burnett. Thus he became Anglican in

Africa. Three countries being too few to dweIl in,

Henry and family decided to return to the Northern

hemisphere and to live and work in England . Chap

laincies at Rugby, Birkenhead and now Abingdon

were leavened by two years in the parish of Linslade

in the Oxford Diocese. Henry has worked as an

Examiner and has a particular interest inTheology

and Art. Outside work, he enjoys playing cricket,

hockey and tennis with "limited skill" and has two

Labrador dogs.

GRM
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Common Room Farewells

David

Haynes

(DJH)

D avid Haynes introduced computing at

Abingdon and has guided the School with

sure hands through the information tech

nology revolution. Certain hirnselfofthe educational

advantages ofApple Macintosh computers over PCs,

he then set about convincing the managers of the

School and pioneered and put in place the system

that stands today. From no computers fifteen years

ago, the School now has 300.

While recent generations ofAbingdonians will

know David as Head of ICT, earlier ones will re

member him as Head of Physics, for it was to this

post that he was appointed by Eric Anderson.
After school in north London, he read Physics at

Oriel College, Oxford, and following a Dip. Ed.,

taught at Solihull School for six years before coming

to Abingdon in 1973. The School was if anything

then biased towards Science, and David capitalised

on that; Physics very definitely flourished.

His growing interest in micro-electronics led

to a one-year secondment at Westminster College

managing ISMEC - the Independent Schools' Micro

Electronics Centre. The School benefited greatly

and the Bursar rejoiced as leading manufacturers

gave us equipment to test and evaluate, while David

became even better known in this field with the

publication of Practical Introduction to Microproces

sors which received a generous review in the Times

Educational Supplement.

For some fourteen years David organised and

led the hugely successful annual Easter holiday Sec-
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ond Form expedition to the Lake District ~ first at

Hammarbank and then at Rydal Hall. And he was for

some years Chairman of the Music Society, organis

ing events (including starting the summer evening

river cruises) and raising money.

It was in the late '80s that he moved over from

being Head of Physics to become the Head of the

new 'Electronics, Computing and InformationTech

nology Department', a buildingjob with much im

provisation in the early stages. As the ICT empire

at Abingdon has grown, so has David's involvement

with so many boys and staff, and all must be grateful

for his patient guidance in every matter to do with

ICT. His reputation has continued to grow outside

the School. He became an HMC Inspector for ICT,

and he was asked by the Mercers' Company to advise

on the setting up ofICT at their new CityTechnology

College in Telford.

David's last teaching lesson at Abingdon had

an element of coming fuH circle. It was with the

Lower Sixth and was labelIed a Physics rather than

SCHOOl NOTES

an ICT lesson, on how to build a computer. The

equipment used, and still routinely used by the Phys

ics Department, was designed, and the prototype

built, by David years ago - and it is as relevant now

as it was then.

The Headmaster paid tribute to David at

Prizegiving, recognising his good standing on his

arrival here and even more so on his departure: liked

and respected, loyal, humane, calm and cheerful. To

that must be added what sustains David: his faith

(he is a pillar of the church at Peachcroft) and his

immediate family - Marion and their two sons. Both

Peter and Richard have been outstandingly suc

cessful academically and Marion has been a staunch

supporter ofAbingdon from her long-standing posi

tion at Dunmore Junior School.

We wish them all every success, and to Marion

and David a happy retirement - for David in the cer

tain knowledge that his Apples have borne fruit!

TRA

R iCk Finch leaves us after twenty-one years

and two terms, for the last eight years of

which he pioneered the role of Professional

Tutor, having previously been Head of the Math

ematics Department and co-author of several SMP

textbooks. We have possibly grown so accustomed

to the Department's outstanding results that we

can easily overlook how vital strong leadership is

in establishing such high standards. Rick also made

his mark in the classroom : in the words of a Lower

Sixthformer, "Mr Finch is one of the best teachers

I've ever had - I suppose you'd describe hirn as one

of the old school. .. now I really do appreciate his

method :he's incredibly rigorous and expects you to

work hard and I'm glad I've had hirn for mechanics

and stats."According to Adam Jenkins, who studied

A level Further Maths with Rick, he was a teacher

"of infinite patience, capable of explaining the most

complicated of ideas in a simple and precise manner."

Multiply these testimonies many times over, add the

warmth and respect of his fellow-mathematicians,

and the equation results in years of success.

Who better, then, to pioneer the role of Pro

fessional Tutor, a position created in 19967 To this

important appointment, Rick brought his efficiency,

his humanity and his experience, applied to the

support and encouragement of new entrants to the

profession. As the business of education becomes

ever-increasingly complex, Rick's genius for simpli

fying complicated problems proved most profitable

when directed towards the many difficulties and

challenges that a teacher-in-training encounters.

Katharine Radice nicely summarises his effective

ness : "Rick, ever friendly and good-humoured and

a very shrewd judge of character, has been full of

practical advice and always ready to help out - an

excellent mentor."

Generations of schoolboy sportsmen would

equally warmly acknowledge their debt to Rick's

advice and training. For nearly twenty years he

coached Juniors hockey B teams, and for twenty

two summer seasons was master in charge ofJuniors

Rick Finch

(RPF)
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cricket, during which period he also managed Oxfordshire U 15

schoolboys for five years. It is areal challenge to produce match

and competition-winning teams at this level, integrating the

new prep. school intake, inculcating team loyalties, developing

technique and tactical awareness along with a strang ethos of

fair play. Results are an objective measure of success, but once

again what really counts are those high standards of commitment

and conduct which will accompany our young cricketers all the

way up the School (and beyond). For most ofhis own cricketing

career, Rick was selected on the strength ofhis batting, defend

ing his wicket with a tenacity which some professional players

nowadays might emulate. When he turned out for Common

Room, however, he also donned the wicket-keeping gloves, so

we remember hirn as a neat, quick and reliable wicket-keeper

as well as a prolific and stylish run-scorer. His love of the game

and commitment to the School will be commemorated by the

Finch cup, to be presented annually to the most promising

Juniors cricketer each season.

In other areas, too, the School has benefited from Rick's

talent and expertise. His grasp of facts, figures and statistics has

come in useful when applied to knotty problems in the wider

political world of teachers' salaries and conditions of employ

ment. On the pastoral side, he has been the very best oftutors,

offering clear-sighted, firm and kind guidance to the many boys

in his care. For several years he took an active part in the Music

Society and played in the Brass Band, sharing the stage with his

son, Robert - a chip off the old block in the wicket-keeping de

partment, too. Along with the occasional game ofgolf, time with

the family - with Angela, Rob, daughters and grand-daughters

- will be high on the list of retirement delights, to the reciprocal

enjoyment of which we warmly commend hirn.

AMS

Jonathan Bromley

(jFB)

Heads of History at Abingdon

come and go, like football

managers: Jonathan Brom
ley's reign of four years was more or less

par for the post-Hillary course (1987

2004). A keen student of the language,

culture and history of Russia, he played a

prominent role in our version offrotsky's

'permanent revolution' , producing an A

level textbook on the last seventy years of

Tsarism, persuading us to switch to OCR,

the Examination Board whose slippery

pole he is rapidly climbing, and leading

us to the battlefields of France, Belgium

and Berlin, the last-named expedition

a joint production with St Helen's. He

even managed to coax Richard Hofton
through an appraisal process, no mean feat

after the victim's three decades of evasion

and avoidance. There were so many high

lights: head-butting a filing cabinet in his

first term, on hearing unwelcome news;

controlling Fourth Form football match

es from deepest Kennington; propelling

golf balls unfeasible distances with 1960s

technology (wooden woods!). Cricketer

and musician, he represented Abingdon

at horne and abroad. Open Days will

no longer be dominated by jazz videos,

Room 102's teachers are now denied the

opportunity to recreate 'Les Miserables' ,

peering classwards over a barricade of

books, brochures and bills, but Jonathan

will be long remembered: a congenial and

critical colleague, he begins his career at

St. Paul's High School with our very best

wishes; may Caroline, Laura, Lucy and

Tristan prosper too.

RGH

Allan Baird

(ACWB)

x ,
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A Ban joined Abingdon

School two years ago,

having previously taught

in a comprehensive school in New

port. His quiet, determined ap

proach made itself felt from the

start. Many of his pupils have ap

preciated the careful teaching and

structure he has provided for them

during his time at the School.

His contributions as Tutor in Phelps' House,

as master in charge of Cross-Country and

the Christian Union, have been much valued by

those involved. He leaves us to take up a post at

Queen Elizabeth's Hospital School in Bristol, and

is also planning to marry his fiancee in the next

few months. We all wish hirn well in both of these

ventures, and for the future.

DF
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And when the loss has been disclosed, the Common Room all say:

G
raham Barrett joinedAbingdon's English De

partment from the King's School, Canterbury

in September 1974. As well as teaching English,

producing plays, school magazines and literary journals, he

took over the running of the Boat Club. In those days there

were more than 30 boys in each of the junior forms or, as

they came collectively to be known, Lower School. The

Boat Club, on the other hand, while it had a fine pedigree,

was a relatively modest affair, often confining its activities

to rowing in IVs. This was before the days of the expo

nential growth of the sport, both at school and nationally.

On either count Graham had, as the pundits might have

put it, an opportunity and achallenge.

What was hardly foreseen was the verve and zest with

which he entered into all of this. Witty, sharp, incisive,

Graham was a teachers' person. He had a certain wary

respect for the orthodoxies of scholarship - 'They cough

in ink. ....What would they say / Did their Catullus walk

that way?' ~ yet was insatiably widely read. He was intel

ligent about every aspect of his work and challenged his

classes to be intelligent too. No pupil could sleep or doze,

blandly bypass or idly ignore him. He forced you to engage.

When later he was Head ofDepartment, a position he held

for almost two decades, his approach remained dynamic,

inspirational, exuberant; it caught the imagination ofboys,

whole classloads of them. What remained deceptive to

some at least of his colleagues was just how professional

he was and how much he cared. He did little to advertise

either the teaching manuals he compiled and edited or the

collections of short stories he put together, publications

departmental colleagues are still glad to use.

The School has recently been very fortunate to hear

talks from both the Children's Laureate and the Poet Lau

reate. It was striking that both drew attention to the

difficulties they had had in negotiating their prep. school

days; it seems clear that for many of their generation that

particular phase in their education was not endowed with

a rosy tint of nostalgia. Graham never gave a hint of his

own experience at that age, but that age-group in particu

lar engaged his professional sympathetic attention. It gave

Graham no little satisfaction that these younger age-groups

came almost exclusively from the local primary schools.

He was immensely, quite exceptionally, effective at it.

By the end of his teaching time this special interest and

concern had blossomed into the managing and directing

of the whole Learning Support programme, enabling it to

deliver at all levels of the School. Long hours were spent

negotiating with boys and parents at an age when they can

feel particularly unsure and when a constructive approach

can have a markedly beneficial effect.

Vitality and commitment were also very much part

of Graham's involvement on the river. He built up the

fleet; he gave ofhis time unstintingly. The memory ofhim

lashing boats on to trailers on a wet Friday evening is an

abiding one. It was of

ten, very often, possible

to discuss a prep. for the

following day at 8.00 in

the evening in the boat

house when, spanner

or screwdriver in hand,

he could be found build

ing a trailer, repairing a

boat or painting ablade.

The months of May and

June in those now far

off days were a haze of

teaching punctured by

regattas every Saturday

and Sunday. Yet there

was an upside: perhaps

a hamper at Walton or

an alert cox, decked out in a smart cap, blazer and white

ducks at Nottingham, ,who could hold his own with the best

of them. Abingdon crews came to be talked about and by

the time Graham handed over the management of the Boat

Club to his successor, it was a heavyweight organisation,

respected throughout the land.

Those who as junior boys experienced Graham's earlier

teaching might fmd it difficult to associate words like 'seren

ity' or 'considered reflectiveness' with him, but these also

can be added to his repertoire. It was only fitting and fair

(though, of course, life is not always or necessarily fair) that

he should fmd contentment with Isabella. We wish them and

their family long years ofhappiness and enjoyment - within

easy reach of the brooding and beckoning hills of Devon,

living commodiously in civilised style, responding readily

to the attractions ofnearby France. Perhaps the final word

should be left to former pupil, Nick Rawlinson:

"And when a former pupil comes to try to say Hello,

Still chortling over WAATWs that were set alliong ago,

He'll find the classroom empty, and no one in the chair-

And it's useless to investigate ~ Macbarrety's not there!

"A minute past his teaching time? He'll be a mile away.

For sure by now he's resting, or a-drinking single malt:

And as a plan, we must admit, it's hard to find a fault."

RSKM

Graham

Barrett

(GGB)
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M eg Vaughan-Fowler joined the School

with a formidable reputation in the eyes of

the boys, as word had got out that she had

worked in prisons. Her work, in fact, had been as Direc

tor of the Phoenix Prison Trust, a charity giving valuable

support to prisoners.

If the boys had expected someone corresponding

to their idea of a prison warder, they were very much

mistaken. Instead they got a highly experienced teacher

of French and Spanish, with a keen sense of humour and

great expertise in the classroom. Among her many achieve

ments in one short year must be that the number of boys

choosing to continue with Spanish to GCSE is high, and

the subject looks set to flourish in years to come.

She leaves to take up a full-time post at Gur Lady's

Convent Senior School. She will be missed not only as a

teacher, but also as a highly respected colleague. We wish

her success for the future.

VMW

Meg Vaughan-Fowler

(MMVF)

Anne-Sophie

Pauline
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A
s every year, we welcomed our two

FrenchAssistants from CaenUniver

sity, Pauline and Anne-Sophie.
They had both been studying English at uni

versity and were keen to experience teaching

before starting their training course.

They immediately fitted in well, eager

to help and to get to know everyone. They

helped teach a range of classes as well as

groups of Sixthformers. Both did a fantastic

job in every respect, taking the role very

seriously and showing excellent teaching

capabilities. They were very patient and de

veloped a positive working relationship with

all their pupils. Pauline particularly deserves

mention for the fantastic work she did with

some boys experiencing learning difficulties.

Gur colleagues from the Learning Support

Department were so impressed they gave

her a Headmaster's Praise!

We are all very grateful for all the help

and kindness both gave. Nothing was ever

too much trouble. Displays in the Modern

Languages Department were kept always

neat and bright, lessons always very profes

sionally prepared and conducted and they put

tremendous effort and time into helping the

Sixthformers prepare for their oral exams.

Despite all the forests being destroyed in

order to supply them with enough paper

for the photocopies ... the boys were very

pleased to be given so much reading to do,

we are sure!

It has also been rare and very much ap

preciated to have Assistants helping outside

lessons. Both Pauline and Anne-Sophie un

derstood very well the nature of teaching at

Abingdon and helped with a variety of events:

the Modern Languages Film Society on oc

casions, Sports Day, cooking pancakes for

the Boarders' Induction Day ... Pauline also

tried cross-country running despite having to

sit numerous examinations during the year.

Last but not least, they will be remem

bered for being so much fun socially. White

field was a very cheerful place this year with a

good group of people living there, entertain

ing their colleagues on several occasions.

Anne-Sophie and Pauline will be missed

and we are very grateful to them for all their

unstinting work. We wish them all the best

for the future: both want to become teach

ers and we are certain that they will be very

successful in the job. Au revoir et abientot

(we hope).

EMTS



Katharine Radice

(KER)

K
atharine has been at Abingdon for

only one year but in that time she

has made an enormous impact in a

wide range of school activities, whether in

the dassroom, in the boarding house, in the

debating chamber, or on the river.

She came to the School directly from a

glowing career at Magdalen College, Oxford,

where she had both served for a year as JCR

President and won a first-dass degree in Clas

sics. She displayed similar qualities of organiza

tion, sympathy, and inspiration in all she did

atAbingdon, encouraging all to achieve their full

potential, both the most able and those who find

things harder.

In the Spring and Summer terms she oversaw

the Thirdformers as they took their first rowing

strokes (and caught their first crabs), and she suc

cessfully shepherded the Crescent House GCSE

tutor group through their first year of public

examinations. Her duty nights in the House were

also notable for their innovation: embroidery may

not remain as an established activity, but some boys

at least will now be adept in this life-skill.

SCHOOl NOTE.$

In the dassroom her approach has been at

once meticulous and very encouraging: many of

the boys she has taught have enthused about what

they feel they have learned. One spoke ofher"as

tonishing commitment and the genuinely exciting

atmosphere of intellectual discovery within the

dassroom". This is surely what teaching should

be all about.

On our dassical travels she has been a memo

rable companion, whether for her bartering skills

in Turkey or her road-crossing terrors in Rome.

She has also promoted the reading aloud of Greek,

helping to prepare successful entrants for the

Oxford Reading competition and putting on a

performed reading of sections of Oedipus 7Jrannus,

which willlinger long in the memory.

That is indeed true of the whole year for

which Katharine has been with us at Abingdon.

We wish her every success and happiness atWin

chester College and hope that she too will have

taken away more from the year than simply TCG's
battered old Metro!

CB

Felicity Rutland (FMR)

F
elicity Rutland spent ten years at Abingdon

as our first full-time Registrar, before leaving in

late August to take up the post of Registrar at

Cokethorpe. Ten years ago, despite Kay Porter's sterling

workin the background, and the major part-time con

tribution of Roger Medill, the ex-Head of Rendcomb

College, it seemed that ifburgeoning applications were

to be dealt with efficiently, good relationships with

feeder schools were to be maintained and School public

ity increased, we needed a full-time presence.

Felicity's lively, convivial, sociable, larger-than-life

personality endeared her to almost everyone. She had

five children ofher own to educate privately, was Chair

of the Governors at the Abbey School, Reading, and a Governor at St

Andrew's, Pangbourne. She already had plenty of educational contacts

and a sophisticated and responsible administrative background in the

City. Working very long hours, and with three sons at Abingdon, she

wholeheartedly promoted the School, convincingly lauding its strengths

in a genuine manner to anyone who would listen, and carving out an

important role. Throughout her time here, Felicity was also an effective

member of the senior management team and regularly attended Gov

erning Body meetings to keep the governors abreast in developments

in recruitment and School publicity.

Felicity came in like a lamb and went out like a lion. At first, she

sampled the organisation of a large number of events herself, taking a

leading role in Open Days, the production ofnew prospectuses, entrance

examinations, the recruitment of Boarders and the organisation of the

Griffen Ball. Later, she delegated more to colleagues on the teaching

staff and an increasingly efficient secretarial team, herself taking more of

a critical overview. She also played a major role in fund-raising towards

the end of the Arts Centre Appeal, but this speIl away from the Registry

convinced her that her forte and major interest was in the promotion

ofAbingdon School to parents of prospective pupils.

It is a testament to Felicity's effectiveness that in a competitive

dimate in which many part-boarding schools are having to adopt co

education to maintain numbers, Abingdon's boarding places remained

full of talented pupils throughout her reign. In wishing her great success

in her new post, we feel certain that she will remain in dose contact,

and will continue to promote Abingdon's interests from a distance.

TJK
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Paul Williams

(PRW)

Henning

Braselmann

Gareth Williams

(GRW)

PaUlWilliams came to us from the

Oratory School to teach Biology.

All too soon he was heading back

there on the promise of a position as Head

of Department within a couple of years. In

his short time here Paul made a big impact

as he was involved in many different aspects

ofAbingdon Schoollife. He was aTutor in

Hrst School House and then Crescent House,

and he assisted with the Duke of Edinburgh

Award Scheme, which induded many nights

on the hills, dales and moors. In his last year

he joined the CCF and worked hard for the

boys and the School in that regard. He also

gave his time and considerable experience

and expertise to the Boat Club. He coached two

medal-winning 2nd VIIIs and medal-winning J16
IVsand pairs. He influenced the success of many

W
hen I met Henning at Oxford bus

station last September he looked

the archetypal German student

with his chequered lumberjack shirt, faded jeans,

and, of course, sporting a goatee beard. The fol

lowing day he walked into the Masters' Common

Room clean-shaven and wearing a sharp suit,

looking every inch the honest, straight-talking

sheriff out of a western, who meant business

- and Henning has certainly delivered on that

promise this year.

Energetic, fully motivated and highly enthusiastic

about the prospect of teaching German, he has

been an unqualified success as a Foreign Language

Assistant, establishing an excellent rapport with

all the boys, whatever their abilities, and by the

end of the year it was clear that they had warmly

appreciated his unstinting efforts made on their

behalf, even if they tried his patience at times! As a

member of the Modern Languages Department he

has cheerfully undertaken every task assigned him

- and often more - and maintained a high level of

professionalism and commitment, co-operating

W
e were very fortunate to be

able to secure Gareth's serv

ices to cover JEF's sabbatical

in September. He brought all the enthusi

asm of arecent graduate to his Latin and

Greek lessons, but was also meticulous in

his preparation and thinking about the way

he was going to teach new material, of

ten using humour to make ideas memorable. Fur

thermore, his pupils will never forget some of the

arresting interpretations of ancient literature which

he offered them.

individuals and entertained us both at regattas and

training camps.

We have not mentioned the considerable con

tribution he also made to the teaching of Biology

within the SchooI. He really does enjoy the subject

and his knowledge, imparted in a fairly relaxed

and easily digestible manner, helped many pupils

to understand and gain an interest in it.

He will be missed in Common Room for his dry

wit, impeccable dress sense (induding the socks),

vast knowledge of mail-order knitwear catalogues

and his ability always to be first to coffee at break

time. I believe he will be taking J16 rowing next

year so RSS has a job on his hands.

MDM

to the very end of the year. Without doubt he has

made a major contribution to the success of the

boys' oral performance, particularly at AS and A

level, where the boys' resuIts owe much to Hen

ning's work. In the Masters' Common Room his

friendly, good-humoured and easy-going nature

and willingness to get involved rapidly endeared

him to his new colleagues, particularly those in the

WhiteHeld community where he lived, and amongst

the staff footballing fraternity who were more than

happy to regard hirn as an equal ... and to mete out

the customary 'retribution' to foreign players whose

national football side has regularly (and fortuitously)

beaten England since 1966 ... Henning, of course,

took it all in good heart.

Henning leaves us to return to Germany to

continue his studies, intending to join the teaching

profession.1t has been a great pleasure to work with

him, and he has the ability and drive to become a

first-dass teacher. We hope that he will remember

his time here with affection and will return to visit us

in the future. He will always be most welcome.

NMR

He looked after his Spencer's House tutor group

with flair and was often to be seen coaching on the

rugby field, but it was with football that he came

into his own. And it is here that his departure was

most feit among Common Room, since he lifted the

staff Hve-a-side football to previously undreamed-of

heights. For that and his champagne-dry sense of

humour he will be sorely missed as he pursues a

career in accountancy.

CB
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Tombs family at Abingdon School:
A Nineteenth Century military family

GALLANT DEED WINS A VICTORIA CROSS:

MAJOR-GENERAL SIR HENRY TOMBS, VC, KCB

J
osePh Tombs (1745

1813) was an early

country banker in

Abingdon. He and his
wife Elizabeth (1752-1823)

sent their son John Tombs

(1775-1848) to Abingdon

School. John Tombs became

Major-General (1838) in the

6th Regiment ofBengal Light

Cavalry. In turn John Tombs

sent his six sons horne for

an English education at his

old school. Most interest sur

rounds the sixth son, who

became Major-General Sir
HenryTombs,VC, KCB (1824-74).

John Tombs entered East India Company service from

Abingdon School and steadily rose through the commissioned

ranks of the Indian Army. He clearly encouraged, by example,

a preference in his six sons for military and overseas careers.

John's first son, George Tombs (1802-24), resided as a

youngster with his grandparents and was in School as a dayboy.

Baptised rather late in life (November 1808) at St Helen's, prob

ably while his parents were horne on furlough from India, he

entered Pembroke College, but without record of graduation,

died at Oxford, and was buried at St Helen's Church.

CharlesTombs (c.1812-46), the second son, likewise passed

from Abingdon to Pembroke College (1831), entered Holy

Orders and became a chaplain in Aden, where he died young.

JohnWoodTombs (b. 1813), the third son, was a dayboy at

Abingdon (1820-21), while living with bis, by now, elderly wid

owed grandmother: nothing further is known ofhis career.

FrancisTombs (c.1820-1844), the fifth son, and Henry, the

sixth son, may have lived also with relatives in Abingdon, at

tending School as dayboys. FrancisTombs served as a Lieutenant

in the 19th Regiment ofBengal Native Infantry, but was killed

at Bareilly, southwest ofDelhi (31 January 1844). Erected to

their memory by grandparents, memorials in St Helen's Church

commemorate both William Henry and Francis Tombs.

HenryTombs (1824-74), the sixth son, became Major-Gen

eral Sir HenryTombs,VC, KCB, and attracts most interest.There

is strong evidence that Henry's early schooling was atAbingdon

(1831-34). As a new boy in a combined first and second form,

Tombs is recorded in visitation lists in the School (1831-32).

It is also significant that his father, then Colonel John Tombs,

visited Abingdon (1831) and attended the Mayor's visitation

dinner for the Master of Pembroke College.This horne visit was

conceivably intended by ColonelTombs primarily to settle both

HenryTombs at Abingdon and his second son, Charles Tombs,

at Pembroke College. Henry Tombs left Abingdon aged ten to

enter the East India Company College at Addiscombe (1834):

it became the Imperial Service College and later merged with

Haileybury. Tombs then entered Sandhurst.

While serving as a Major with the Bengal Horse Artillery,

Henry Tombs distinguished hirnself in the Indian Mutiny: he

was awarded his Victoria Cross on 9 July 1857. His medal is

displayed at the Royal Artillery Museum, Woolwich.

During the siege ofDelhi, MajorTombs twice went to the aid

of one ofhis subalterns, 2nd Lieutenant Hills, who later became

Major-General James Hills,VC, GCB. One of the mutineers was

about to slaughter Hills, when MajorTombs rushed in and shot

the assailant. A second attack on the subaltern resulted in him

being cut down with a sword wound to the head. Hills would

have been killed had not Major Tombs thrust his own sword

smartly through the assailant.

Field-Marshal Lord Roberts, VC (1832-1914), who also

won his Victoria Cross during the Mutiny, wrote of Sir Henry

Tombs: 'As a cool leader dmen (he) was unsurpassed; nofire, however

hot, and no crisis, however unexpected could take him by surprise; he

grasped the situation in amoment, and issued his orders without hesi

tation, inspiring all ranks with corifidence in his power and capacity.

He was somewhat da martinet, and was moreftared than liked by his

men until they realised what a grand leader he was, when they gave

him their entire corifidence, and were ready to Jollow him anywhere

and everywhere:

Later, Henry Tombs led a punitive expedition against the

Bhutanese, who were suppressed and sued for peace (1865). Sir

HenryTombs retired from the Indian Army on health grounds

(1872). On his way horne he underwent an emergency operation

in Italy. Tombs died, aged only fifty, at Newport, Isle ofWight

on 2August 1874, and he was buried at Carisbrooke. During his

final illness QueenVictoria insisted on receiving daily bulletins

on the state ofTombs' health. The hitherto unknown meaning,

importance and provenance ofIndian Mutiny artefacts retained

in the School archives now fit neatly into context.

ATombs Prize in memory ofSir Henry was awarded at the

Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, to the young gunner officer

passing out highest in the order of merit.

NIGEL HAMMOND, OA; MASTER, 1966-93.
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Our No.3 study bore witness to Gordon's love

As asportsman, too, Gordon

displayed top level talent. He was

Captain of Boats for two years,

1937-1938, and gained his Colours

for athletics and rugby, playing for

the 1st XV for four years. He was

an outstanding hooker, often getting the ball in set

scrums against the head, winning it 'nine times

out of ten', as one summary of the season put it,

working with almost dockwork precision with

the scrum-half, myself, having previously together

worked out little schemes - "lt's all a question of

mathematics," he would say, then hoot with laugh

ter. He led his forwards to subdue the opposition

more often than not. In the line-outs, he wanted to

wear his glasses secured with string or elastic, "to

improve accuracy," he said. Not surprisingly that

was forbidden.

Rowing was his favourite sport and, so he

later told me, probably inspired his love of sailing.

Naturally he had every kind of gadget in his boat

"to perfect performance", in fact more to make

life easier. He steadfastly followed the fortunes of

Abingdon's rowing and rugby for the rest ofhis life.

Other sports he enjoyed as an adult were skiing,

swimming and diving, when he allowed hirnself

the luxury of securing his glasses firmly with elastic

under his goggles.

Modest and ever courteous at school, as he

was to be in adult life, and without pretensions,

Gordon never paraded his talent or suggested it

was anything out of the ordinary. The only sign

he gave that it might be of some practical use was

when he told me at an early age that he might like

to be an actuary - half-jokingly, because he knew I

had no idea what that was. He had seen the word,

he said, in a list of professions. By

the time we were in the Sixth Form

he spoke of a relation, SirWilliam

Elderton, who had held high of

fice in the Institute of Actuaries,

and was now encouraging him to

follow that profession. Gordon,

judiciously as it turned out, chose

that path rather than university,

leavingAbingdon in 1938.

ble of laughter from Rudd and the recurrent nod

of approbation, nasally delivered, "Neat eh? Neat

eh?". While they enjoyed the joke together, the

rest of the dass would be scratching our heads to

grasp it. But there was no sense of 'the rest' being

deliberately excluded.

Gordon and I were almost exactly the same

age and grew up together through the School until

we shared Number 3 study in School House, in

those days the privilege of Head and Deputy Head

of School. Academically our paths diverged: I was

comfortable with languages, classics and science.

Gordon 's grasp of maths stood out from early days.

Few of us could keep up. I couldn't. The maths mas

ter, W.A.Rudd, himselfby all accounts a one-time

SeniorWrangler at Cambridge, would challenge the

dass, for light relief as he doubtless imagined, with

mathematical conundrums ~ insoluble to most of

uso As Gordon handed in his solution to Mr Rudd,

a broad smile spread over their faces, then a rum-

Gordon was born in 1920

in Jersey where his father, Cap

tainV. Bayley, was Commandant,

an O.A. like his two brothers,

Gordon's uncles. His early child-

hoodwasspentinIndiawherehis G.V.Bayley CBE, FIA, GA
father was serving with the King's

Liverpool Regiment. He started at Abingdon in 1930

as a boarder in the Lodge. We were about a dozen

there under the watchful, kindly eye of assistant

matron Norah, a tall native of Berkshire, already

somewhat bent over under the burden of keeping

small boys up to scratch. Among our contemporaries

and friends in this 9-10 year-old age group were

John Paige, Rohert Jackson, Duncan West,
HughTarran-Jones and Rohert Emmett, who

was killed in the retreat from Dunkirk.

T hose qualified to pronounce on the subject,

the Institute of Actuaries, unequivocally

name Gordon Bayley "an outstanding

actuary of his generation". He was probably the

outstanding mathematician ofhis and arguably other

generations at Abingdon. The honours he won in

his profession are testimony to that judgement. He

passed the Institute exams at an unprecedentedly

young age, most of them before he was 21. Inter

rupted by the war (WWII) he qualified as a Fellow

in 1946, aged 26. As a pioneer in several theoretical

fields oflife assurance, his seminal papers and con

tributions to discussions won exceptional awards.

He was elected Secretary of the Institute and then

President from 1974 to 1976. On his retirement

his contribution to the actuarial

profession was recognised by the

award of its Gold Medal. For his

services as a member of the Oc

cupational Pensions Board and

later of the Harold Wilson gov

ernment committee to review the

functioning of financial institu

tions, he was made a CBE.

In memoriam

Gordon Bayley
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of music. Happily for me and others down the study

corridor and beyond, he had a fme but discriminating,

so we thought, collection of the equivalent of today's

'pop'. One of the favourite singers at that time was

Bing Crosby. Gordon had the best, probably largest

among schoolboys, collection ofhis records (discs).

Generous as always, he would share all with anyone

who asked. Less ephemeral for us perhaps was his

growing collection of classical music.This and other

collections were greatly encouraged by the Headmas

ter, William Grundy, who generously gave senior

boys memorable Masterclass sessions - especially for

Beethoven. He would take us to Oxford to hear and

watch - live - some of the greatest conductors of the

age:Toscanini one year, Furtwängler another, conduct

ing the Symphonies, Rachmaninov in person playing

his piano Concertos, and the Oxford Bach Choir

singing the complete St Matthew Passion. Gordon,

who loved opera too throughout his life, could perhaps

appreciate more easily than most how happily music

and mathematics danced together: others would have

to do with the more mundane music of words!

The year before the outbreak of World War 11

and the following year he lived with my family in

West Kensington, London, while studying for and

taking his actuarial exams. His powers of concentra

tion were extraordinary: invitations from my brother

and me and others to take a break from long sessions

on his papers would pass him by, not discourteously,

but simply unheard. Once he had completed the

tasks he had set hirnself, he would emerge from his

cocoon of concentration as the most companionable

asset in any company, with a wonderful, open, un

complicated sense ofhumour and the most infectious

laugh - not in the least like the prototype of a dry,

remote scholar-mathematician. I never knew him to

do an unkindness to anyone. He was practical too

and loved gadgets - he told me his father was "even

worse" in that respect. I recall Gordon 'helping' to

dig and construct the Anderson bomb shelter in our

garden. He thought he could improve it by carrying

out a few mathematical calculations. We all fell about

in the half-dug shelter, Gordon leading the laughter.

His practical commonsense and his straightforward

manner were matched by his uncomplicated, impish

good humour. Several bombs dropped onto our road,

fortunately not on our house, which was anyway by

then evacuated. As it happened, the Anderson stood

the test, regardless of maths.

The link with my family and Gordon's was to

be strengthened years later when he happily agreed

to be godfather to my youngest daughter, Diana - a

most caring and considerate godfather.
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Gordon's path to becoming an actuary was inter

rupted by war service at first in the Pay Corps. He

was soon commissioned into the heavy anti-aircraft

horne defence branch of the Royal Artillery. He was

involved for a time in development of radar for aim

ing anti-aircraft guns. By coincidence, though we

did not meet at that time, our lives again ran almost

on parallellines: I had been comrnissioned into the

Royal Artillery, posted to an Ulster Regiment of light

anti-aircraft divisional artillery, then to our Military

Mission in Moscow. For Gordon the most important

event from his posting to the Royal Military College

of Science at Worcester, was his meeting with his

future wife, Terry, a Captain in the ATS and his senior

officer. Both were promoted to Major by the end of

the war. They married soon afterwards and Gordon

was blessed with a strong, loving family: Terry, two

daughters, one son and three grandchildren, who

survive hirn.

At Abingdon on Founder's Day in St Helen's

Church and on other special occasions, the Headmas

ter, William Grundy, one of the most charitable and

upright of Christians, would unfailingly read chapter

13 of St Paul's First Letter to the Corinthians, the

'faith, hope and charity' epistle. Being one of the

outstanding classical scholars of the age, Grundy

was at pains to explain to the School, at other times,

that the word translated in the King ]ames version as

'charity' was, of course 'aya1tTl - brotherly, sisterly

love in the Greek New Testament. Whatever ver

sion - for Gordon, I think, as for me, and doubtless

many others of our generation - this reading carried

a special resonance, serving as a kind of lodestar,

throughout our lives. It was my privilege to read St

Paul's immortal words at Gordon Bayley's Memorial

Service earlier this summer at St Lawrence ]ewry in

the City of London.

In a practical way Gordon's beliefs contained a

strongly ethical element. For him religion was not

mere ritual but demanded service to others, especially

the young. He spoke often to me ofhis concern to

help young students into his own profession which he

regarded as an honourable one serving the community.

I believe he never lost sight of that aim, as he rose to

its heights, becoming Chief Executive of the National

Provident, then unusually a member of its Board while

still Chief Executive and after his official retirement

Chairman of the UK Board of Swiss Re.

Gordon Bayley gave service toAbingdon School as

a governor for nearly fourteen years and Chairman of

the Board for some four years until 1983, maintaining

a keen interest in the School to the end of his life.

HUGH LUNGHI, OA
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In memoriam

Joe Talbot 1oe Talbot was one of the most significant

and influential figures to have worked at

ingdon during the third quarter of the twen

tieth century; this was aperiod during which

many of the foundations of today's School were

laid, and no-one dug better trenches, or poured

more concrete, than JT. While in some ways

he represented almost the archetype of the

old-fashioned grammar school science master

- formal, didactic, authoritarian - he was never

order to secure a grant towards the costs of his

university piace at Birmingham he had to un

dertake to become a teacher; this commitment

was honoured with characteristic thoroughness,

and Joe set his mind to creating as many doctors

as he could from among his pupils.

He completed his training in 1939 ("1st

dass practical, 2/ 1 theory", asjames Cobban's

interview notes subsequently recorded - a curtly

Joe Talbot with Princess Margaret

on her visit to the School during the Quatercentenary Celebrations

a mere reactionary, and his delight in his work,

his passion for quality in everything, his vicarious

ambition for his pupils, and his sheer zest for life

kept him fresh and vital, and more open-minded

than many younger colleagues, to the very end

of his career.

Joseph Talbot was born on 26 May 1915;

his family name is famous in his native county

of Shropshire, but he always laid a certain stress

on the fact that his father had been a builder. He

regarded snobs, when he came across them, with

amused disdain, but he was a resolute exponent

of what the Victorians used to call 'betterment' .

When he leftAdams Grammar School in New

port, Salop, he wanted to be a doctor, but in
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apt summary ofthe balance ofJT's abilities), and

gained experience over the following nine years

in grammar schools in Lincolnshire, Shropshire

and Birmingham. He had damaged a knee while

playing rugby in 1937 and was adjudged unfit

for military service during the war, which was

probably a lucky escape for someone, since there

was a latent vein of ferocity in him which was

better left unroused. (In later years he reminded

more than one person of the Badger in Kenneth

Grahame's Wind in the Willows.)

In 1948 he applied for a post to teach biol

ogy at Abingdon. JMC summarised hirn as "A

good man", but told him that he would think the

appointment over for two days (perhaps because



he had spotted that Joe was only"Very nominal C

ofE"); when the job offer eventually came through,

Joe coolly replied that he, too, would think it over

- for two days. Joe eventually became one ofJMC's

most trusted lieutenants, and the relationship was

marked by mutual respect; but the two personali

ties were sharply opposed, and Common Room

was sometimes entertained by their clashes, most

memorably over diametrically opposed verdicts

in reports and references. Joe never allowed the

compassion which he undoubtedly feit for flawed or

inadequate characters to upset the cool objectivity

of his judgements - he reserved his sympathy for

action. In later years, generations of Oxford and

Cambridge Admissions Tutors came to know and

trust the granite-like quality ofhis estimates.

Like all Abingdon masters in the formative

era, Joe was required to be versatile, and he rose

to the challenge with a relish that some found in

timidating. Rugby, athletics, boxing, expeditionary

activity to Skye and Dolgoed, sailing (he built his

own boat, of course), and every sort ofpracticality

seem to have mIed every waking hour that was not

devoted to teaching. Much of this activity was not

only strenuous, but fiercely competitive. Joe hun

gered after success, for others even more than for

hirnself, and OAs from his earlier years remember,

not always with entire affection, the hard intensity

with which he urged them to emulate those of their

fellows whom he had identified as "stars".

His teaching was similarly demanding, espe

cially when directed at the younger age-groups:

structured, exhaustive, set forth on the blackboard

in his impeccable and unvarying handwriting, sol

idly based on practical work, to be recorded in

immaculate notes and reproduced in carefully

corrected essays. Not everyone enjoyed this ar

duous apprenticeship, but those who persevered

into the Sixth Form (they were many, and the

numbers increased remarkably as the years rolled

by) realised with delight that they had acquired

valuable skills. Doctors of medicine proliferated

astonishingly from his classes, and when a suite of

laboratories was built for the exclusive use of his

subject in 1969, Joe might fairly have made a claim

to be seen as the founder of a notable school of

biological studies; but his self-deprecating modesty

would have inhibited any such self-advertisement.

Indeed, those who were privileged to know him

best came to realise that his dignified, resolute
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bearing masked an essentially anxious tempera

ment, while the brusqueness of his style, and the

dryness ofhis wit, were largely the defence tactics

ofa shy man.

The expansion of boarding which resulted

from JMC's astute use of Direct Grant funding

brought fresh opportunities for Joe when he was

asked to open Crescent House in 1953. He and

Paddy, whom he had married in 1939, ran Cres

cent as an extension of their family: this meant a

great deal, for Joe was a family man first and last.

Paddy was a marvellous housekeeper, and Joe

kept the tables - Crescent had their own dining

room - plentifully furnished with produce from

the garden which was his delight (onions were a

speciality, if not a fad). When Joe retired from

Abingdon, old boys of Crescent were foremost

among those wishing to pay tributes.

The end ofthe Cobban regime might have been

expected to bring problems for Joe, as one of its

principal exponents, but his pioneer spirit relished

new challenges, and he positively revelled in the

renewed building programme that swept away the

ramshackle improvisations of the Direct Grant era.

He was appointed Senior Science Master in 1973,

and when DonaldWillis was disabled by strokes

in 1976, he succeeded him as Second Master; in

both roles he was a tower of strength. The School

recognised his authority: disorder and disloyalty

were unacceptable; though no diplomatist, he was

a powerful manager of men. To a new and inex

perienced Headmaster he was the perfect adviser

- shrewd in counsel, discreet in warning, warm in

encouragement, unfailingly strong in support. He

always insisted that he was no more than a stop

gap as Second Master; in retrospect, however, it is

apparent that he was a major influence for stability

at a critical moment in the School's history. It was

a fitting crown to his career as one of Abingdon's

most notable schoolmasters.

After retiring in 1978 Joe made a busy new life

for hirnself in Souldern, where he lived, next to his

doctor son John, in an old barn that he converted

with his own hands into a fine house. All his life

long, he loved working with hard materials, and

fashioned them with patient skill into things of use

and beauty. He died on 2 April 2004.

M.ST.J.P.
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"'lt has been a very productiv

Away from sport there were other notahle contributions to School

ure. N. Hawkell;P. O'Donovan, L.Williamson, A.Kingdon and M.
Rossiter played an important -role in the School orchestras and added
much value to Abingdon music. J. Stanier andA.White were Qfficersin

the CCF. Finally, the all-roundcoirt:ribution to meyTheatre;,~cially
.e €orII!: of echnical " T. Be -.'" . ding

A great number of boys represented the Sc;:hool at sport throughout

,tbe year. In the Rugby term, A. Paxton and A. Marsh represented the
xv. In the ,-, g season T.~~lliamswas tantme~~of the

n. C. 0 ished Wlth:liis racketi ,.teimis cOwr:t)0Qther. ' •... . ._ .•",., ''§'l!if:'' .

~Is represei{ie31t1eSehool iftth:(ilr own parti age-group ~dlbope
they will continue to strive towards the top of their. chosen sport.

-In a couple i5tmonths we seeit all start againand llookJorWclidto .
seein,g even better achievements from1his House-next year in.all aspects
ofSchoollife. -

In Inter-House events throughout the year. we saw SOIIle :notable
performances across all areas ttom Public-Spe3.king to Tag Rugby. The

highlight in the :first term was the House Singing Competition. 1 was
pleased to get the whole House singing on sta~and we were described

as heing enthu,siilStk So roll onnext year and Ilro~,we can improve our
.singing voices!.M;is there were~o outright viet'ÜtiesJn the major events
.~- ~..'~

~~~plentyofex ent indi~du~iferforman~"futhePubli - aking
cö~etitio:n "dfornlet: .. us proud am:fW'on withF. . s, T•
.Middl~ton . Halls be alt com~tiit. Onceag'ehtJiat

thehoys in the Hotise were becO~morewi~10 put themselves out.

This was true especially ofboys doing somethingthey were not ver:J good
at. Tbe collective spirit of the House continuesto devdop arid I hopethat
we can take this 'cl stage further in the coming years.

RSH

A
s I sit down to write this House report, the academic year has

just come to the end and once again it has been a year teeming
'" with both academic and non-academic activities. The boys in the

se have wh rtedly emselves~~arlyan thathas been
«er an<! e they efited, , 1.'hroughoq~·~year.

e have bee notabL ements f, ibers of thtffJQUSe as

wellas pupils putting themselvesoutfor others anathe House.! will, over

the next couple ofi>aragraphs, try to give a flavour ofthe year. I~ogise

.in advance in miss anything or anyone out hUf'I shall tty my hest.

On the whole it Las heen a 'very good year for the House and as is

customary I would like to t:hank;:'iliose who have made it sO pleasurable.

Firstly, the senior boys for their help with organising teams for House
'C0mpetitions. especially A. Marsaand Head ofHouse A. Paxton Who
were outstandilJgrole modelS' an year, and secOndly, the team of.House

l'utors who have.throughout been ve supportivetQ'bg,ththe'
_~ys and me. ~rnx • _.,t1l'
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Townsend's

~
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Another busy and varied year. We started by breaking with tradition

and having three Heads ofHouse, each for one term: C. Kirkland,
S. McMahon and I.McKenzie each provided responsible and

sound leadership in their own individual and different ways. Always note

worthy are changes in the houseroom itself and last year the table football

was a popular addition: this year, reducing the floorspace still further but

proving a popular attraction, has seen the introduction of a table-tennis table,

supplied by courtesy of RSS, and with it has come a considerable improve

ment in skiIllevels.

Our first House event was the House Singing Competition in which we

gave a stirring rendition of It's been a hard day's night by the Beatles. We were

certainly the smartest House and played by the rules with no gimmicks: we

even sang quite weIl so to come no higher than equal fourth was a disappoint

ment we took in our stride.

But it was not a year of defeat despite our lack of success in the Inter

House athletics and the touch rugby competitions. A. Hyde shot particularly

weIl for the House and L. Neatherway captained our chess team, whilst we

were runners-up in two Public-Speaking Competitions. The Fourth Form,

represented by A. H yde, R. Parker, J. Mann and D. Rawcliffe, and the

Sixth Form team with T. Reeves, S. McMahon and C. Kirkland were

both narrowly beaten in two very exciting and closely contested finals. It was

in the Lower Sixth Challenge that the team from 6 DE convincingly defeated

the other contesting teams: H. Coules displayed an enormous depth and

breadth of knowledge and was ably supported by W. Guast, P. Lyons and

D.Waite.

Our other strengths were seen either in or on the water. There was a

continued individual commitment and performance given by N. Brodie and

I. McKenzie to the Boat Club as key members of the successful 1stVIII. In

the swimming pool the 4MMH team captained by B. King came second in

the Fourth Form gala, having initially won but being disqualified because B.

King had swum in one too many races. The Third Form WOll its gala easily

with a team captained by J. Buckley: our strength in this area bodes weIl

for next year.

Community Service is a popular House activity and here numerous boys

from all years have played important roles: of particular note in the Fourth

Form were B. Lerch, N. Li and B. King. Taking their service abroad, W.

Harrison, A. Sergeant and J. Rose found their visit to the projects we

are supporting in Moldova very interesting and four boys: T. Carpenter, P.

Cope, A. Boxell and C.Hornsey were involved in rebuilding a classroom

in Ulaanbaatar as part of their World Challenge expedition to Mongolia this

summer.

Our congratulations go to N. Brome and S. McMahon on gain

ing places at Oxford and we wish luck to all our leavers as they start their

university careers. S. Ahmed and M. Spurring leave us to start their Sixth

Form studies elsewhere and our thanks and good wishes für his retirement

were conveyed from the whole House to RPF as he took his Fifth Form

through to its GCSE examinations.

JT



Second form

SCHOOl NOTES

A Typical Day in the Lower School

I
wake up at twenty-to-seven. I then tumble out of bed, my eyes full of sleep,

my mind full of dreams as if a tape player was still playing behind my eyelids.
I puH on my shirt and trousers, the buttons scraping on my face. Stumbling

downstairs, I trip over the cat and fall the rest of the way. After eating my breakfast

I walk upstairs, do my teeth and face and go to school.

As I approach the hulking shape of the School, I stop, and look at the great

flowing bricks, in their cold, hard-brown colouring. The black shape rising out.of
the ground is strangely inviting and uninviting at the same time. The white double

doors open inwards into a warm red and wood-coloured hallway. I turn left past

the stone, old-fashioned-Iooking stairs into a grey, modern-Iooking hall. As I ap

proach the Lower School houseroom, I start to hear the welcoming sound of many

voices shouting and hollering. I enter the green houseroom and soon it is time for
registration. A bell rings, and we all troop obediently into an uncomfortable line

and stand still: wishing to all deities that it will finish quickly, and all fidgeting, as

we are not used to standing still for such a long time.

9.05: First lesson: Modern Languages. Oh the joys of the past participle! Fight
ing hard to stay alert.

9.35: End of First lesson. Heading down to üttle School for Latin.

10.05: 2nd Lesson: Latin. I never knew that Romano-British kings could be
so fascinating!

10.35: 3rd Lesson: Maths. At last some practical work: DrawingTriangles.
11.05: Break. Off to theTuck Shop. Hmmm, Polos or Fruit Pastilles....
11.35: 4th Lesson: English. Brilliant as usual. New book: Lord efthe Flies.

12.05: 5th Lesson: History. Finally we are onto the Middle Ages! No more
Sutton Hoo, just good old knights and castles!

After period 5 it's lunchtime. We all hurry to the Dining Hall as quickly as we
can, making sure we aren't late, and don't face the long, boring line of the lunch

queue.

We eat our food as fast as we can so we have more time to play cricket on

Waste Court field. I always bat. I stay in for six overs and go out with a catch with
18 runs. We are late for registration so we run to apologise to Mr Jenkins for being
late and then get in line.

Or I make for the Library. Pushing past a mob ofThirdformers going in the

opposite direction, I am in. I scan the area for free computers, but there are none.

I give up on them and resign myself to books. I pick a particularly interesting one
about disasters and sit down, thinking about The Day #erTomorrow and its relevance

to this book. Then I get bored with it and choose some fiction. I try to take it out,
only to discover that I have borrowed too many books. As I trek back to Lower

School to fetch a book to return, I ponder about the meaning of life.

1.35: Registration No.2. Much quieter than this morning.

2.05: 6th Lesson: Geography. We are on to the Geography ofFootball.
2.35: 7th Lesson: RS. How old is the Dalai Lama again?

3.05: 8th Lesson: Music (Singing). Difllcult to sing in tune constantly.

Mter Lessons: The ball is floated wide to the winger who cuts back in. A lit

tle pop to me and I am over under the posts, an easy seven points for our team. A
crunching blow from our fuH-back taking down their fastest player, we have turned
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A Typical Day in the Lower School
it over! On the break swerving left to right, I give it to the winger who scores.The final

whistle goes and an unbeaten season is ours.

That was a good first term. The hockey season was not the greatest since not many

of us have played before. We lost our first match to a team who had played together for

six years, but only 2-1. Next match we had improved a lot, passing the ball from side to

side gracefully and attacking weIl. We scored first but then they came back to draw with

us 1-1, which was a fair result. We have started the year weIl. The cricket was the best,

with three county players! I got two fUties and lots of twenties, and our team won nine

out of eleven matches.

Or we sit at our table in the printmaking room of the Art Department. We write our

parodies and draw the story as it goes. We pluck ideas from the political world we see

before us and from the sporting legends of history. We are free to express ourselves in

drawing, painting, comic strips, sculptures and computer art. I treasure these moments we

have together as we are permitted to talk and do as we like. Now we see our art mounted

on the wall to commemorate our efforts.

This summer, some Lower School pupils are in a drama production of Anima] Farm.

As I walk down the red-brick road to the Amey Theatre for a rehearsal, everything here

that is quite old seems to be red and warm.The large structure oftheAmeyTheatre looms

before me and I enter through the white doors. I turn into the Theatre which seats six

hundred and go onto the stage. It makes you feel very self-conscious, as you imagine the

six hundred in the audience staring up at you. We commence the rehearsal. I play 'Old

Major', a stud boar who introduces 'Animalism', a parody of communism, to the other

animals. I have almost the whole first page to myself, and I fmd myself quite frightened in

an empty auditorium, let alone a full one! When I make amistake, it is very embarrassing

and I don't want to imagine what I will do on stage during the performance proper!

We're on the bus now, thinking back over the amazing day we've been through...

Music, Maths, Modern Languages, all inspirational. Art, Athletics, Astronomy, all in

teresting.Break, boys...beef-burgers, all brilliant. But most of all it's the atmosphere. Just

walking to various lessons, seeing smiles on faces; green, green grass being overlooked by

the wonderfully handsome red-brick 'Big School' makes me feel. .. like areal Abingdonian!

Apart of this amazing School ...

"Sorry lads," said the bus driver, disappointingly," no Radio 1 today, it's not tuned in."

We drive on through the Oxfordshire countryside, chatting to each other about today,

yesterday and the next great day that I will undoubtedly be experiencing.

"How was your day?" my mother asked me as I climbed through the door.

"Brilliant." And that was the truth.

T. FINCH, M. EDWARDS, C. HARRIS, J. TINKER, R. KANE, P. BROMBLEY, J. SMITH, P.

GARDNER, S. LONERGAN & N.EREAUT,

E. HUMPHRIES & R.OAsTLER lS.
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School House

major sports. H. Green onee
rietoT ludoTum on Athletics Day

au-ro,un<.t contribution to rowing. rugby,

BAHF

As ofJanuary 2004 I will also be continuing my edueation

elsewhere, over tl1e urbane Mr.

Aitken. I know tl1at tl1e boys in the Hause will work as co
operatively and purposefully witl1 him as they have with me,

aud hope that he enjoys the experience

by COfi(:ern,~d P,lstOl'aJ

At thc end of the year we said farewell to an lipper Sixtl1

that encompassed a fuU range of talents and included in J.

Lillycrop the most concerned
I have known. We also said goodbye over tl1e year to D.Te
juoso, M.Green audJ. Stewart, who decided to eontinue

their educatioD elsewhere.

Musically, we were led by T. Gatten, as much in tl1e

rendition of In theJUll8le for tl1e Hause Singing Competition,
as in Chapel and various instrumental and choral

G. Stern and P. Stern

activities, tl1e boys in

corltribU1tedsignitiicarltly. AcadernicaUy, D. Chung
Oxford and tl1e whole

Upper their chosen universities.T.

Gatten was unfortul1ate enough to have secured anAcademi

cal Clerkship at Oxford before heing narrowly turned down
I hape next year to be

able to report bis suceess in re-applieation, Further down
the School tl1ere was an almost universal intensity about tl1e

Fifth Form in their run-up to GCSEs, and outstanding work

from many new boys, in particular K. Cheung, T. Chu and

M.Chan.

T I1C' rec'ollections ofa y'ear Whl'ch stand out Dor a House

master are inevitablv different from those of the boys,; ~

I recall V. Christodoulou steadfastly refusing to go
to a dance with a girls' school despite an the blandishments I
could throw at him; the boys recall an evening filling tl1ern

Flyin8 Dro8on for Chinese NewYear.
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Crescent Hause

2003/04 was the Golden Jubilee of the foundation of Crescent

, House, and two events associated with that have provided the

opportunity to reflect on how Crescent has developed over

the years. In November of 2003, a group of former and current

me~bersof staff, includingJoeTalbot, the first Housemaster of

Crescent, met for lunch in the games room, an extension added

during Simon Davies' tenure as Housemaster. A small group

of Old Boys responded to the invitation to areunion during June

2004. Unsurprisingly, the talk was ofthe numerous changes that had

taken place to the accommodation and the gardens. Originally, still

under the conslfaints of rationing, the boys were required to help

produce vegetable,s in the House garden, and the accommodation
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was spartan - very much so, according to those who had

experienced it. Now we are privileged to enjoy facilities

that compare weIl with the best that other schools can

offer, with the final stage of refurbishment to the boys'

side of Crescent House being completed last summer

holidays. Yet there remains much of the old Crescent

that is recognisable. One thing that struck me was the

fondness with which the 'Old Crescents' remembered the

relationships that had existed within the House, something

that remains for me today, above almost all other factors, a

vital measure of the health of the House. By that standard

it has been a successful year.

Within the House, three events stand out as especially

worthwhile. During the Michaelmas term, we undertook

to raise money for No.4 school in Ialoveni, Moldova.

Someifield's helped kickstart our efforts by donating 500

doughnuts to seIl at Open Day in October, but it was the

House piano that contributed most impressively. A happy

evening in December saw us lining up to swing a sledge

hammer at it for a fee. T. Lau gave a final performance of

Beethoven's MoonliBht Sonata, during which all sympathy

for the piano disappeared, and with PRW leading the bid

ding for the first swing, the execution began. It proved a

very weIl made piano, lasting for almost 40 minutes and

raising L21 0 towards a final total of L400. During the

Lent term, we held a House Concert in the AmeyThea

tre. Highlights included M. Futagami's unique style as

compere (and two fine performances on the violin), the

first performance of the Fifth Form band - name not yet

revealed - of E. Hofman, G. Fenton, O. Turner and

M. Halford, and the virtuosic playing of T. Lau, this

time on the School's Steinwayl

Then we embarked on the inaugural Mastermind

Competition. Twenty-five boys entered from all years,

choosing a wide variety of specialist topics, which chal

lenged the research abilities of the House staff. The final

ists were W. Lea, K. Ko,j.Arrowsmith, C. Lillycrop

and O. Turner. After the heats most were agreed that
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J.Arrowsmith was the one to beat, owing to his

encyclopaedic general knowledge and his ability to

perform under pressure, but C. Lillycrop kept his

head, showing adecent knowledge of The L!Je and

Times cfthefirst Earl cfHalifax and outperforming him
in the general knowledge round, to win the coveted

tide of Mastermind 2004.

Each year-group has played its part in the life of

the House. TheThird Form took time to gel, com

ing from three different sources - Phelps' , overseas

and the prep schools - but eventually did so very

successfully. J. Lau pipped H. Lee to the Academic

Prize, based on examination results, by only 0.6%.

T. Ojo was selected for the county U15 badminton

squad and showed himself to be an emerging talent

on the tennis court. O. Cook, J. Turrill and M.

Nagi were the backbone of the J14 AVIII, with the first two

also representing the Juniors A Xv.

In the Fourth Form, A. Chan was the recipient of the

academic prize, A. La Forte was selected to be one of the

Lower School Assistants for next year, C. Halford was captain

of the U15 cricket team and also scored 68 not out for the 1st

XI during the Birkenhead tournament at the end of term. N.

Juergens, apparendy known as The Tree to members of Lower

School, rowed in the successful J16VIII. But I will remember

the year more for the leavers from this group - we say goodbye

to A. Chan and J. Michelson, who are transferring to the

day side, and both hello and goodbye to A.Geary, N.Pucks

and L. de Lutio, each of whom made a unique contribution

to the life of the House.

In the Fifth Form, the GCSE examinations have been always

on the horizon, although some were rather slow to realise it, but

this has not stopped them making their mark on the life of the

School. M. Halford was the winner of the Academic Prize, and

also captained the successful Colts A xv. E.Hofman was one

of the members of the new Film Unit, D.Lam was selected to
"be a Lower School Prefect, as they were known, and O.Turner

SCHOOl NOTES

earned a place in the Great BritainVIII to race at the GB-France

match during the summer.

The Lower Sixth have already shown themselves to be a

group with huge talent, and I am very excited about the con

tribution they will make to the House as Prefects next year.

T. Oberhoesel was a crucial, and astonishingly powerful,

member of the successful 1st VIII - it is almost unbelievable

that he was overlooked by the German selectors for the Junior

World Championships. T. Rippon won his full colours for

Badminton, as did I. Cheng, and will captain the Club next year.

H.Taylor shared the History Prize and also starred in the One

NiBht Only extravaganza. P. Rowe will be one of the Heads of

School next yearand H.Taylor. will take on the responsibility

of Head of House.

We say farewell to the Upper Sixth, many of whom have set

an example of commitment and involvement that will be hard

for others to follow. Several chose challenging university targets

to aim at, and I applaud C. Ezenwa and A. Hermes on their

offers from Oxford and Cambridge respectively, W. Sheppard

and C.Turner on winning offers to read Veterinary Science and

W. Lea to read Medicine. W. Lea performed an oboe concerto

by Albinoni with the Chamber Orchestra and A.

Hermes and J. Gallard won Academic Prizes in

Physics and Religious Studies respectively. As lead

ers of the House, I could not have asked for a more

committed and able pair than W. Sheppard and W.

Lea. Backed up by a conscientious and, at times,

courageous team of Prefects, they have managed

affairs with understanding, foresight and absolute

fairness, and will be a hard act to follow. I wish all

of the leavers weIl for the future.

It is my privilege to have had a very dedicated

Staff team in the house, and it is with sadness that we

must say farewell to PRW, KER and VEH.

1/06
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There can be little doubt that Phelps' is in an

idylhc setting, whieh inspires the boys to set high

standards and seck the eompassion neeessary to

understand eaeh other. These ideals give Phelps'

House pupils a 10yalty and commitment that mark

eaeh of them out as tremendous pcople.

SCHOOL NOTES

Phelps' Hause
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I
t has happened - Waste Court is ringing with

the sound of saw and hammer and the phased

deYelopment of the Boarders' washing facilities

has swung into action. The loft rooms are nm" en

suite and boys now have 6ft 6in beds: a luxury that

üld Boys object ta and that the Junior· Boarders

adore. We all look forward to the transformation of

the rest of the House over the next two years and

I would like to thank the Headmaster, the Bllrsary

and the Works staff for their hard work.

This year, I have been iJ:1;Ipressed by the cama

raderie and good spirit ,,,hieh have been so evident

around the House. I attribute this new feeling of

zest and enthusiasm to three factors. First, the new

tutors, JEJO and DAB, instantly made themselves

at home and inspired us an to aim for exceUence.

Second, the grcat leadership shown by the School

Prefects, B. Zhao,J. Birkett and A.Jack,who have

oeen faultless in their commitment and inspirational

in judgement.Third, the new dynamicThird Form

who have responded to the ehallenge of Abingdon

'I\'ith true grit and drive.



lt is no surprise that at Prize-Giving this Summer

the leaving Sixth Fotm \vas weil represented from

the Höuse, as they have been its backböne, and we

wish them all every success in their chosen careers.

Sadly, We also have to say farewellto two tutors: JFB,
who has guided the Upper Sixth to such success and

the Fifth FormTutor, ACWB, whose tolerance anel
compassion have been remarkable.FinalJy, I add an

extra thank you to tbe unsung heroes of Phelps' the

domestic team who daily guide the House töwatds

greater levels ofhygiene anel tidiness. CarolWebb
has speatheaeled thiselomestic attack and has to a

great extent prevailed. She and her team are essential
to the Houseand highly regarded by us alL

As ever, I willleave the final word to the Head
ofHouse:

This has been another successful year in the

progression of Phelps' House. Last year

was the first time in Abingdon'shistory that

both Dar and Boarding pupils mixed together in OM

House. This year it has become evident that tlns is a

well rouncled mix with WTP leading the House with
an admirable amount of enthusiasm eyeh through

the most trying of times.

If last year was considered to be a fine year with

Phelps' showing thatthey could do weIl in more that
just theacademic side of things, then this year Was

SCHOOL NOTES

positive1y ground-breaking.ln the Michaelmas term,

the Hause spent many weeks in keenpreparation for

the flouse Singing Competition, boldly led by M-L
Jones and E. Mitehard, aud the Hnal rel1ditiou of

vt~ Are Tbe Cbampions by Qyi;en wm be remembered

for its cluality for years to come.

T. Dawson and N. Pollard put ouauother

superbly humorous House Review, with perform

ances from boys from all yearsof the Hous~ with J.
Aneell playing One by U2 beautifully aud the two
organisers using sarcasm, itony aud Alan.13ennett

to great effect.

But Phelps' has had more to offer than just in

the Arts. C. North has coutinued to beat back an)'
opposing teams with his badminton racque.t, A.
McKenzie showecl gteat skill auel determination in

the Hockey 1st Xl, which lost ouly oue ofits elevt;n

matches. Phelps' House.put up a gooe! show in the

Inter-House Athletics Da)', and the Thirdfonners

managed to win the Tag Rugby Cömpetitiou.

Throughout thewhole year, ithas tobe saicl that

Phe1ps' House has shown vigour anel enthusiasm inan

areas ofSchoollife, and has pro;ed that with enough

of these qualitieS, one cau achieve excellence.

WTP AND]. BIRKETT Vl]FB
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Charities

"P. Statham

kept us enter-

tained for the

best part of an

hour."

ThiS year the Third Form Charities Com

mittee, under the umbrella of Community

Service, has largely masterminded charity

fundraising. The participants of the committee

changed every half term as they rotated around

the different services available to them, but they

all had an opport~ty to select the charities that

they would like to support and to plan events. Not

surprisingly, the first event was aThird Form disco

with girls from St Helen's and Our Lady's Convent

Senior School! This was held in September and to

make the most of the lighter evenings, included a

BBQ too. Each School represented chose a charity

to support and the L358 raised was shared between

Helen House Hospice, Abingdon Alzheirner's and the

Kingswood Trust.

During September six of the Sixth Form joined

a re-enactment ofDickWhittington'sWalk to raise

money for the Treloar's Trust, a charity which funds

a college for disabled children. The boys collected

L600 through sponsorship and completed their leg

of the walk from Witney to Abingdon in appalling

weather conditions, pushing a coach and trying to

control Dick's cat! WeIl done!

The L30 raised at Open Day in October on the

'balloon bash' , suggested by D. O'Neill, was also

sent to Helen House Hospice.The Lower School

worked hard to put together over fifty Christmas

shoe boxes which were collected just after half term

by Operation Christrnas Child and sent off to children

in war-torn areas of the world.

The Lent term started with an appeal at the

NewYear Concert made by T. Bennett to support

the Ellen MacArthur Trust, which offers disadvantaged

children the opportunity to go sailing. Those present

will not have forgotten his enthusiastic speech about

the work of the Trust and how Ms MacArthur had

"achieved a huge amount even though she's a

woman"! The L327 raised was shared between the

Trust and another charity based in Africa, Goodwill

Children's Hornes Trust, which provides shelter for

children in need. J. Coleby, from CB'sThird Form

Latin set, encouraged the class to leam the GCSE

vocabulary list in a sponsored 'Latin Learn'. They

raised a wonderful L413.87 for the Uganda Church

Fund which is helping build a school.

Just before half term theThird Form organised

another joint event with St Helen's, which took the

guise of a Valentine's Day Blind Date competition.

One boy explained, "We thought it might be a bit

of fun and break the ice at parties. Cilla Black, aka

p. Statham, kept us all entertained for the best

part of an hour. She/he did such a great job that the

contestants need not have been there at all!" The

good news was that the event also raised LI 08. 10

for the Oiford Children's Hospital Appeal.

The annual Charity five-a-side football tour

nament proved to be very popular again this year.

The standard of football was impressive and I am

grateful to the referees for their help. At one stage

I was a little alarmed to see that the event had

attracted the attention of a neighbouring tramp.

Whilst I was wondering how to distract him in

order to prevent him from wandering onto the

pitch, I was informed that the 'tramp' was indeed a

parent in fancy dress come to support his team The
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Tramps! Starsailors, captained by C. More, won the

Sixth Form Cup, completing their final in a small

snowstorm. The Fifth Form Cup went to Witness the

Fitness and the Fourth Form team, The Russians, took

back their Cup from the Third Form. This event

raised f408. 55 for SABRE Trust (Serving Africa By

Remote Exploration) and Cystic Fibrosis. The annual

Road Relay was used by one of theThird Form teams

to raise f162.43 through sponsorship for the Marie

Curie Breast Cancer Fund.

The day before the Summer term started saw the

Headmaster compete in the London Flora Marathon

in horrible weather conditions. He may not have

done as much pre-race training as he might have liked,

so finished outside the top fifty, but it was a super

achievement to have completed 26 miles in a respect

able four and a half hours and, more importantly,

raised f825 through the School sponsorship raffle and

a further f300 privately, to support The British Heart

Foundation. A sell-out concert event, For One Night

Only, organised by G.Potter, raised a remarkable

f2000, also for Marie Curie. The Non-Uniform Day

raised a fabulous f 1484.77, which was gratefully

received by Liberis Trust to further their work provid

ing hornes for the abandoned children in Romania.

They were able to visit the Lower School and give

a valuable presentation during our Assembly. JEJO
hosted the showing of a firn in which he starred as

the lead role when he was about ten years old. The

nominal entrance fee raised f75, providing astart

to his fundraising for Mind, Meningitis Trust and Hope

and HomesJor Children. At the start of the summer

holidays JEJO will be joining his team to compete

in the Four Peaks Challenge. We wish him well with

his fundraising.

Another annual event was the collection of Tesco's

SHOWCASE

Vouchers. My thanks go to those who participated,

for we were able to hand over thousands toThe King

fisher School to help enhance their computers.

After half term came the Auction of Promises.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank those

who contributed to this event, as we raised a further

nooo for the British Heart Foundation, thereby more

than honouring our pledge to them in support of

HM's marathon run. The Committee worked hard

to put this together and it was great fun. Those

present enjoyed bidding against one another and

the excitement was enhanced by some generous

telephone bids as weIl. My thanks to the auctioneer,

K.Prince from Drewett Neate, who had us aIllaugh

ing with his entertaining performance, despite the

rather smaIl audience, and managed to seIl every lot

including those with reserves. My thanks go also to

the band, who, I believe, took some future bookings

that evening!

The last event was again aThird Form occasion.

FAD and the Music Department joined forces to

present a Drama/Music evening and raised f50 for

SobeIl House Hospice.

STOP PRESS: Over the summer, Oifam was

very pleased to realise in excess of f2000 from our

donation of classical records to six of their Bookshops

around the UK.

As weIl as the practical giving, the grand total

raised this year was approaching f8700 (before the

Oifam donation) and we have been able to support

eighteen organisations, thanks to the generosity of

many Abingdonians and their families.

ALB
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SHOWCASE

Community Service

The start of another very successful year's serv

ice to the Abingdon community culminated

in a rousing tea party, more action-packed

than ever, as we approached the end of Michaelmas

term 2003. The Dining Hall was packed with sixty

senior citizens fromAbingdon, and boy volunteers of

all ages. Aside from the usual tea- and coffee-pouring

byW. Poole and G. Cowie and the mingling with

the visitors by J. Needham, there was carol-sing

ing, a quiz, unicycling and a Christmas reading. The

music was provided by the Brass Band and a Third

Form string quartet. Miss Parker encouraged the

visitors to join in the carol-singing with a degree of

success, and indeed G. Potter even suggested that

the visitors could teach our boys a few things about

singingl Then followed more tea-drinking and the

Christmas-focused quiz, which had questions about

various customs at Christmastime around the world.

This had been expertly compiled by J. Innes and P. Birkett. A

musical interlude provided by the string quartet accompanied

the marking. Next a raffle, organised by P. Probert, was drawn,

and prizes ranging from sponges and soap to chocolates were

cheerfully distributed by our very own unicyclist, M. Nurton.

The quiz winners too received their prizes: a diary and a fountain

pen. Our thanks for mounting this event are due in particular to

MMH, G.lnnes and DGA, who drove the minibus.

During the previous term several boys had struck up friend

ships with the residents of Old Station House through their

regular visits, as J. Graves, P. Collins, M. Neil, S. Dyson

and E. Henderson here explain:

"... lt has been an interesting experience, and we have met many

new people. We have become good jriends with many cJ the bingo

regulars. Over the first Jew weeks it was hard to make conversation,

sometimes, but as the visits continued, the elderly people opened up a

little more and we became firm .friends. Some proved to be very nice

and generous people; all have very different personalities! We saw many

arguments over a variety cJ subjects, such as who should get the help

cJ 'the young boys', or whether we should play bingo or cards. We have

manyjond memories cJthe residents, and in particular, 1remember the

moment when one lady shouted, ']'m not playing bingo because that's

jor babies!'. The next week she was playing it again.l usually play the

piano to them bifore a bingo session, and.from the response 1 can tell

the residents enjoy us coming. Occasionally we study the Bible with

them, which they greatly enjoy. We always make it our duty to visit

those who could not attend the bingo session, too,jor a .friendly chat

and perhaps a cup cJtea. So no-one gets lift out and everyone benifits

jully.from our weekly visits..."

The Lent term saw a total ofthirty-sixAbingdonians, from

various years, visiting Abingdon Hospital, The Day Centre in

The Charter and severallocal primary schools. Middle School

boys meanwhile began to visit Cygnet Court. One successful

formula was that ofpreparing entertainment in School one week
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and visiting the next. A. Fisher made some excellent posters

and ran a lively bingo session, which was much appreciated.

W. Stockdale was an invaluable member of this group as he

brews such good tea. B. Balchin's colourful programme was

much admired at the Spring tea party. Once again Third and

Fourth Form boys worked together to provide tea and lively

entertainment for sixty-five guests from Old Station House,

Lady Eleanor Court, Nicholson House and the Older and Bolder

Club. P. Probert and J. Needham ran the raffle, B. Allen

and N. Li delivered the quiz and the highlights of the afternoon

were J. Swarbrick's and N. Robinson's imaginative rendering

of The Lion and Albert and also a medley of lighthearted songs

performed by The Abingdon Academicals, directed by DJP and

SRW. A good time was had by all , the party ended spot on Spm

and the guests were very appreciative, to judge by the several

letters of thanks they sent in later.

By the time the Summer term and the examination season

came around, the reader might feel that our Community Service

efforts ought to have been winding down. Quite the oppositel

The visiting from the previous term continued apace, and the

crescendo of activity reached its peak when P. Probert, E.

Henderson, C. Lillycrop and C.Tucker gave help at the

Strawberry Tea hosted by St Helen's Church Caring Action

Group. This was very much appreciated. Next the boys from

the Middle School and Upper School gave a party far the mem

bers of this Group and for the residents of Cygnet Court in

the new foyer of the AmeyTheatre. Our visitors were thrilled

to see the new building, the artwork and the flowers in Lacies

Court garden and were even more delighted to be serenaded

by A. Lo, E. Caird, A. Kingdon and D. Mak. There were

myriad compliments to the chef for the delicious tea, and P.
Probert's hilarious raffle again delighted the crowds, bringing

a very successful, enjoyable and worthwhile year's Community

Service to its fitting end.

MMH



The Library

ThiS year has seen a hectic schedule for the Library, tak

ing part in several outside events: some new and some

regulars in the calendar. In November, Abingdon School

was pleased to host the regional heat for the Kids' Lit Quiz:

held in this country for the first time. Kids' Lit Quiz was started

by a tremendous enthusiast for reading, Wayne Mills, who is a

lecturer in education in New Zealand and also acts as quizmaster.

There were twenty teams representing schools as far afield as

Birmingham and London (an extended region ... ) and we were

even more delighted when one ofAbingdon's teams, consisting

of four Firstformers, went through to the final in Newcastle

in December. Wayne expressed his astonishment at the level of

knowledge displayed in this regional heat. It was tremendously

exciting to be involved in this first final and even though the

boys were not crowned champions, they can feel very proud to

have represented the School at such a high level.

Throughout the Michaelmas and Lent terms, Lower School

boys have been reviewing books for the Red House Children's

Book Award, culmi

nating in two boys

from the Second Form

representing Oxford

shire at the national

ceremony held in Lon

don in June. This was a

wonderfulopportunity

to meet some top au

thors and illustrators,

including Jacqueline

Wilson. The overall

winner was Michael

Morpurgo with his

book, Private Peaciful.

Unfortunately, he had

a long-standing prior

engagement and was

not able to be there, but sent a very imaginative video which

seemed to speak to each individual at the ceremony. (Abingdon

boys, of course, had been fortunate enough to hear Michael

speak at School earlier in the year in his capacity as Children's

SHOWCASE

Laureate.)

In the Summer term, the boys in the First and Second

Forms again enthusiastically took part in Shadowing the Carnegie.

This is an annual event which has the added bonus of sharing

reading experiences with the other five· secondary schools in

Abingdon. This year included a quiz at John Mason School and

a reviewing session at St Helen's. The Abingdon Forum, where

all the reviewers make a presentation supporting 'their' book,

an all-day event in July, was held at Fitzharry's School. Tradi

tionally, the Carnegie winner on that day is never the same

as the national winner - and so it was this year! The national

winner was The Gathering Light by Jennifer Donnelly (a Richard

and Judy recommendation) and Abingdon's winner was Private

Peaciful by Michael Morpurgo (perhaps some influence from

his earlier visit?).

In March, the poet, John Foster, came to visit the School

and entertained and inspired boys from the First Form through

to the Fourth Form with his lively approach to poetry.

Throughout the year, normal library business has carried

on between all these activities and it seemed as though the boys

were doing their best to refute any suggestion that 'the book is

dead - and long live the computer', as borrowing has exceeded

previous years. Long may this continue! We received a number
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fram Rutherford Appleton

D. Rawcliffe receiving his prize

Donor

Shell Connections 2003 Foyle Foundation

Selection French texts French Department

Selection Geography texts Geography Department

Fietion selection English Department

Physies text book Physics Department

Chemistry texts Chemistry Department

Classies Classies Department

Lord ifthe Flies Simon Woods, OA

English Criticisms SAE

Qyantum Leaps RJS
Mierobiology Biology Department

French texts Nicholas HeIe and EMTS
British Medicine Research Damian Riddle
A Schoo] within a Schoo] Nigel Hammond, OA

Oxon Local History NigeI Hammond, OA

Asian AjJairs RSKM

RS texts RS Department

Selection books Mr Peskett

Fietion NMR

Travel books IAM

Mars: Inside Story ICF
The Lord ifthe Rin8s BBC

Title

of donations, for whieh we are extremely grateful. These are detailed below:
--..,,----~~.~-'

GJC Laboratory

Young Geographer of the Year
Fram more than 5000 entries around the

country, this report on the future of the

oceans, written by S. Welch, was chosen

to receive an award. T. Middleton was

also awarded a certificate for a 'highly

commendable' piece. The following ex-

tracts are fram S. Welch's report:

What is the Effect of the Current Uses of the Oceans?

Waste disposal- Nuclear waste, sewage, and land

based materials and other things from shipping. 80%

(millions oftons) ofthe waste is from dredging. 10% of

all the waste disposed into the oceans is contaminated

with heavy metals, oil, pesticides and nutrients. These

have toxie effects on marine life, which has the potential

to contaminate food.

Energy - By 2020, the use of tidal power will have

increased greatly. This does not affect the oceans at all.



Fisheries - At the moment fisheries worldwide produce a

total of 100 million tonnes of fish annually. 50% of these spe

eies of fish are at the maximum limit of what they can produce

without dying out. This means that if we continue to fish at the

current amount we run the risk of causing the extinction of

many speeies offish.

Human Settlements -These days, around 44% of the world's

total population live in coastal areas. This amount of people

(more than the total population ofthe world in 1950) puts a

lot of pressure on the surrounding environment, and nearly all

the settlements dump their waste into the sea, which can be a

threat to public health. The rising population also leads to land

being reclaimed, which can be dangerous to live on anyway,

but also damages and destroys ecosystems. Also many of the

resources including the fish are overexploited.

Biotechnology - Biotechnology can be used for develop

ing pharmaceuticals, polymers and enzymes. This can be useful

to prevent experiments on land animals, but could also cause

unforeseen problems in the ocean ecosystem.

Oil & Gas - Large platforms are constructed and seabed

pipes.The oil is pumped out of the oceans and then transported

along the pipes to a mainland rig. As a result of the lack ofpres

sure from the oil the seabed will sometimes collapse.

Transport - The seas have always been used as a means of

transport but with many ships using it daily. This means that the

seas will be polluted . However, it is becoming more common to

have an electric motor. Even so there are still aceidents during

which oil or other substances can end up polluting the ocean.

The most sensible thing would be to choose uses which

are both productive for humans and the marine ecosystem. The

SHOWCASE.

most obvious of these would be the energy from tidal and wave

power. This does not have any known effect on the oceans and

is becoming an increasingly cheap use of the oceans.

Next we should try to remove any uses which are currently

counter-productive. Waste-disposal is the main one of these; it

pollutes the environment, which can affect the marine life and

the fish we eat, and therefore affect uso The only thing we get

out of it is somewhere where we can dump all of our waste

without necessarily witnessing the effects. There is also fishing,

although this has a stronger case. However, if we are risking the

extinction of many species of fish, and affect the environment,

then we should at least put restrictions on it. We cannot ban

it because we would cause a large increase in unemployment.

Oi! and gas are probably sensible things to stop also, even

though they are used to produce most of our energy and fuel

our country, but there are land rigs and things like tidal power

which can make up for this.

Ifwe stopped ocean and gas rigs, and ocean dumping, then

we would have less of a reason for us to actually use ships. And

if we used electric motors for the aquaculture industry then we

would not have the effect. Also, now, it is generally quicker for

people to get to A from B by plane or by the Channel Tunnel

and other transport services rather than by boat. The only other

real use of boats left is for cruises. If we limit the amount of ;

cruises, the effect would be limited.

Tourism cannot really be controlled. Thousands of people

flock to the beaches annually and it would be hard to completely

stop people from leaving rubbish, etc.

So the future uses of our oceans should be:

1) Energy

2) Controlled Fisheries and Aquaculture

3) Limited Transport.

S. WELCH 3AMS

ehainTIan. United Kingdom Mathemati.cs Trust.

UK JUNIOR MATHEMATICAL CHALLENGE

2004

Ak;y\~ &h~l
U received a

SILVER CERTIFICATE
~ V'Ye4 Jw.-a-...
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Creative Writing
Early in the year the Children's Laureate visited Abingdon to talk to some Secondformers. He

made quite an impression! N. Howe and J. Zhu sum it up:

N. HOWE 2GGB & J. ZHU 2GGB

Peaciful. I read the book myself and it is truly moving.

Reading it transports you into another world; one can

so easily picture the story in the mind.

Being in his presence made me feel as if there were

a magical aura around Michael Morpurgo, of passion

and deep thought and I knew he was not any ordinary

author.

After the talk, he received questions from the audi

ence. He answered them fully and did not hold back any

of his thoughts and opinions. It was very interesting to

hear his feelings.

His books are mainly serious books about people

and the experiences they encounter which he shapes

and changes slightly. Or they came about by something

he saw: for example, he once saw a small boy alone on

a horse, herding lots of big bulls, but unafraid of these

big brutes. This inspired him to write the story down.

He showed us that there is a story in everything.

Above all, he seemed very human. I used to think

that writers were, in some way, superior people, who

are able to weave great stories so weIl, but when I met

Michael Morpurgo in the flesh he seemed so much

more like the rest ofus than I expected. He showed us

that everybody has faults and can be unlucky and yet

do exceptionally weIl in other parts of life, writing

fascinating books, for example.

Michael Morpurgo was interesting, from the

moment he spoke. He started by describing

his childhood and reading to us some of the

books he has written. He told us an extremely fascinating

and moving story that grabbed the audience's attention.

He told us that with his interesting background, he was

able to produce remarkable stories.

Some of the stories were technically semi-fictions

because they were based on his life. He also read to us

a story about a boy with two fathers, based on his own

experience and past. He read it with lots of emotion.

His voice and tone changed every second: you could

tell that he is a brilliant reader.

He also talked about his school years with a friend

who thought hirnself to be the next Jesus (he was very

funny when talking about his career aspirations to be

a rugby international and how 'Jesus' helped hirn in

this).

He even had some of the audience on stage doing

some acting. He told us indescribable secrets that he

was supposedly sworn not to tell anyone. It felt as if
he told them exclusively to the audience. He went on

to tell us the story about what drove him to change bis
teaching career for that of a writer. This illustrates h

he is distinct from other authors: Michael Morp

writes with passion in his stories, stories in which

could feeI as if you are there, stories which touch 10

emotions and mind. The best example is his book Pr;

The Storm
The storm began small just

Hissing rain, then it started suddenly with a swish crack smack.
Even the house was shuddering.

Strong winds whipped at the house.

Thunder rumbling like a mammoth.

Oh how warm and cosy it feels inside.

Rain turning to hail and smacking on the roof like gunfire.

More trees fall. What will this world look like in the morning?

S. PRIOR IS
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The Weather Man
I sat in front of myTV screen,

I turned to channel one and what's to be seen?

An old plump man as round as a berry,

With a pig-like nose, red as a cherry.

A clicker in his left hand, pointing frantically with his right,

He said, "There's a cold front from the east and there's rain in sight."

Surely now you would think it could only get better,

But I knew in myself it would get wetter and wetter.

"Possible thunder," he said in a loud but stuttered voice,

Then paused for a moment like a sleeping tortoise.

"Minus ten," he claimed, could that be right?

Is he working in centigrade or fahrenheit?

Then I saw it on the screen with my own two eyes,

A whirling dervish of incredible size.

I couldn't believe it, I thought I would die,

My eyes filled up, I was about to cry.

Then as my future looked simply the worst,

He chuckled and said, "It's April the first!"

J.MARTIN 1S

Je suis un heros
Henry DavidThoreau a dit que ta grande majorite des gens

vit en la desesperance silencieuse. Ils ont besoin de divertisse

ments. Ils ont besoin de quelqu'un ajuger, quelqu'un aaimer

et detester en meme temps, pourvu qu'illes amuse. Ils ont

besoin d'un heros moderne. Le culte de la celebrite domine

notre societe: les idoles sont les heros de nos jours. Pas de

Heracles, avec sa force legendaire. Pas de Jason, avec ses vertus

classiques. Pas d' Arthur, avec son courage et sa galanterie. Non,

on peut devenir legendaire aujourd'hui simplement en amusant

le public pour une periode breve. Les heros du vingt-et-unieme

siecle ne sauvent plus de jeune filles en detresse mais les gens

qui veulent admirer ou se moquer de quelqu'un. Ils ne tuent

pas de dragons mais l'ennui.

La fa~on la plus facile pour un inconnu de devenir celebre

est ala television de realite. Afin que je puisse etre un heros,

je suis entre au foyer du 'Big Brother' . Apres y etre arrive, je

me suis deshabille; bien que je ne sois point nudiste, j'ai cru

que si je montrais quelque chose de controverse, le public

voudrait me voir et voterait pour moi. La semaine prochaine,

DavidThoreau said that most peop1e live in astate r!fsi1ent despair.

They need distraetions. They need someone to eritieise, someone to love

and to hate at the same time, provided he keeps them amused. They need

a modern hero. The pursuit ?fJame dominates our socie~y: idols are our

modern-day heroes. Not Herac1es, he r!f1egendary strength. NotJason,

the c1assiea1ly virtuous. Not Arthur, he r!f courage and gallantry. No,

today you ean beeomeJamous just by keeping the pub1ie amusedJor

a briifmoment. Twenty-Jirst eentury heroes no 10nger save damsels in

distress, but those who want to admire or 1augh at someone. They don't

kill dragons, only boredom.

The easiest wayJor the man in the street to beeomeJamous is on

rea1ity television. So that 1might be a hero, I went into the Big Brother

household. Having got there, I took 1J my c1othes; not that I am a

naturist, not at all; rather I thought that if1did something eontroversia1,

the pub1ie would want to wateh me and wou1d voteJor me. The next

week I slept with one r!f the other tenants; by doing so I earned some

j'ai couche avec une colocataire; acause de cela, j'ai gagne en

popularite, donc je l'ai fait encore trois fois pendant mon sejour.

l'ai menti aux autres colocataires afin que je puisse gagner le

concours et le prix. l'ai reveIe aux millions de telespectateurs

que mon [rhe est homosexuel car j' ai aime que tout le monde

fasse attention amoi. Quand j'ai senti que ma popularite etait

en baisse, j'ai donne un coup de poing aBarry - un colocataire

que j'ai trouve irritant parce qu'il a emprunte mon discman

sans ma permission.

Ceux qui critiquent la television de realite m' ont dit que

mes actions etaient sans moralite, mais amon avis ~a n'importe

rien car j'ai amuse le public; donc j'ai gagne le concours trois

mois plus tard. Quand je suis sorti de la maison, il y avait autant

de huees que de hourras, mais tout -Ie monde avait aime me

regarder sur le petit ecran. l'avais fourni une distraction aux .

gens qui vivent en la desesperance silencieuse.

Je suis un heros.
A. GARTON ASH VI JFB

more popu1arity, so I did it three more times during my stay. I lied to

the other tenants so that I could win the eompetition and the prize. I

revea1ed to the millions r!fviewers that my brother is gay beeause I10ved

it when everybody paid me some attention. When Ifeit my popu1aTity

was waning, I thumped Barry - a tenant who was annoying me beeause

he bOTrowed my Diseman without asking.

Those who eritieise rea1ity television told me that my aetions were

amoral, but in my view that doesn't matter a whit sinee I kept the pub1ie

amused; so I won the competition three months 1ateT. When 11# the

house, I Teeeived aec1amation and approbation in equa1 measure, but

everybody had liked watehing me on the small sereen. I had managed

to distraet all those peop1e who live in astate r!fsi1ent despair.

I am a hero.

TRANSLATION BY DJP
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Abingdon Staff mountaineering
/lGreat things are done when men and mountains meet; this is not done by jostling in the street ... /1

wrote William Blake. He might have been foretelling the exploits of two Abingdon staff: JEJO

who successfully conquered four British peaks in twenty-four hours to raise money for charity,

and SAE who was so moved by his experiences in the highlands of Papua New Guinea that

he has recounted them in a travel book, awaiting publication. Excerpts fram both authors

appear below. JEJO writes:

We started our adventure in Burnley, the most northerly

h&tne of the members of our group and so a suitable staging

point for the trip to Scotland. The school holidays had begun

so I was able to arrive a day before everyone else and was

consequently put in charge of.preparing our rations. A trip to

Asda and much boiling ofwate~ later, I was standing in front of

a mountain ofpasta, rice, tuna, peanut butter rolls, fruit, crisps

and, as we were soon to leam, most importantly Jelly Babies.

It seemed a massive amount oHood for eight people and only

48 hours but we were going to have little sleep and keeping our

energy levels high would be imp()rtant. ~s the team arrived

that evening the senSe of excitementand trepl ation grew: we... .; .-
,yere setting:off earlythe next mor~ga~d,I don't think many
of us got much sleep.
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aid of head torches and the minibus was a welcome sight that

was made even more pleasant by the plates full of pasta that

were pushed into our hands by Nick and Colin, our two drivers.

It was gone eleven as we set off again.

After attempting not to drop tomato sauce on our laps as we

made our way along the bumpy country roads of Scotland, we

all tried to get what sleep we could during the five hour journey

to the Lake District. We fell out of the minibus at Seathwaite

with bleary eyes and stifflegs to be greeted by a feebIt;. attempt

at sunshine. The clouds were high and it looked as ifwe might

avoid rain again. This improved our mood and we set off again, i

although at a noticeably slower pace. We were fortunate tha~

the weather held and our climb allowed for some impressive

panoramas of the surrounding countryside. However, by now we

were starting to feel the effects of the first walk and not much

sleep. We had chosen quite adernanding route up Scafell so as

to have an easy drive to and from the peak, something that ~as

starting to seem like a bad ideal A succession ofridges~t

several climbs and drops that did nothing to help our knee
joints - several of the group have since said that .this was the
hardest part of the challenge. The summit agam~

_in a heavy mist but touching the triangulation <r'tW
obligatory Jelly Baby: e_ - rd~_

-"" haP,B~ the. kno\jfe the ini~:1'
ti e'P ofthe
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strain. The rain did not let up and although we were on course

to complete the 24 hour challenge we were feeling low. I was

one of the first two of the group as we reached the top of the

zigzag that leads to the final 200m path to the top and as we stum

bled over the ridge we came across a large group of teenagers.

Feeling rather embarrassed by looking as though I was going to

pass out after having walked what is the shortest, easiest route

to the summit, I managed to sputter out that it was the third

of three. When they realised what I meant they gave the rest of

the group an impromptu round of applause, which gave us the

boost we needed to make it to the triangulation point.

Our journey down was slow and painful but we were still

ahead of schedule and when our other driver appeared from

around a corner, camera in hand, we knew we were nearly there.

I cannot express the relief I felt when I saw the wooden post

that signified the beginning of the car park but should you ever

go to Snowdon do not be surprised if you see a small, blond

figure hugging a bollard. We arrived as a group and stopped

the clock on 23 hours and 23 minutes.

The ferry to Ireland did not leave until the early hours of

the following morning so we had time to enjoy a much needed

hot shower at one of the group's uncle's house and a hearty

pub dinner. We had time for a little sleep on the ferry and then

started the journey to County Kerry. A full Irish breakfast on

the way did a lot to raise our energy levels and was a very pleas

ant change from cold rice and pasta! We arrived at the base of

Carrauntoohil with time enough for us to enjoy the walk and

the beautiful surroundings without feeling under pressure. We

were again lucky not to have any rain and we completed our

challenge without any problems. It was with great relief that

we reached the minibus without any injuries and in a fit state

to be able to raise a pint (or two) of Guinness later that night

in Limerick.

In A night up the mountain, tram 'The Light on the Statue' (a journey through Asia),

SAE writes:

"Our travelling alarm-dock woke me at 1.30 am. I feIt ab

solutely dreadful, then even worse when I realised I had woken

myself up to climb a mountain. In the dark. I rolled over, in

disbelief, burying my head in my sleeping bag.

'Please,' I asked myself hopefully, 'do I really have to do

this?'

Yes.

My muscles feIt stiff and tired from the previous day's ef

forts; all my mountaineering enthusiasm had vanished. What I

really feIt like doing, at that particular moment, was sleeping

out the final month and a half of my Papuan visa.

After a few minutes I heard Dron moving around in the main

room. Eventually I stirred myself into some action. It was very

cold - but the doudless sky was still a welcome sight: at least if
we got to the top of the mountain there was some chance that

the sun might be shining. I went through to join Dron for an early

breakfast ofporridge. I found him trying to light an old paraffm

lamp; he was halfway through a box of matches, not reallyon

top of the situation. He was a grim, ghastly figure bent over in

the flickering candlelight. I pottered about groggily, wondering

again what I had let myself in for. Suddenly a burst of flame and

light sprang up from Dron's corner. He cried out, already on

his feet, holding the blazing lamp away from his startled face.

He staggered around the room for a few moments trying to

control the flames which were beginning to flick up towards

the wooden ceiling of the hut. I ushered him towards the front

door. He tottered towards it then stumbled down the wooden

steps. Seconds later the light went out. I wondered whether

he had plunged into the lake; but I had heard no splash. Then

he reappeared, walking slowly into the hut, carrying the unlit

lantern. He looked sheepish. It was not a very good start.

We gave up on our idea of a bowl ofhot porridge; instead J
(who had got up to see us on our way) dished out someAustral

ian dried oats which we ate with powdered milk and sugar; she

told me to pretend it was Sainsbury's De Luxe muesli. Before

we left we spent a few minutes trying unsuccessfully to·repair

Dron's torch which had somehow got broken; he was a good

guide, and he knew his way around the mountain, but he was

not one oflife's mechanical wizards. So we were down to one

small torch, and, hopefully, the light of a nearly fuH moon.

Thus, ill prepared, half-asleep - but very determined - Dron

and I set off to climb the rest of MountWilhelm; at 1SOOOft the

highest of Papua's highlands. Dron led the way. He wore plastic

bags on his feet, tied up around his ankles. This was to protect

him from the cold, not the rocky terrain. On a sunny day, with

feet as tough as a Norwegian paratrooper's boots, he could have

ambled up a mountain ofbroken glass.

We worked our way quickly around Piunde lake, then turned

on the torch for the first time to negotiate the wet, slippery cliff

which led up to the larger Aunde lake. Past this second expanse

of water, glinting in places from the moonlight, we dimbed up

again quite steeply, hitting some more sodden patches where

water trickles ran into the lake below. And we walked. And we

climbed. Now more fully awake, I relaxed and started to enjoy

myself. There was very little wind and I could hear nothing apart
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from the sound of my own breathing which was getting heavier

the higher we dimbed. The scenery was rocky, craggy: great,

sharpened towers rose into the silver sky around us, an elaborate

stone instrument through which the ~ind played a melancholy

tune. The moon came and went behind burly douds, altering

the colour of the scene - sometimes almost black, then a swift

change to a luminous grey-white.

I felt at times as if I must be dreaming, but hoped (and knew

deep down) that I was not.

Dron kept up a fair pace. I followed him as much by sound

as by sight for I could hear his plastic bag footwear brushing and

scraping against the rocky pathway. Now and again I had to use

the torch even though it partially reduced a hand hold. At the

top of the very steep sections Dron paused so we or rather I

could catch my breath. The phrase is 'kissim wind' in Pidgin and

it is one which I practised over and over again as we made our

way through the small hours of that silvery grey night. Once or

twice we sat down to rest properly. Dron and I exchanged a few

words but our knowledge of each other's language was limited.

We drank from the water bottle I was carrying and gazed out

over the surrounding mountains. If we timed the rest stop weIl

we caught the moonlight turning everything different shades

of silver; it was quite unlike any vision of the earth I had ever

seen before. But I have seen it since. Outside this narrow, low

ceilinged cottage where I am writing is an old village hall with

attractive leaded windows andTudor style beams.Yet it doesn't

take much, it doesn't require much of an effort of memory,

for the view through my window to alter suddenly, for the old

village hall to melt away into a range of sharp-edged mountains

which I seem, once again, to be looking down upon through

the glowing white light of a full Papuan moon. I wonder if they

will always be there?

elose to the summit we passed the wreck of aWorld War

Two USAF bomber.1t was a spooky relic; the moonlight glinted

and winked on the tarnished greyness of the metal. I paused,

and let Dron walk ahead. I knew I would not see one; even

so, I would not have been very surprised had I encountered

an American pilot's ghost. Somehow, somewhere, during the

night, we had left the real world behind. We had climbed above

and beyond it. We were into something else now, something

quite different, an ethereal element, in which a meeting with

a spirit of the next world was almost to be expected. But I saw

no spectral signs, heard no ghostly whispers; only Dron's plastic

ankles swishing against each other up ahead and the sporadic,

searching beams of the toreh. As I walked on I kept telling my

self to concentrate, to register all that I was seeing and feeling:

the brilliant moonlight turning the rocky mountainscape into a

glinting daylight, the flick flick of Dron's plastic feet, my lungs

and legs beginning to feel the strain as the oxygen thinned out

and the dimbing went on.There was hard, physical effort mixed

together with pure wonder at the extraordinary nocturnal

escapade which I had become involved in. And I knew these

elements would combine into a silver memory which I would

want to ding onto forever.

The last section up to the summit was arduous. The dimbing

was no more difficult, but I was beginning to feel the gnawing,

tell-tale symptoms of altitude sickness. Curious, not very nice
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things were happening inside my head while each dambering,

stretching action was now accompanied by more and more

frequently recurring waves of nausea.

Shortly afterwards dawn broke somewhere on the far side

of the mountain; the silver night faded into the murky first light

of day, bringing with it, coincidentally, a splitting headache and

an even deeper, darker vein of nausea. The moontime speIl was

over; we were back in the real, daytime world ofweariness and

pain. I put away my torch (the batteries flickering in anticipation

of the sunrise) and tried not to vomit as I scrambled up the last

few metres to the summit. Dron was already there, standing

with his hands in his pockets, looking cold. A strong, icy wind

swirled around uso We had made good time, and had reached the

top by six 0' dock, but in terms of the weather and the views

we were about an hour too early. The sun was still too low, too

pale, too cold. I wished I had stopped for longer to 'kissim wind'

further down the mountain. It was really very chilly indeed.

I started shivering, both from cold and tiredness. Inside I was

glowing, though, like those children in the porridge adverts

with their trick, internal fires burning, who are armed with

carbohydrate power against the winter's day's trials. My own

dried oats breakfast energy had long since dissipated but I still

feit an internal buzz of pleasure and success. It was absolutely

wind-swept freezing but that was because there was no more

mountain above uso Because we had climbed it.

I looked around. The earliest gleams of sunshine were just

starting to add a blush of pink to the surrounding douds and

mountains.They were a young girl's cheeks after an unexpectedly

frank dedaration of affection. I took far too many photographs,

trying hard to keep the camera still against the buffeting wind.

The summit is the apex of a triangle of Papuan provinces and I

tried to work out the relative positions of the Madang, Chimbu

andWestern Highlands regions. I asked Dron to pick out a few

landmarks but his geography seemed as shaky as his camerawork.

His portrait photo ofme ('At theTop') resulted in a cock-eyed

shot of half of the Bismarck range - and my left elbow.

But it was, as I have said, very windy.

We had a drink and some dried fruit then sat watehing the

changes of light and shade on the mountains. The sun's rays

began to create pretty highland pictures - but they were still not

providing any serious warmth. It would be some time before the

real heat of the day dimbed up the mountain to join uso

I glanced at Dron. He too looked very cold and now, I

noticed, rather unhappy.

'Dron,' I said, and indicated that we might think about

heading back down the mountain.

He nodded and grinned - then began to strip offhis plastic

sockliners which had become shredded and torn. Underneath

he wore a couple of pairs of socks; these would just about last

out until he reached the warmer terrain.

It took only two daylight hours to descend. We saw the

lakes from a long way off and the tiny white square of the hut.

They acted as beacons which we were happy to steer by. As we

got doser I could just see] standing by the door of the hut,

watehing out for our retur~. I gave a rather childish air punch

of victory. She waved back.

We had stopped on two' occasions for Dron to strip off a



pair of socks. He was down to bare feet as we wound past the

lakes again and I followed his effortless, padding stride all the

way back to the hut.1t was about ten 0'dock. Dron immediately

sat down to a large pot of cold rice which he had cooked the

day before. I felt far too altitude siek to eat anything. I drank

half a cup of tea before crawling into my sleeping bag for the

rest of the day.

But I was truly glad I'd got out of it much earlier that morn

ing. If I hadn't, I'd have missed some of the stuff that dreams

are made of.

The next day - dear and warm - we tramped back down

to Keglsugl. My musdes ached. My head still buzzed from the

altitude, from the curiously extra-dimensional memories of our

night dimb. We took our time, enjoying the scenery again in

reverse, J spotting wild orchids which she'd missed on the way

up. Back at Herman's guesthouse we said goodbye to Dron; I

thanked him for guiding me to the top of Mount Wilhelm and

paid hirn his fee. We shook hands and knew we had shared

something.

The guest house was empty (the Israelis had moved on)

so we spread out our gear, got the wood stove going again and

heated up large quantities of water to wash ourselves and our

dothes. Then we sat down to discuss what we should do next.

We had handled one ofPapua's physieal challenges and were now

right in the heart of the highlands region. Then, as on countless

other occasions during the year, we faced a choiee of options.

We could stay in the highlands, but head off into a remoter

The early morning view trom Mount Wilhelm

towards the lakes ot Papua New Guinea

SHOWCASE

region - or we could continue down towards the east coast, to

Madang, and see something of the life of the Melanesian people.

The choice was complicated because of the very limited road

network in the country; we could get down to Madang easily

enough - but we would then have to retrace our steps back up

into the highlands.

It poured with rain that evening. Two Australians arrived,

planning to tackle the mountain the next day. We passed on

our meagre knowledge and swopped life stories with Trevor

and Ronnie, the way recently met travellers often do. Being

well equipped Aussies, Trev and Ron had brought several cans

of South Pacific lager up the mountain with them; we helped to

lighten their load - and celebrated our modest mountaineering

conquest.

We sat around the stove with our dothes drying on the line

above. The hut was warm and snug. The underpowered genera

tor churned away outside and the light bulb glowed dimly. The

wooden walls looked parchment yellow in the feeble light. The

rain fell and fell outside. I warned Ronnie about the slippery log

bridges going up through the first part of the rainforest.

'No worries,' he replied, swigging from his lager bottle.

I felt happy, content and excited: I did not want to be any

where else in the world at that moment.

Later, lying in our sleeping bags, comfortable on the raised

wooden sleeping platform, J and I listened to the rain pelting

down on the grass-thatched roof.

And we decided to head down to the coast."
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A B

C: "Florida landscape", intaglio print, size A4, J.Gibson 5SEB

D

F

E

G:"Pedigree Foods", mixed media, various sizes, K. Kear 5JHT

F:"lnside outside", intaglio print, size A4, A. Gordon 5DJB

E:"Locomotion", acrylic and ink on board, 90 x 40cm, A. Ingham Brooke 5DJB

D:"Fish", intaglio print, size A3, S. Laskar 5MRG

B: "Wittenham Clumps", chalk, size A4, A. Kyprios SAjPE

A: "Winter trees", ink and acrylic on paper, size Al, A. Powis SC)B

KEY:

.I-J
L..«

LU
V)

U
lJ

G
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A B

F

uJ
V)

U
lJ

D

E: "Las meninas", mixed media, 35cm (h), ). Canlan-Shaw 5SEB

F: "Interior", acrylic on board, size Al, M.Spurring 5RPF

D: ")unkyard", mixed media, size Al, P. Thomas 5CjB

B: "Tropical Fish", acrylic on canvas, size A2, L Wilkinson 5)HT

C: "Seit Portrait", acrylic on board, size Al, P. Antony 5ACWB

A: "Character", acrylic on board, size Al, H. Park 5MRG

KEY:

G: "Broken and discarded", acrylic on board, size Al, A. Frands 5SEB

c
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B

DcA

V)

« E F G

KEY:

A: "Windmill", mixed media, 250cm, T. Bainbridge 6TCG

B: "Untitled (forces)", mixed media, 25cm (h), N. Hughes 6SAE

C: "Garden drawing", charcoal, size Al, S. Moulds 6NAFP

D:"Stililife", oil on board, size Al, E. Cottrell 6TCG

E:"Abstract", mixed media, size A2, D. Brook 6DF

F:"Abstract (Garden)", oil on board, size Al, T. Woods 6TCG

G:"Abstract", carved beech, size A2, A. Blackmore 6SAE

H:"Garden", oil on board, size Al, T. Reid 6RSS

I: "Apples", cast piaster, 30cm (h), R. Soames 6TCG



A

SHOWCASE

B

c D E

N
«

F G

H

KEY:

A: "Geometrie Landseape", oil on board, size Al, H. Abrahall VIWHZ

B: "Oogs", aerylie &:spray paint on board, 250 x 100em, J. Birkett VIJFB

C: "Stairease", oil on board, size Al, A.Jaek VIJFB

O:"Flowers", oil on eanvas, size Al, H. Green VIBAHF

E:"Evening", ehareoal, size Al, J. Hu VIBAHF

F: "Figure", aerylie, size Al, W. Bright VIAPS

G:"Landseape", acrylie on eanvas, 250 x 175em, T. Williams VIWHZ

H:"Abstraet",acrylie on board, 50 x 40em, J. Hu VIBAHF

I: "Head", piaster, 80em (h), C. Steel VIWHZ
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Debating A
lex Nash writes: This year, under the regal

stewardship ofWHZ, the Debating Society

has continued to flourish. One of the most

encouraging aspects of the year was the persistent

and enthusiastic interest of the younger boys in our

activities, such as the effervescent T. Finch and the

promisingJ. Ridgley.The Society's three chairmen

this year were T.Vaughan Fowler, G. Potter and

A. Nash; the secretaries were N. Shaikh and T.

Reeves. The running of the Society, certainly as far

as administration was concerned, was handled by

N. Shaikh in typieally 'hands-on' style. G. Potter

proved a popular and pugnacious chairman, refus

ing to skirt round the sensitive issues others would

not touch. I am sure the Lower School members

of the audience will miss his regular pleas to "wait

their turn". T.Vaughan Fowler brought his own

charming and effusive style from the houseroom to

the debating chamber with regular success, often

refusing to prepare because "the muse was not with

hirn". T. Reeves always managed to entertain,

charm, and even inspire on a weekly basis. In many

ways, T. Reeves could be described as the George

Best of the Debating Society: brilliant on his day

and always willing to take people on, in any sense

of the phrase. The surreal and heavily ironie tone

that he lent to his increasingly eclectic speeches

was always appreciated by his peers, if not always

by the members of Common Room who attended

the debates. A.Nash, as the author of this report,

must be sparing in his self-adulation: "prolific" best

describes my contribution this year, I hope. Finally,

a big thank you to WHZ and everyone who aided

and abetted the Society this year - and best of luck

to those carrying on the prestigious mantle.

WHZ writes: As usual the Society debated a

wide range of issues. The Society decided that it does

not believe in ghosts nor that money can buy you

happiness; that it would not be xenophobie; that it

would not be pacifist, nor that it would make the

CCF compulsory; that it would not give all power to

the pupils nor abolish the Conservative Party; that

it would not be politieally incorrect, nor would it

tax fat; it would not abolish itself, nor put security

over liberty, nor censor the press; it would not

leave Britain, nor restore slavery, nor abolish Clas

sies at the School. The motion that post-war pop

music is deteriorating with age was also defeated.

On the other hand the Society voted that it would

learn to live rather than live to learn; that it be

lieves in a thing called love; that it would negotiate
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with terrorists; and that it would abolish the Lower

School. The motion that this House would welcome

American influence resulted in a draw (20:20 with

13 abstentions).

Dinner debates were also held with the ladies

ofWycombe Abbey (the motion 'that marriage is

outdated' was defeated), and with the ladies of St.

Helen's (the motion that 'it is nice to be important

but that it is more important to be nice' was passed,

as was the motion 'that this House would do anything

for money' !).The Society looks forward to develop

ing further its links with St. Helen's.

Two exciting balloon debates took place. The

Christmas balloon debate was won hands down by

'Jesus', ably performed by A. Macdonald, who

beat 'The Grinch' (A.Nash) by 55 votes to 7. The

June balloon debate featuring famous musicians was

won by 'Johnny Rotten', played in a most sinister

and convincing fashion by B.Phillips (24 votes);

R. Soames' stylish 'Thom Yorke' came a dose

second with 18 votes. Great stars like Frank Sinatra,

David Bowie, or Cliff Richard were ejected from

the balloon earlier.

Three members of the Society (B. Cullen, N.
Shaikh, and S. Kapoor) represented the School

at the annual Rotary ClubYouth Speaks competition

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

and spoke on the theme of 'Being Uncool', but,

unfortunately, did not get beyond the first round.

More success was achieved in the Oxford Union

Senior Schools' Debating Competition: the senato

rial T.Vaughan Fowler and the impish T. Reeves
represented the School with vigour and sparkle, and

got as far as the national finals.

N. Shaikh played a key role in organizing the

School's annual Public-Speaking Competition in

the Lent term. The winning teams were as follows:

Lower School: 2B: A. Campbell, M. Heffernan
(who spoke on 'Monster Crabs'), and E. O'Neill.
Third Form: Mr. Hamilton's House: T. Middleton,
G.Rogers (who spoke on 'Worst Case Scenarios'),

and M. Halls. Fourth Form: Mr. Elliott's House: T.

Blakey, S. Roberston (who spoke on 'Does God

Exist?'), and T. Dean. Fifth Form: Mr. Fishpool's

House: P. Birkett, R.Whitworth (who spoke

on 'Virtual TV'), and E. Wilson. Upper School:

Mr. Spencer's House: T. Vaughan-Fowler, A.
Macdonald (who spoke on 'Village Life'), and

A.Nash. The Society's new central committee for

2004-5 consists of B. Cullen and O. Zeldin (the

two chairmen), and P. Rowe and S. Kapoor (the

two secretaries). It is dear that the Society is in

safe hands.

WHZ

THE ECONOMICS SOCIETY

JOHN INNES FROMTHEWORLDBANKON

"EXPANSION OF THE E.U."

DAY: THURSDAY 1.8TH MARCH
TIME: 19.30
VENUE:AMEYTHEATRE

All Welcome!
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Rifle Club

At 5.00am on 7 April, a group oftwenty-one

boys from the School Rifle Club departed

for a week in Germany, to take part in what

has now become an annual fixture against Buxte

hude, near Hamburg. The party induded some OAs

as weIl as a couple of girls from St He!en's.

The team had to defend its dose-run victory

of the previous year, but sadly this year we were

soundly beaten by the Germans, who daimed five of

the eight finalist places. First and second places were

daimed by German shots, but P. Wakefield, OA

took third place. Relative novice A. Hyde came

eighth, producing some exceIlent shooting despite

his lack of experience.

Chess Club

We were received warmly and looked after

very weIl by our hosts, who arranged visits to

Hamburg and to an Easter street carnival. The team

was lodged in theYouth Hoste! in Buxtehude, which

was an impressive thatched building, and lived on a

staple diet of Bratwurst and Schinken (sausage and

harn) from the local supermarket.

Thanks are due to coach Alan Smith for his

organization, Team Captain T. Bennellick for his

stalwart leadership, andTASS for fmancial support.

We look forward to hosting the Germans next year

for the next round.

J. WILSON 6TCG
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Digital Photography Club

The Club has met on most Friday afternoons

this year in the Art Department. There was

good interest in this new and rapidly ex

panding area of imaging technology. The core in

terest is amongst members of Lower School and it

seems right to focus effort here to build up skills

and produce 'tomorrow's' experienced members

who can pass on their expertise to others. Pupils

from other years who have a serious interest are

equally welcome.

The move of the Art Department into its new

Arts Centre area precipitated a rush of new mem

bers who couldn't wait to get their hands on the

new computers, complete with graphie drawing

tablet and graphie pen, ready to explore the power

of Photoshop software. Many sessions have seen

all sixteen computers in use and lots of embryonic

designers making their first meaningful voyage into

the depths of modern graphics.

Despite the ability ofmodern software to make

a silk purse out of a sow's ear, most problems are

still avoided if you begin with a good photograph.

Time is always found to tutor individuals on matters

such as composition, contrast, balance and colour

to get the very best out of the excellent cameras

which are now available to the amateur.

The creative software available also allows poster

and advertising design to be explored, using a basis

of photographie imagery, and some members are

already showing a keen eye for a strong idea. One

very useful offshoot of their interest is an intelligent

scepticism now being applied to the advertising

imagery which bombards the modern world.

Whatever your interest - design, computer

graphics, advertising, desktop publishing, docu

mentary, school project or simply taking better

photographs, the Club has something to offer.

CJB
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Sailing Club

For the first time Abingdon has sailed through.
the winter. This has allowed our helmsmen

to train in preparation for the majQr regattas

in the Spring.

We have already competed in regattas at Felix

stowe, notable for fierce tides which stopped the

fleelfrom getting back irrto the harbour. A sub-zero

weekend of racing on the Solent followed, which

w~s a gentle precursor to sailing in a force 7 at

Flymouth.The, south-westerly wiqd produced very

large waves with fast surfing. A.Blackmore's boat

cartwheeled, throwing hirn through the air onto

another dinghy. He survived and the rescue cre~s

shook their heads in disbelief.

We have also started training upa yacht-racing

crew, spending an activity Saturday learnirrg how to

make the boat go fast.

This summer we expect to compete in the

National and European Championships, as weH as

the RYA National Match Racing Charppionships

irr yachts.



Fencing Club

Every year since I joined in the First Form, I

have seen the Fencing Club increase in size,

leading to the introduction last year of an

extra weekly training session, allowing those more

experienced and enthusiastic fencers double the time

to practise the sport at School.This year, though, has

proved to be an even greater growth than usual.

In the Michaelmas term, we ushered in a large,

but not unexpected, group of First and Second Form

boys to the Club, as it seems that for some reason,

attacking each other with swords is a greatly appeal

ing prospect for the younger members of our School.

But we were also able to warmly welcome a second

coach, Mr Alan Knowles, to work alongside our

coach offive years, Mr Herman Du Preez: a clear

sign of the Club's increasing size.

On top of this, the arrival into the Sixth Form,

and the Fencing Club, of S. Eich and M. Engler

from Germany was a welcome example, to some

of our more established memoers, of that to which

we should aspire. The outstanding talent they dem

onstrate with their respective weapons is definitely

a sight worth seeing, and although S. Eich had to

return to Germany at the end of the Michaelmas

term, I know that many members of the Club are

glad that these two have been fencing alongside us

and not against us this year in our matches.

In terms ofmatches, we were once again

struck this year with how difficult it is to find

other schools nearby which are equipped for

Fencing. It does seem, however, that our match

against neighbouring St. Helen's is becoming

something of a permanent annual fixture,

both for our Senior and Junior Foil teams.

Our Senior team, consisting ofM. Engler, P.
Norris and Y. Kim, were victorious with a

score of7-2, but the Junior team ofJ.Woods,

J.Webb and T. Pritchard were just beaten

5-4. The Junior Foil and Sabre teams were

both able to challenge Summer Fields, but

each was narrowly defeated. These matches,

however, serve as excellent experience for

our younger, upcoming fencers.

The Lent term saw even more luck for ~

the Club, reassuring me that this has been one

of our greatest seasons, ifnot in match results

then in the Club's prosperity. After extensive

negotiation between ICF (who always seems

to have some new crusade eagerly to under

take in aid of the Club) and PE. staff along

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

with other officials, it has been decided that, as of

Michaelmas 2004, Fencing will become an official

games option. This is an excellent step forward that

we have certainly been awaiting for a considerable

time: this development should allow the Club to

continue to grow in size, and means that some of

the more experienced, older fencers, if they choose,

will no longer be prevented from attending training

sessions by other games commitments. Addition

ally, the Lent term also saw us gain a considerable

amount of school-owned equipment. Brand new

masks, jackets and plastrons mean that only gloves

and weapons need to be borrowed from our fenc

ing coaches, and we are most grateful to TASS for

their provision of nearly L900 to buy an electric

fencing box, which will facilitate electronic scoring

as a regular part of School training sessions. With

all this in place, we are definitely looking forward

to the start of the new season in September, and, of

course, the inevitable surge of new Lower School

recruits it will bring, as weIl as some Middle and

Upper School boys, one hopes ...

In but two terms, the Club has grown immensely,

and it makes me sad to think that I have only one

more year left to be apart of the improvement - if it

continues at this rate, the Abingdon School Fencing

Club will certainly soon be a force to be feared!

A. BRoWN 6TCG
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Lower Sixth Chal/enge

I
n what is now a weIl established tradition, this

year's Lower Sixth returned from their AS ex

aminations to face another, if more enjoyable,

intellectual ordeal in the shape of the Lower Sixth

Challenge, Abingdon's answer to 'University Chal

lenge' .

In the Final, held on Wednesday 7 July in the

Amey Theatre in the presence of most of the year

group, 6DE (H. CouIes, W. Guast, P. Lyons, and

D.Waite) beat 6TCG (T. Bainbridge, A. Brown,

J. CoIeman, and O. ZeIdin) by 480 points to 250

points; it was, by all accounts, a vigorous and excit

ing dash of minds which did credit to both teams.

6TCG had earlier triumphed over the promising

6DAB (admittedly the latter team was weakened in

the Semi-Final by the absence of some key players

at a DofE expedition), but on 7 July 6DE led all the

way. Near the end of the Final 6TCG tried to rally

and did score a dear round of 50 points, but it was

too late to alter the balance.

Looking back over the whole competition,

certain patterns of general knowledge emerged.

The boys were strong on science and the history

of science, whether anatomy, botany, computing,

chemistry or astronomy; they were strong on the

cinema, music, sport, Norse mythology, and the

Foreign Film Society

A
darkened dassroom. Seven creaking chairs.

A ten-minute wait while we try and figure

out how to hook up the DVD player to

the projector. Another five minutes searching for

the contro!. Finally, the first images of Matthieu

Kassovitz's 1995 French film La Haine flash up onto

a whiteboard still marked with evidence of period

8's French lesson. At first there is a problem: the

subtitles - white against a white background - are

hard to decipher. Then the pizza and Coke arrives,

and no-one seems to mind any more.

Hardly Cinema Paradiso, granted, but neverthe

less an important occasion as this is the inaugural

screening of the 'French Film Society', later to

become the 'Foreign Film Society'. The idea is to

show a selection of foreign films from all over the

world, from a range of directors, time periods and

genres; none should be too well-known or too art

house. The films are provided by the students, the

food by the teachers.
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Bible. Literature was more uneven: they were more

familiar with OscarWilde and Shakespeare than with

Thomas Hardy or Gerard Manley Hopkins. Uneven

too was their knowledge of art: Monet and Degas,

yes, but Toulouse-Lautrec and Holman Hunt, no.

Medieval and early modern history did not fare

weIl: the battle of Crecy, Henry VIII, Mary Tudor,

Sir Walter Raleigh, and the rebellions of 1685 and

1745 all caused difficulties. There were surprising

gaps in popular music; it was interesting to see that

Jimmy Savile had become old history! There were

this year some memorable 'howlers': the national

background of the religious reformer John Calvin

was described as American and Russian; the Wal

loons were transplanted to Africa and to South

America; while Warsaw was located on the Tagus

and Vilnius on the Vistula!

All in all, the 2004 competition provided much

entertainment - despite some embarrassing mo

ments - for all participants and spectators.The

strongest individual performers will be invited in

the Michaelmas term, after some very rigorous

tests, to represent the School in the nationwide

Schools' Challenge competition. Warm thanks are

due to ADW for his help in the organization of

this event.

WHZ

Since its creation in September 2003, twelve

films have been shown: the gritty violence of City cf
God set off against the tender comedy of 11 Postino,

the low-budget Ei Mariachi side by side with Truf

faut's nouvelle vague centre-pieceJuies etJim. Open

to all, there is no membership - anyone who loves

good cinema can come. The number of attendants

has reached the soaring peaks of eleven or twelve,

and dipped to the embarrassing valley of four, but

everyTuesday evening a solace from the drudgery

of school routine can be found.

Coinciding with the creation of the Film Unit,

the Foreign Film Society confirms that Abingdon

is a haven not only for music, art and drama, but

also for cinema enthusiasm. With a fresh student

leadership for the next academic year, the Society

looks set to continue and expand for a long while

yet. Many thanks to VMW, EMTS and the French

Assistants for all they have done to help.

A. GARTON ASH VI JFB



History Society

The Society met twice this year. Our first

speaker, Dr lohn Ward, a former general

practitioner and a distinguished historian

of medicine, in a talk entitled 'Not to guess but

to know: Medicine's eternal journey', presented

a magisterial survey of the main developments in

the history of medicine from Impotep, the earliest

recorded physician who flourished in Ancient Egypt

about 2600BC, to the great medical discoveries of

the 20th century.

Dr Ward was erudite, often witty, and impres

sively authoritative, illustrating his talk effectively

with slides; it was a stimulating combination of

medical and art history. We were left in no doubt

that his heroes were Paracelsus, Semelweiss, and Sir

William Osler. It was quite refreshing to be taken

away from kings, queens, politicians and wars into

the realm of man's physical and psychological con

dition. Dr Ward's presentation was much appreci

ated by all those present, both historians as well as

prospective medics.

As our second speaker, we were delighted to

welcome again MrTimothy GartonAsh, the Direc

tor of the European Studies Centre at St Antony's

College, Oxford, who addressed the question 'Is the

Channel wider than the Atlantic?' .

In his elegantly delivered and well paced talk,

Mr GartonAsh explored many aspects ofthe topical

issue ofBritish identity as well as Britain's relationship

with our American cousins 'over the pond'. Indeed,

he made us acutely aware ofBritain's multiple iden

tities: insular as well as oceanic, post-imperial and

global. He demonstrated how Britain was linked to

the United States by culture, language and security

treaties, and to continental Europe through econom

ics, national interests, history and civilization. His

lively talk made a great impact on the audience. We

are grateful to him for illuminating for us the com

plex and multi-faceted character of Britain's role in

the modern world.

WHZ

Maths Club

M
embers ofthe Lower School have met each

Tuesday after lessons to solve logic puz

zles, mathematics problems, and play the

numbers game from the television show, Countdown.

This has counted towards boys' Baker Awards.

D1D

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

5l'B19{(j'lJOg{ SCJ{OOL
J{Isrr02\:Y SOCI~PY

NOT TO GUESS BUT TO KNOW:
MEDICINE'S ETERNAL JOURNEY

by

Dr. John Ward
Friday 3rd October 2003

7.45 pm in the CMR

6.50 pnl: Slipper for Dr. Ward & Sixth Fonn HistoriallS
7.45 pm: Talk in the CMR

(Interested non-histoti.ns, including members of staff, ure warmly inviled 10 the talk)

The meeting will end by 9.30 p.m.

5t'BIN(j1JON SCJ{OOL
J{ISTOXY SOCITTy

He,! Come und join the sheriff

O'r ,au'U miss High Noon!

IS THE CHANNEL WIDER THAN
THE ATLANTIC?

by
Mr. Timothy Garton Ash

Director of the European Studies Centre, St. Antony's College,
University of Oxford.

Friday 5th March 2004
7.40 pm in the School House Games Room

6.50 pm: Buffet supper for Mr Garton Ash
and Sixth Form Historians in Avernus.

(Interested non-hislorians. including members of slaff, ure warmly inviled 10 the talk)
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Fear The

As soon as I turned the corner, the thought of being alone

scared me. I was thinking ofbeing trapped underground and just sat

there in my small claustrophobic world. The next tunnel I entered

slantedßligl.lds3We,;;were told that we would be able to
craw!on . . They were wrong. I tried

to,crawl 'ng the roof. That

äged to cllrry on

):hmyself.

,
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:

I l h' .m;et 1m agam.

j

I met hirn

wh~nIwas

climbing
1

through

tunnels,
j:

Or some

of tlhe'tunnels,

Be~au~e I was a little bit scared,
Be<:;ause he was there,
Fear was there,

I, ~
Wasne?.. .
Bec:ause I couldn't see him,

I could only see darkness ...

I ~
I didn't meet him again.

et fear last week. I knew when I arrived that this would be my weak poirit. I

i.. could cope with heights and water and bugs, but tfiJ.el~,,~~.
~::.him when I was abseJli , , that was it.

Or;w~en waslft~.t~"
Because I was too scared " :,.' *: t,,}. The first few days were great, t.1t;ally enjo

Be~au~e he was there, ' ''( ~ na11y the day came when I 7lcl'have to do
Fear was there, , ed the tunnels and,were told

; ;><

Was hel At first we rolled about on the
Because I couldn't see hi we tried a practic

I c~uld only see a t6 enter the small,
~~ I

Mile
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Rocky Mountains Leadership & Challenge

Every summer thirty-six British cadets are selected to

participate in the Anglo-Canadian cadet exchange pro

gramme for six weeks. During the summer holidays, I

was fortunate enough to be one of these cadets. There are three

different courses that British cadets attend and I took part in the

most physically and mentally demanding of them - the Rocky

Mountain Leadership and Challenge Course.

The course is held at a purpose-built training centre in Al

berta, calledThe Rocky Mountain National Army Cadet Summer

Training Centre. The training lasts six weeks and involves twelve

British cadets integrated with about 180 Canadian cadets, twelve

American cadets (who attend for only two weeks) and usually a

handful of either French or German cadets. The platoons were

a mixture of Canadian (both English- and French-speaking),

British and American.

Most of the training was civilian, in which all the cadets

were assessed on their ability, teamwork, leadership, etc... Each

platoon completed one cyde of training each week, and then

rotated so they did something different for the other weeks. The

training cydes were: Glacier, Leadership, Hiking, Mountain

Biking, Canoeing/Kayaking and Rock-Climbing.

My platoon's first week of training was Glacier. We were

divided into four smaller groups who all dimbed different

glaciers in the Rockies. Each group spent the first day sort

ing kit and planning routes and the next day hiking up to base

camp where we cooked our own meals (military rations) and

slept in tents. The third day was spent at snow-school ~ learn

ing how to move on snow, throwing ourselves down ski slopes

and learning how to stop ourselves, how to make ice anchors

and how to rope up the team. The fourth day was an early start

to dimb the glacier itself before the sun became too hot and

started to melt the snow. The fifth day was the return to camp

and return of kit.

Leadership week was next. This involved staying in camp

and being taught theories of leadership (by watching videos

such as Crimson Tide, Remember tbe Titans and Band rif Brotbers)

for the first few days. The platoon then did a search and rescue

scenario and a citizenship day where the platoon raked up horse

dung from a paddock - an interesting lesson for the three Brits

in my platoon!

Hiking was a cyde in which the platoon was divided into

ability groups. We spent four days hiking in hot temperatures

up and down the Rocky Mountains with a sick cadet (we were

too far from anywhere to have him evacuated if his condition

had worsened) and a cadet who tried to ignore the fact that his

feet were two huge blisters. To make matters worse, because of

the long, hot summer, many of our expected water sources had

dried up. However hellish this cyde was, the sense of achieve

ment at completing the cyde was huge.

The last three cydes

were great Fun, and only

involved camping out for

five nights. Mountain-Bik

ing was hugely dangerous,

yet massively exhilarating

- especially in the fast

group. We cyded 80 km
over two days for our ex

pedition, up and down a

ridiculous number of hills and mountains. Canoeing (open

Canadian style canoes) was great fun as weIl, on the Bow and

Kananaskis rivers, though the water was freezing. To begin with,

I was dreading the Rock-Climbing cyde because I dislike heights,

yet to my surprise I really

enjoyed it. The pinnade of

this final week was the 300

ft multi-pitch climb on the

penultimate day - scary

but rewarcling to finish and

with an awesome view.The

great thing about these cy

des was that in spite of the

fact I had never really done

any of these activities before (unlike many of the Canadians),

I and the other 'beginners' picked up the fundamental ideas

rapidly, thanks to support from the instructors and the more

experienced members of the platoon.

The experience was

a fantastic one, easily one

of, if not the, best in my

life. Living for six weeks

with complete strangers

in a different country

was daunting and yet by

the end of camp none of

us could envisage living

without each other - waking up at 5.50 am every morning

for early morning PT for six weeks brings you very dose to

people! Even language difficulties were irrelevant after the first

week or so - I believe I am now fluent in pidgin French! The

Canadians were brilliant and I am still in contact with many

members ofmy platoon.

As the third member

of the School in the past six

years to have experienced

this fantastic course, I am

very grateful to the CCF

for giving me this oppor

tunity.

j.STANIER VI WHZ
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'E,

"

W
e arrived at the Centre at about 2 pm

and the action began straight away.

We all donned walking boots, gloves,

hats, scarves, coats and bags of spare clothes and

set off on our walk to the campsite amid terrible

weather. We spied the tent in the early evening and

our instructor and teachers started on the food.

Meanwhile, during a break in the weather, we all

went to play football.

We woke early the next morning but feIt some

what weary after the very late night. We ate break

fast, made lunch and we were off again. We were

walking all over the surrounding countryside and

saw some spectacular sights along the river, includ

ing old mine shafts, rapids and waterfalls. After a

long and hard day's walking in the hills, we finally

made it back to the Centre and quickly got used to

proper beds.

On the third day, we had to pack a bag of things

to keep us going on the walk. We also packed lunch

and chocolate bars. Today we were going up Mount

Snowdon! The scenery was stliiui4pg but the wind
" ~

was so cold that Vle could not stop for long. Then it

began to snow. The higher we climbed the more it

snowed. As we neared the top the snow underfoot

was about six inches deep and in the cuttings two

or three feet in places! We finally made it to the top

anditrl~t1tosheIter as best we could before we had

gro~p>p'h~tos.Afterwardswe made the longjourney

downbJ:;Cl different path from the way we climbed
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up. On arrival at the Centre we set humane traps to

see how many different species of rodent we could

find in the woods.

An early check on our traps began the fourth

day. We had caught wood mice and a vole. We then

went back to our dormitories to get ready for our

day's climbing. After a minibus journey and another

walk, we arrived at the climbing walls. There were

three walls in order of difficulty and size and then

one to abseil down at the end. Climbing was great

and everybody managed to climb at least part way

up the easy wall and most managed all three! The

walls were up on the top ofa very steep hiil so when

abseiling we feIt extremely high up! After climb

ing we walked back to the minibuses and drove to

a wildlife reserve to do some conservation work.

We did some orienteering and also planted some

plants in a new pond.

The next day we undertook three activities.

Raft-building, gorge-scrambling and building water

transportation devices kept us busy ail day long.

Gorge-scrambling was cold, wet and great fun!

We ail walked up a river in a gorge and got as wet as

possible. There were waterfalls which we could go

behind as weil and we all got soaked! Raft-building

was also reaily enjoyable. We had to work in teams

to design and build a raft out ofbarrels and wood.

Building the water transportation devices was an

excellent team-building exercise. We first had to

design and make a puiley system for transporting
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water from one side of the stream to the other and

then had to try and make a pivot system to do the

same thing.

On the last day we went orienteering, but instead

of collecting symbols, we raced to be the first ones

back to a stove and a cup ofhot chocolate. The win

ners were the first to light the stove and make the

hot chocolate. After this we packed up and we finally

had to leave. Overall it was an excellent holiday. On

behalf of everybody I would like to thank the Staff

for making it so much fun.

G.BONE 2A

Language Exchanges: Russia

I
n October 2003 sixteen pupils from the Mos

cow International Gymnasium arrived for the

annual exchange, in conjunction with Oxford

High School. They took part in a packed cultural

programme of events, including theatre trips, a

tour ofLondon and a trip to the Naval Dockyard in

Portsmouth. The students entertained an audience

at both Schools with a display of Russian singing,

dancing and poetry-reading. Abingdon was the grate

ful recipient of a beautifully carved Muscovite coat

of arms, which is currently displayed outside the

Headmaster's study.

We returned to Moscow in April to be greeted

by some icy weather conditions, particularly on an

outing to Sergiev Posad, the seat of the Orthodox

Church. We were fortunate to be able to shelter

from -10° temperatures in the beautifully ornate,

icon-filled chapels. We had the opportunity to visit

the Moscow State Circus and the ballet Giselle, which

greatly impressed the boys. Our stay culminated in a

small show produced by the English pupils, notably a

very fine reading of a Pushkin poem by D. Emerson
and a lively scene from Blackadder, involving all the

boys. All those who participated in the Exchange

found their welcome by the Russian host families very

warm and friendly and we received much praise from

the parents about the politeness and thoughtfulness

of the English students.

Another party ofRussian students will be visit

ing in October 2004 and we hope for similar suc

cesses.
VEH
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Sixteen Fourth Form Germanists went to

Bielefeld in February for almost two weeks

with girls from St Helen's School. There was

a varied programme which included days in school,

visits to Munster, Bückeburg and its helicopter

museum, the museum of the universe at Bremen,

ice-skating and the ever-popularAbingdon-Bielefeld

football match. At the weekend pupils visited places

such as Cologne, Hamburg and Berlin with their

host families.

B. Lerch writes: On Monday we all had school

with our partners.They have roughly the same sort

oflessons that we do, for example Latin, Geography,

Maths, etc. but also some extras such as Philosophy

and Politics. OnThursday we went to Bremen and

looked at the huge statue of Roland in the Market

Square. The hands-on 'Universum Museum' was re

ally good. We left at 6.00 am on Friday to get back
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to Abingdon. We were exhausted, but all agreed

that it had been a great experience.

1. Mann reports on the football match: On

Wednesday 15 February there was the traditional

Abingdon-Bielefeld football match. The Abingdon

team looked very professional in the team shirts

and there was a good sense of team spirit during

the match. M. Hutchinson was in goal, with B.
Allen, S. Robinson, 1. Needham, A. Hamilton,
T. Dean, M. Watts and A. Paxton giving strong

support. In a tense match M. Hutchinson excelled

with numerous saves, but it took a goal from B.
Allen to result in a 1-1 draw. J. Needham scored

in the second match, but we did not quite manage

to defeat the giants from Bielefeld. The enthusiastic

support of the crowd made this a really enjoyable

occasion.

NMR
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O ver the Christmas holidays, ten boys from Abingdon

School and ten girls from Our Lady's Convent Senior

School went on a French exchange to Prades, in the

South-West of France. Here are their thoughts about the trip:

The school the Exchan8e was with is a small semi-independent

school. We spent the week-end with our partners, 8ettin8 to know them

and theirJamilies. Durin8 the week, we took part in trips as a 8rouP'

The area is part ifCataI08ne and all the road si8ns are written in

both Catalan and French. The area is quite traditional, withJestivals,

etc. TheJood is excellent and my partner's mother was a areat cook. The

trip was 800dJun and 8reatJor our French skills, as many ifthe French

children spoke little En8lish.

A. PEARCE 4JPN

In France, my exchan8e partner was called Maxime. At the week

end, we were at our partners' houses and didn't see any En8lish people

at all. My partner had lots ifanimals at his house, one ifwhich was a

horse. I've never ridden one bifore but they let me have a 80!

G. FISHER 3JPGB

The French Exchanse was a sreat experience that wasJun and

worthwhile. It 8ave us a chance to improve our French lan8ua8e, learn

more about French lifestyle, and socialise. Some ifthe trips we went on

were really 8ood. MyJavourite was a trip to the caves in the Pyrenees

mountain ran8e.

R. MORRIS 3JEJO

"On the way there, my mind was racins, anticipatins the French

Exchan8e and whether I could speak the lansuase well enou8h. But the

biS8est question in my mind was what would my French person be like.

When we arrived in France, we were introduced to our French partners.

My partner seemed quite cool.

When we 80t home, I breathed a si8h ifreliif beeause everyone

in theJamily had been so nice and understandin8 when 1 could not

understand colloquial French. The whole Exchan8e went much better

than I thou8ht it would and 1am really 100kin8Jorward to Max comin8

over here and perhaps returnin8 to his house in the summer."

A. MUGNAIONI, 4RGH

We went to Perpi8nan, the lar8est city in the Ioeal area, where we

were allowed to 80 shoppinS' We had a sreat day. On the Wednesday

mornin8' we went to a have a look at a beautiful cave network. It wasfilled

with stala8mites ifall shapes, size and colour. It was just amazin8'

I. VERMES 3ALP

I didn't know what to expectJrom this trip. I just hoped it was

80in8 to beJun and that 1 would have a nice partner.

Weflew backfiom Perpi8nan airport. It was a very small airport.

It was A. Mugnaioni's birthday that day and it was up to me to

8et him somethin8' We'd bouSht him a card but we needed to 8et him a

present. So when we 80t on the plane, I asked if they would announce

his birthday. Ha!fway throu8h thefli8ht, they did.

It had been 8reatJun in France.

J. BLAIR4VMW

All the boys were very well behaved and had a good attempt

at speaking French with their exchange partner. Some boys

were even able to do a bit of skiing. The weather was fantastic

and the area gorgeous.... On 23 March, we welcomed our

French partners to Abingdon. They were very impressed with

our School, as theirs is much more modern. They stayed with

us for a week, during which they visited a number of tourist

locations, including Bath and Warwick Castle. The boys again

had plenty of opportunity to practise their French with their

exchange partner. Everything went very weil and we look

forward to our next French exchange. Weil done to all those

who participated.

EMTS
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Classics Trip to Turkey

I
n the October half term thirty-seven boys, along with five

members of staff (including Mr Hullis ofWinchester

College and Miss Radice, who has since been appointed

to the same school), went on the 2003 annual Classics trip:

this year to Turkey. The trip lasted a week, and over this period

of time, a large number of excellent classical ruins and other

places of interest were visited, predominantly on the west coast

of the country. Throughout the tour, we were accompanied by a

friendly guide, going by the name of'Izzy' , whose ever-cheerful

demeanour provided much entertainment over the course of

the week, despite his regularly apparent shock at the fact that

anyone might want to spend more than one hour looking at

some of the most fantastic remains in the country.

Byzantine Church of St Sophia

Having arrived at Istanbul on day one, we enjoyed abrief respite

in the form of a free evening in the Baron Hotel, before retiring

to bed. On the next day, we travelled south by coach for what

seemed an inordinate amount of time, in order to arrive at

Gallipoli. Gallipoli, although not the sort of classical site you

and I would think to feature on a tour of this nature, was cer

tainly worth a look, if only for the steep cliffs, the landing

beaches, the trenches, and the cemeteries. As did the war mu

seum located nearby, these served as a grim reminder of the

Allied assault of 1915. Thenceforth we continued south and

took what proved to be a thoroughly enjoyable evening ferry

journey across the Dardanelles to the pleasant coastal town of

Canakkale, where we spent our second night.

On the third day of our visit, we set off early from Ca

nakkale, having endured what seemed to be something of a

thunderstorm during the night, to continue our journey south,

stopping off at two sites. The first of these was Troy. Troy itself,

as one might expect, was perhaps the one of the most memo

rable points of the trip, to the extent that in the eyes of some

of the members of staff it seemed even to be something of a

pilgrimage. Although the Turks, as weIl as many of the pupils,

may consider a reconstructed wooden horse to be the high point

of the area, the ruins themselves were in reasonable standing,

and gave good indication of the many different periods of set-
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tlement around the site. Following on from Troy, we drove on

to Pergamum, which too was an astonishing stop; after all, it is

one ofTurkey's finest archaeological sites, with a gymnasium,

as weIl as an altar to Zeus, and an ancient health centre - all

Theatre at Ephesus

of which were in excellent stead. Finally, we continued south

to reach what would be our horne for the next few days - the

Grand Ozcelik hotel in Kusadasi.

On the Wednesday we deservedly spent a whole day on the

site of Ephesus, perhaps one the greatest of the ancient cities,

which in its time served as the Roman capital ofAsia. This city

not only housed a theatre to seat 25 000 (from which St Paul is

said to have addressed the citizens), but also was ahorne to the

remains of the Temple ofArtemis, one of the seven wonders of

the ancient world. Once more our guide was shocked at our

interest in the ruins, yet we all persuaded him that we genuinely

enjoyed our time spent in Ephesus, as we did.

After spending our second night in the hospitable Grand

Ozcelik hotel, we set off in the morning towards Pamukkale on

a full-day excursion. En route we stopped to visit the city ruins

ofAphrodisias, at which we took advantage both of the impres

sive temple of Aphrodite, as weIl as one of the best preserved

Roman stadiums in the classical world (and, as it ever the case,

a race ensued amongst the boys - won, in spirit if not in body,

by Harry Green). Here, when the unpredictable weather got

the better of us, we were able to direct our attention to the

museum, where many fine sculptures and statues were displayed.

After lunch, we drove up to Pamukkale itself. Pamukkale, one

of the most popular and renowned visits among tourists to

Turkey, is located high in the hills, and, buHt up over aperiod

of tens of thousands of years, aseries of calcium deposits have

created terraced pools, themselves fed by warm thermal water.

Here, despite dubious weather conditions, many of the boys (as

weIl as some Staff members), felt they could not refrain from

taking at least a brief paddle around the pools. It was here, in

Pamukkale, that we also had the welcome opportunity to visit

the remains of Hieropolis and its impressive amphitheatre.

The ruins at Hieropolis, which in its time held imperial favour,



(Nero provided help to repair it, following earth

quake damage in 60 AD) also provided a chance to

see some excellent remains of a necropolis - one

of the largest cemeteries in Asia minor, containing

tombs ranging from the Hellenistic period to the

early Christian era.

On the Friday of the trip, blissfully we were saved

the prospect of travelling by coach all the way back up

to Istanbul, hence we took the coach to Izrnir airport,

where, following some free time, we took an internal

flight up toTurkey's most north-westerly city. From

the airport, we were transferred to the Baron hotel,

where we enjoyed a relaxing afternoon.

For the penultimate day of our trip, and what

was to be our last full day in the country, we were

given a guided tour of old Istanbul, which included

visits to some of the most beautiful buildings ever

constructed. First, we went to the Byzantine Church

of St Sophia, followed by theTopkapi Palace and the

Blue Mosque with its fantastic mosaic works. The

Topkapi Palace was built in 1462 and was the ancient

residence of the Sultans of the Ottoman Empire.

Here we saw a dazzling array of jewellery, as well

as many of the treasures and artefacts acquired by

the Ottoman Sultans throughout their period of

reign. In the afternoon, our guide took us to the

covered bazaar. This bazaar, with sixty-six streets

and alleys, over four thousand shops, numerous

storehouses, moneychangers, and banks, a mosque,

a police station, private security guards, and its own

health centre, is said to be the largest covered bazaar

in the world. In this respect it provided us all with
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an excellent opportunity both for spending all our

money as well as getting very, very, lost. This packed

day finished with a visit to theYerebatan Saray under

ground cistern, from where water was gathered in

ancient times. Here we were able to view the very

eerie underground area, facilitated by constructed

walkways. It was the sheer magnitude of the cisterns

that stunned us, not to mention the fact that they had

been used in a film starring a certain Mr Bond.

On the final day of our tour ofTurkey, we packed

our luggage, before heading into the centre ofIstan

bul. Hence, having been given a final opportunity to

rush around stocking up on boxes of cheap Turkish

Delight with which to feed our loved ones on return

ing horne, the whole group boarded a private boat

in order to enjoy a morning boat cruise along the

Bosphorus - the sea which separates EuropeanTurkey

from that ofAsia. This trip was an excellent way to

finish our visit, and, with the atmospheric sound of

the call to prayer echoing from the mosques in the

background, it was the Bosphorus that really made

Istanbul what it was, despite Izzy's dubious intentions

in letting some of the boys steer the boat.

In all , this year's Classics trip was an overwhelm

ing success, both in terms of knowledge taken in,

as weIl as enjoyment had by the boys. In this way it

served as areal eye-opener to all who were present,

and I am sure all of us will be ready to recommend

Turkey to friends and relatives as an excellent tour

ist location.

S. WITHNALL 6NMR

Temple at Pergamum
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Moldova ShOrtly after the end of the Summer term,

ten boys and two teachers from the school

embarked on a ten-day visit to Romania and

Moldova. Abingdon has for a long time worked with

Aaape - a charity that operates in the area, which

offers amazing opportunities in life for children

with little hope. I am sure AJJ and JT knew to an

extent what to expect, but am certain that none

of the pupils did.

the time was spent fishing the ball out of a river or

climbing over a wall into a warehouse, cautiously

retrieving it from a slightly malnourished German

shepherd dog. The local people seemed quite happy

to see us - most notably Peter, - who worked in the

~ warehouse. He came out in the pouring rain to meet

up and warmed us up with three glasses of wine.

The Moldovans, like many Europeans, appeared

to like their alcohol. Every meal we had with the

family we were treated to their produce and got the

seal of approval from o~r expert (H. Cook), too.

On one of the days we dro~e to a wine cellar- the

biggest in Europe. We paid $30·,a princely sum in

Moldova, to go in. We were all impressed by the

millions ofböttles s~kef1 sideways and eYen tnore

so by the tasting se;sion,.:ttwas quite coincidental

toJearn that Prince Charles would be visiting here

within the nf::xt feW:'da~,. .
i-~ ;;.0/' .... ~"f#' '"
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the Mafia playing a major role in its functioning. As a result,

Moldova is the poorest country in Europe and the tenth most

corrupt in the world.

Despite the dire situation of the country, all the children

and people we met were on the exterior quite happy and ap

peared to be enjoying life. Unfortunately, we soon had to say

goodbye to our fabulous hosts, who had looked after us so

weIl. Many of the children we had stayed with embarked on

the very long bus ride with us to Lacu Rosu (the Red Lake),

an alpine resort in Romania. The journey went fairly quickly

as the Moldovans were not shy in talking to uso We arrived

at what became known as the 'cabana' - which was situated

in the bosky mountains. It was run by Nicku - an extremely

benevolent man - who was instrumental in providing the op

portunity for the Moldovan children to get a holiday.

Soon after arrival, ice-breaker activities were arranged

so that we could learn about each other. These were good Fun

as weIl as embarrassingl Over the next few days we would

spend a lot of time in a big group of around forty, dimbing

mountains, visiting different places and, most memorably,

playing football. The football match deserves special mention,

for national pride was at stake. England was considered the

underdog against a mighty Moldova side, who had thrashed

us just twelve months ago. It was a combination of a resolute

defence and some pace up-front which saw England go 2-0

up at half-time. The Moldovans, scared of an upset, brought

on their secret weapon: a former semi-professional, the son

of Nicku. Soon they drew level although we thought we had

won with minutes to go, for some awful keeping from Vlad 'the

riddler' allowed us to score from dose range. Controversy

surrounded the rest of the game: two minutes ofinjury time

elapsed into ten, the referee refusing to blow the final whistle

until Moldova scored. And did they? H. Cook remains defiant
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that the ball never actually went in, but the result was a draw

and the match an epic: Moldova 3-3 England .

A lot of time was spent mountain-walking. The scenery

is superb and from the peaks we gained splendid views of the

surrounding area, as weIl as catching glimpses of peregrine

falcons in full flight. The walks gave us the chance to talk to

the Moldovan children, who had similar interests and hobbies

to many of uso I think they also enjoyed the opportunity to

practise their English with us, which improved throughout the

week. Interesting trips were also arranged, which induded an

excursion to a salt mine and a monastery. Every night social

events were planned and enjoyed by all. On one of the last

nights we divided into groups and performed something. This

was highly amusing: AJJ got the whole group to sing London's

Burnina in harmonie style, whilst JT entertained the crowd

with some mime. Songs were sung and plays performed - the

cabana proving to be for that week a place of great laughter

and entertainment.

By the end of the week we had grown attached to our

Moldovan friends. They had taught us a lot, and although they

did not have much they still appeared to enjoy life. The trip

was quite emotional and very memorable and we will never

forget the kindness of the Staff who worked at the cabana, the

commitment of Nicku and the kindness ofAurely. We all have

received e-mails from the new friends we made out there, and

are keen to keep in contact. I would recommend to any Abing

donian thinking of making the trip that it is really worthwhile,

for one not only learns about a whole new culture but about

oneself. All the boys are very appreciative of the hard work

and enthusiasm of JT and AJJ, whose dedication made such

an exciting and pleasant trip possible.

J. DINGWALL 6 NAFP
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World Challenge expedition to Mongolia

Travelling to such a remote part of the world is something

that is always likely to stir up a little apprehension. It

was certainly a once in a lifetime opportunity for me,

and leaving both Renchulum and Ulaanbaatar evoked astrange

sense ofloss. The lifestyle of the Mongolians is so simple and so

uncomplicated that one really starts to question the complexity

of modern society.

It made an interesting start to the expedition when A.Verdin
broke his finger before we even left the School site. Fortunately

not an omen of things to come! With a smooth flight and an easy

rendezvous with I.Chau, we had a short drive through to the

centre of Beijing to rest in our hotel. The manager took a liking

to us and proceeded to produce plate after plate of dumplings,

much to the group's delight.

Sunday saw an early start for our transfer to Ulaan Bataar.

Again, a pretty smooth affair! After a relaxing flight and bartering

with taxi drivers, we arrived at the Mongolianways Backpacker.

We went to see the Nadaam Festival, the biggest event in their

sporting calendar, which involves competition in the three 'manly

sports' ofwrestling, horse-ricling and archery. Later in our trav

els, we were to be educated in the niceties of wrestling by the

ever-willing Gumba and his side-kick Nyamjo.The next day was

a little rushed as we prepared ourselves for the lang haul north

to Renchulum in the far northern region of the DarkhadValley.

Buying food supplies, maps, pots and pans, train tickets, etc.,

was all made easier by the presence of Shinee, our interpreter,

who was to spend the next three weeks with uso

The overnight train journey to Erdenet passed uneventfully

with the team having time to relax and enjoy the scenery along

the way. The first real challenge was negotiating transportation

to Murun. After much discussion and a great deal of frustra

tion, we set off. The vehicles used were the Russian-built 4x4

Forguns, a combination be

tween a minibus and aLand

Rover. The journey took

us through same spectacu

lar scenery, little villages,

mountain passes and rivers.

The equivalent of our Brit

ish motorways was nothing

more than a single-track

dirt road, which wound its

way north with no apparent

structure. After three tiring

days we arrived in Renchu

lum, a little village in an

extremely remote part of

the country. Reality struck

horne!
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The four days of project work opened everyone's eyes.

Considering that the average temperature in winter is a cool

-25°C, the dormitories and ablution facilities were somewhat

spartan, to say the least. The ablution block was 200m from

the main building, nor had it doors or running water. We found

ourselves short of tools with which to complete the task.

The team had the responsibility of re-plastering and paint

ing the dormitories, a mammoth task, considering the state of

them. After a little organisation we set to work and after four

days the finished product was amazing. There was a real feeling

of accomplishment, knowing that we had made a significant

difference.

The three-day horse trek started on a drizzly day and by

the time we reached the camp site that night it was raining very

heavily, so cooking on open fires was very difficult.The next day

the warst happened as D. Boardman toppled backwards off

his horse, his right boot stuck in the stirrup. The horse bolted

and ended up dragging hirn some 30m before his foot popped

out of his boot. A thorough examination showed same minor

bruising and astate of shock. He continued in the support

vehicle for the rest of the day, but was back on his horse the

next day. The trek took us northwards along the west side of

the mountain range. Each day brought views that rivalled the

previous in terms of beauty. After three days we tra:ded our

horses for hiking boots. This brought about relief for the sad

die-sore Abingdonians.



We continued on foot for the next eight days. The mountain

passes and lakeside paths provided a feast of visual delights. The

weather was variable with a few very hot speIls, interspersed

with rain showers and a few nights when the temperature

dropped to freezing-point. Bogs and blisters provided reasons

to grumble. During the course of the trek, the team became

ever better at preparing the evening meal. Unfortunately, the

same cannot be said for the burnt rice pudding that we en

dured for breakfast. Rhubarb, to our delight, grew wild in the

mountains alongside the lake and made a welcome addition to

the evening meal. The boys coped brilliantly with the trying

conditions. Cooking in torrential rain after a lang day on foot

is no pleasant or easy task.

The trek was wonderfully rounded off with lunch being

hosted by Gumba and his wife Puji in their family ger. Cheese,

biscuits, bread and cream for starters, followed by mutton and

noodle soup, followed by yogurt and 'aireg' (fermented mare's

milk), made for a hearty meal after eleven days on the move.

Such warm and generaus hospitality was truly humbling. We

enjoyed a day of rest at the Saridag Inn in Renchulum before

departing on our longjourney south. Our wranglers came and

joined us for the day: a nice lazy day just playing same cricket,

volleyball and of course wrestling. It was with same sa'dness that

we left Renchulum and the wonderful people ofthe Darkhad

Valley. The lives of all of us had, in same way, eeh touched by

the s irit of the pe9ple and s.he valley.
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The journey back to Ulaanbaatar was challenging with a

number of the group suffering from bouts of vomiting. It was

good to get back to civilisation, again having spent three days

cooped up in a Forgun. Ulaanbaatar and Beijing provided a great

opportunity to relax, recover and reflect on the experiences of

the previous weeks. With twenty-four consecutive nights under

canvas it was good to sleep in a bed again.

Having done very well with the budgeting, the opportu

nity was there for us to indulge in few big meals, notably the

Mexican Restaurant, Los Bandidos, in Ulaanbaatar and the Pehng

Duck Restaurant in Beijing. That, tagether with a day trip through

Tiananmen Square and the Forbidden City, gave us the perfect

cultural conclusion to an unforgettable trip.

Like any expedition of this nature, it had an immediate and

lasting impact on a number of the boys, but for others it will

take time and a great deal of thought before the true extent of

their experience dawns on them. For me the lasting impression

is the generosity and hospitality of the rural Mongolians. They

are a people who have so little in terms ofmaterial possessions,

but yet give so much. They live a very simple life, which revolves

araund the family, .unaffected by the selfish and greedy lifestyle

to whicli we have become so accustomed.

ASH
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A Gap Year in Argentina

The Abingdon School Society awarded Ben Hayes, DA a travel bursary in 2003 which

helped hirn take a Gap year in Argentina. This is his account of a fascinating year:

To call Argentina a country of contrasts is

a bit of an understatement. Walking down

the main road, I was surprised to see a

Mercedes Benz sitting alongside a horse and cart at

a set of traffic lights. In one house there may have

been cable television and next door they may have

been having to raise goats and chickens in the garden

to get some food. I have to admit that at first it was

really strange to see people collecting unwanted

cardboard from the side of the street to sell on and

get just enough money to feed their children.

Surrounded by so many unknown and new

things, I began to settle in with my host family and

my two jobs of teaching in an English Language

Institute and working at a Catholic Schoo!. My

students ranged in age from 7 to about 57, so I

had quite a spectrum of Argentinians. After the

previous eight months of servicing and restocking

coffee machines to earn some money, flying off to

a country of juicy steaks, passionate football and

stunning women dancing the tango was just what I

needed. In fairness, after that mind-numbingjob, I

would have settled for six months in Skegness, just to

get me away from sachets of Decaf and Rich Roast:

as long as my placement kept me as far away from

coffee as possible, nobody was going to get hurt.

So with my basic knowledge of Spanish, ( please

and thank you as much as I had learnt) I began my

journey out to SouthAmerica. I went with seventeen

other Gappers from my organisation and in March

we began our three days of travelling from the

United Kingdom to Mendoza inWest Argentina for

an orientation course on Argentinian life. We were

yet to discover what we were supposed to be doing

and generally how we were going to fit in, since

most Argentinians have dark skin and black hair, and

we were all gringos with white skin, different hair

colours and a reasonable sense of fashion.

After a few days there, getting used to everyone

in the streets stopping and staring to see what such a

huge group ofyoungsters was doing in their country,

we all travelled off to our individual placements.

Early one morning I trooped off to the coach station

with the two other Gappers who were going to be

in my province, to be swindled on the price ofbus

tickets and generally get really lost and confused.

But Lady Luck must have shone on us and she helped

us to find our vehicle, which then had a propensity

to break down every fifteen minutes, thus making

our six-hour journey into a bit of a marathon. After

the other two Gappers had got off in their town,

I sat for another 130km to get to my placement.

N ervous of what was to come, I continued to Villa

Mercedes, the place I would call horne for the next

five months. I got off the bus and unsurprisingly

(as I learnt later) the person who was supposed to

be meeting me was not there. So I sat down on a

bench surrounded by my bags, resigned to the fact

that this, owing to my lack of language skills and

not knowing where I could find a hole in the wall

to get money from, would perhaps be a bit of a blip

along the road to Gap year bliss. It turned out that

he was just sitting in his car listening to the football,

because Boca, his favourite team, was playing in a

big match. Perhaps not the welcoming committee

I had thought would embrace me?

I managed to settle into both jobs straight away,

so much so in fact that they stopped asking me why

I was always late, just accepting that I had become

a true Argentinian and that tardiness was a way of

life. Life was so relaxed and laid back. "Perhaps

this explains their economy?" I wondered. "People

take their time with everything, no matter how

important it iso If it is going to be done, it will

be done so don't fret about it." I think all of us

who spend our lives rushing about, stressed to

the eyeballs day in day out, could really learn a

lesson from them. It took a while to get used to

the flexible pace of life that is taken in Argentina.

Their priorities tend more towards being slightly

late, because they might stop a friend in the street

to see how he is and give hirn a hug.

I did not truly know the meaning of kindness

until I befriended some of the locals. Talking is a

religion practised by everyone. It became common

practice to sit around with friends, for a special

social tea and chat for hours. One of the best things

about being male in Argentina is that it makes you

automatically correct. That sounded about right

tome!

On long weekends I would travel off with

friends, including a visit to the capital BuenosAires,
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the most captivating, beautiful and lively city I have

ever visited. Life never stops there and to call the

women beautiful is not telling half the story. At no

point of night or day does the city stop bustling. No

visit to South America is complete without a visit

to Buenos Aires.

Having finished my four months' teaching, I

packed up my rucksack with a fellow Gapper and

we began our Indiana Jones adventure into the

midst of deepest, darkest South America, taking in

Uruguay, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil and Chile, experiencing

everything from Rio night life to the lost Inca city

of Machu Picchu, and seeing so many of the most

memorable sights. Returning horne a typical Gap

year tragedy, with long hair and a dodgy beard, I

had learnt so much. Especially from living as a native

Argentinian, I learnt about the local people, their

values in life, their hospitality and contentment with

whatever they had, sometimes even the most basic

form of simplicity, and have come back with my eyes

opened. Cheesy, you say?True nonetheless.

B. HAYES, GA
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Kayaking in Norway

TWelve boys spent two weeks kayaking the

big booming rivers of Norway under the

watchful eyes of Mike Devlin (Director of

coaching of the British Canoe Union) AlM, Ben

Gunn and TCG.

After a long train journey from Oslo to Mo i

Rana, almost on the Arctic Circle, the group was

met by the minibus and Land Rover with the trailer

ofkayaks.

Paddling began on

the Ranaelve ('elve' being

Norwegian for 'river') and

boys were soon finding out

just how unforgiving the

rapids can be. The instruc

tors were busy rescuing

paddlers and kayaks from

the cold waters of the Ra

naelve.

We operated in two

groups, one run by Mike

Devlin and Mike Holman,

and the other byTCG and

Ben Gunn. The Ranaelve

runs almost alongside the

main road (the E6) from Oslo to Nordkapp, and much

of the river can be scouted from the road. Unfor

tunately, the one part we could not see contained a

difficult waterfall, which forced an hour's hauling of

kayaks up into the trees and through the forest before

descending to the river again. Not much Fun, but no

one accepted TCG's suggestion of walking through

the short railway tunnel on the far side of the river.

There aren't many trains, are there?

After a few days on the Ranaelve, paddlers be

came more confident and swims fewer. The groups

began to tackle some of the larger rapids and enjoyed

the thrills of bouncing over big wave trains down

the centre of the

river. The weath

er improved, and

we had a visit to

the Arctic Circle

Centre, and sent

the obligatory S-.~-
postcards horne. - _ -

Even in mid-July

there was still -=-much snow on -----the hills and lit- ...__ !!R:iiilli".
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tle vegetation above the road level, so far north were

we.The constant daylight gave problems sleeping, and

everyone became very tired indeed with camping,

kayaking and no night to enforce sleep!

From the Ranaelve we headed south to the Bua

just south ofTrondheim. One camp by a lake en route

gave everyone a much needed rest, and the group

enjoyed a look round the old city ofTrondheim with

its cathedral and old waterfronts. The Bua proved to

be a river too far, and was very low, which meant

many more rocks were

showing and had to be

avoided. Mike's group

managed a couple of

runs on the lower sec

tion, but most ofTCG's

group had to exit the top

of the gorge as the steep

rocky sections were

simply too diffieult. In

the end three paddlers

emerged tired and cold

from the gorge, with

two more almost mak

ing it! The Bua showed

everyone just how much

training is needed to be

confident on grade three water, and emphasised how

difficult it is to ensure high levels of technieal skills

with thelimited paddling time allowed by the School

timetable.

From the Bua it was a short drive to the Otta and

Sjoa systems, which some of the group remembered

from two years ago. Here there was water for all levels

of skills, and the Otta gave us a superb introduction

to big, safe white water. There were still some swim

mers, but fewer.

The Sjoa was convieniently low and this enabled

us to end the trip on the 'play section' which is not too

diffieult. There is

a video of spec

tacular pile-ups in

one stopper, and

the manie rescues

of five paddlers

~;;;~J?Jiit:""::::liio--..,and their kayaks

at once below it!

Nonetheless, the

whole team thor

oughly enjoyed

the Sjoa, and in



many ways it was the higWight of the trip.

The last night saw us all in the Otta Hotel en

joying an 'eat as much as you like' meal of smoked

salmon and other Nordic delicacies. I don't think the

hotel made a profit out of us! A very early start on

the last morning enabled the group to check in at
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Gardemoen Airport and then visit the city of Oslo

to see the Fram, KonTiki and the Viking ships before

flying horne in the late afternoon.

All in all a very successful trip, and we look

forward to the Alps next ]uly.
TCG

Economics in Budapest

W
e gathered on early on Sunday 15 Febru

ary for what would be an informative

trip to a new addition to the EU. We

landed in Budapest at about 1.00pm, and after some

trivial hiccups with the immigration formalities, we

were taken for a sightseeing tour of the town centre.

Here our travel coordinator briefly ran us through

the history of Hungary. The ornate buildings were

themselves an indication of Hungary's culturally

rich past. We also visited the Fisherman's Bastion

and the Matthias Church, where we were exposed

to yet more opulent architecture.

On Monday we visited a train factory. Here

we learnt about how communism had affected the

industry. The organization employed around 700

people and sold (and repaired) trains for Greece,

the Czech Republic and Germany. Our guide spoke

of the constant demand for their goods and services

under the Communist regime, but the free market

system meant that demand was lacking, and supply

quite simply exceeded demand.

We also visited Interspar, the equivalent of Sains

bury's. The implication of the free market economy

is something that we met once again: the firm was

not used to such stringent competition from other

competitors. We understood the various ways that

the firm tried to gain a competitive edge: by focused

and goal-driven marketing strategies and extensive

market research. The increased choice and variety

available to consumers is clearly something that

was lacking in the Communist system and has been

welcomed and relished by the citizens of Budapest:

this is evident in the fact that their consumer base

grew by more than 20% each year for the last two

years, and the average expenditure has increased by

17.5% for the same period.

Monday evening was spent in Budapest. We

sampled traditional Hungarian cuisine, with positive

results. Eating out in Hungary was an experience:

learning about the food and seeing the way in which

it is served and eaten is very different from the UK:

not necessarily better or worse, just different.

OnTuesday we visited the Dreher Brewery, the

oldest and largest in Budapest. The firm produced

beers such as Korona, Dreher and Bak. Here we saw

in practice the concept of 'just in time' production.

The pralific and industrious nature of the firm was

obvious: the majority of the turnover originates

from its brewing interests and amounts to about $3

billion. The method of production was particularly

interesting: we learnt the importance of precision

in the production of beer and immaculate cleaning

and sanitising standards also played apart. Corporate

social responsibility was also an important part of

their firm: it paid over 10 billion HUF in tax, our tour

guide gloated.They believed it was essential for them

to contribute to a better quality of life for all.

As weil as visiting the Danube Bend, we visited

Caprice, a jewellery manufacturer. Caprice prided

itself on excellent consumer care and an extensive

range of products available. There were more than

4000 different and unique types of diamonds that

were cut specifically to suit annual fashion trends.

Perhaps their principal claim to exclusivity was the

fact that no Caprice product remained on the shelf

for longer than eighteen months, or it would be

either reduced for sale or dismantled. Much to their

disappointment, none ofus succumbed to buying any

diamonds! When the opportunity presented itself,

however, many of us indulged in a snow-ball fight,

initiated by T. Oberhoesel, and many of the old

scores were settled.

In conclusion, the whole trip was a huge success.

It was in Budapest that the Economics Society was

established, and since then we have hosted a range

of lectures and visits. The boys thoroughly enjoyed

the trip, as weil as each other's company. JT and

DE must also be thanked for arranging the trip and

their good humour throughout it. We very much

look forward to Strasbourg next year!

S. KAPOOR 6 NAFP
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A2 Geography Trip to Sierra de Gredos, Spain

At the end of one of the worst British summers

on record, it was safe to say that everyone was

looking forward to a week in Spain. We left on

a mild Saturday morning, and within a few hours after

take-offlanded at Madrid's premier airport. We were met

with a pleasantly humid climate upon leaving the airport,

and boarded the coach that was to take us the 250km

drive to the Centre. Upon arrival, the sun had set and

the centre we were to call horne for the next week was

shrouded in darkness - at best it looked rustic, but also

had a certain warmth about it that was no doubt enhanced

by the friendly greetings we received from the Staff. Each

dormitory had space for eight people, so there was never

a dull moment, although it did ensure that each room had

its fair share of scorers!

In the morning, we got to see the Centre in daylight

for the first time - its charm was still there, and was even

increased by its situation in the idyllic setting of the Sierra

De Gredos mountain range ~ we were surrounded by

hills with clouded peaks, coniferous forests and the river

Tormes flowing between the two. For the first couple of

days it was this river that we used to collect data for the

coursework element of our A2, measuring variables such

as its depth and velocity at various points along its course

through the area. This in itself was enjoyable, with swim

ming sometimes becoming a necessity (not that anyone

minded!). The river formations in the granite section of

the river, including waterfalls and potholes, created the

perfect location to go swimming in the evenings.

When we had finished collecting the data needed for

our projects, we began to relax more. About half- way

through the week we divided into two groups and alter

nated between mountain-biking and horse-riding to a bar

in the mountains, where we would be served paella (which

was in itself an event - the chef was apparently an expert

at the dish, and certainly didn't disappoint). I donned a

crash heImet and left with our conservationist, Juan Fran

cisco, who had accompanied and aided us in most of what

we did for the week. A few hours later we arrived at the

bar, after a particularly exciting trip downhill - the other

group on horseback were to take longer, so we filled the

time swimming in the nearby lake, a body of slow-moving

mountain water which was consequentially icy cold.

After having lunch, it was our turn to ride horses, this

time back to the centre. I was dismayed at first to discover

my horse was the slowest during the morning shift, but

was encouraged to learn he had obviously changed attitude

during lunch. SPGS's horse (Marco) insisted on eating

every twenty-five yards, while others just wanted to be

lazy and dawdle at the back of the line. My horse provided

a few laughs when he decided to get into the pond we had
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stopped at, rather than drink from it as others did. He also

began bucking, to add insult to injury. This disobedient

streak was repeated later when three people were thrown

from their horses, but luckily nobody was hurt and we

could laugh about it afterwards.

A few days after this, we had been scheduled to do a

series of adventure activities - zip-wiring across a gorge

was particularly Fun, although the abseiling felt a bit too

precarious to me. Crossing the waterfall via two ropes

was also amusing, particularly for those watching. Argu

ably the highlight of the trip, however, was the session of

paint-balling that occurred near the end of the week. In

two teams (the browns and the greens) we were handed

guns each. Typically, mine began hissing with gas shortly

before we began and had to be replaced. Each team was

given a coloured flag, and had to protect it against the

opposition - the winning team was the side that stole the

enemy flag. Ifyou were shot you were out of the game. My

team lost each of the three games to the browns, although

I managed to survive two of them! We also planned to

travel up to a glacier later in the week, but were prevented

by poor weather conditions at the intended destination.

Ultimately we travelled half-way there, and returned to

the centre to have an extended lunch.

When our time had come to an end at the Centre,

we said goodbye to the Staff and each individually signed

the guest book. One of the best things about the Centre

was the food - each meal was horne-made, and they took

an approach to seconds reminiscent of meals back horne.

Noodle soups, meat dishes, chips, salads, and even popcorn

on the penultimate day! It was a shame to be going, but

we were also interested in the prospect of spending an

afternoon and a night in the Spanish capital.

We took the coach from the Centre back to Madrid,

and stayed in a hostel that was much nicer than we had

expected. Madrid was less enjoyable than the Centre,

simply because there didn't seem to be anything to do

other than shop - on the other hand, the afternoon spent

window-shopping came in handy for the evening when

we were visiting various bars! For dinner a small group of

us found a restaurant selling paella, and enjoyed various

types, including seafood and meat varieties. The evening

was enjoyable and a fitting end to such a fantastic holiday

(made better by the fact that England was experiencing

the beginnings of a small heat-wave upon our return on

the following Saturday). Judging by the comments left

in the Centre guest book, I imagine everyone enjoyed

the trip as much as I did. I would recommend it to those

considering continuing Geography to A2 level.

T. EVANS 6 NMR
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CCF Training Weekend

The cadets

W
hilst everyone else was enjoying the

start of halfterm, nearly fifty NCOs

and recruits from the CCF spent a

training weekend on Salisbury Plain. The aim of

the weekend was primarily to improve the recruits'

skills and get them all up to a similar level, ready for. . .

Recruit Camp in the Easter holidays.The recruits did

numerous different activities from Basher- (Shelter)

Building to Camouflage and Concealment, ably

taught by some Senior NCOs and some members

of Oxford University Officer Training Corps. But

there were two popular favourites. The first was

a night patrol exercise where they performed a

reconnaissance mission on a rather conspicuous

group of cadets acting as Enemy (of many changing

nationalities), providing the recruits with their first

experience ofnight-time work.The other part which

was particularly enjoy~d was an Ambush which the

recruits laid on a group of 'unsuspecting' NCOs.

This gave them their first opportunity to fire blank

rounds (after stoppages had been cleared) and proved

very successful and enjoyable.

~. - -

who were not

involved with as

sisting recruit in

struction carried

out some training

with two Lance

Corporals from

our parent regi

ment, the Royal

Gloucestershire

Berkshire and

Wiltshire Regi

ment. This in

volved some more

advanced infantry

skills including a

Sniper Hunt (try

ing to approach a wateher without being seen), and

a Section Attack Demonstration, which was put on

for the recruits on Sunday.

Overall this weekend was a tremendous success

and everyone who attended gained a tremendous

amount. As ever, though, this weekend would not

have been possible without the hard work and effort

put in by the adult Staff: Major Carson, FIt Lt
Hullis, 2nd LtWilliams, 2nd Lt DeWilde, the

members of Ox

ford University

OTC and LI Cpls

Deacon and Ma

plethorpe from 1

RGBW Particular

thanks go to Flt Lt

Hullis, and 2nd Lt

DeWilde who re

turned from Win

chester College

and Deployment

in Germany re

spectively to assist

on the weekend.

P. RowE 6 DF
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The year's drama programme began in August more

than three hundred miles north of Abingdon, with

six performances of lohn Clifford's Ines de Castro at

the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Although a short account of

the production was squeezed into last year's AbinBdonian,

there was not space to do justice to the predominantly Sixth

Form cast ofJ. Donnelly, J. Mugnaioni, A.Nash and G.
Potter, who played the main roles with skill and sensitiv

ity alongside the equally impressive Sasha Brown and Holly

Thame from St Helen's. M. Heffernan contributed a fine

supporting role andT. Bennellick in his second visit to the

Fringe, was simply outstanding as the technical genius who

made everything happen, albeit with sterling support from

Freya Dolby of St Helen's.

Abingdon's previous trip to the Fringe in 2000 was with a

full-length show (Sweeney Todd) that involved nearly a hundred

people, but Ines de Castro was a more typical Fringe production,

since it entailed a handful of performers renting aperiod of

time each day in a small 'managed venue' that was shared with

other shows. The contract allowed us a few minutes before

each show to set everything up, and a few minutes afterwards

to clear it away before the next group moved in. This cultural

production line brought many advantages, such as a dedicated

press team, an independent box office and a certain amount

of passing trade. Yet it also presented a few challenges that
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added spice to the business of performing. After the daily

search for a parking space near our venue (the fashionably

named RoxyArt House) , cast and crew tackled the timed assault

course that was 'the get in' .This meant carrying the set and

props up flights of stairs from dressing room to stage. The

dressing room was one of those places you either loved or

hated: a clutter of people and strange objects struggling to

keep within the tiny bays, marked by tape on the floor, that

had been allotted to each show. Sticking to the narrow path

of mask

ing tape

was es

sential for

avoiding

accidents,

let alone

awkward

encoun

ters with

perform

ers from

other

compa

nies, such

as the pair

of elderly



American gentlemen, dressed like tramps, who muttered to

themselves in a corner about misplaced props; or the mink

clad lady of a certain age who always seemed to be trying

to extricate herself from her underwear without anyone

noticing, in the same way Peter Sellers used to relieve Harry

Secombe ofhis braces. At times one wondered where the real

show was. Had we stumbled on some new work by Beckett,

or was this simply life backstage at the Fringe? However

one viewed it, reality always arrived with a thud as soon as

our show ended, when a troupe of South African drummers

crashed, banged and walloped their way past us on the stairs

as we tried to clear the stage for them in a hurry. Yet a few

quick changes later, the frantic haste could be forgotten for

another day as we emerged into ~e Edinburgh sunshine, fed

the parking meter and relaxed for a moment or two before

our next engagement of the day - an open air performance

on the High Street at which leaflets were distributed and

potential punters wooed.

It was hard work, of course, but also great Fun, and the

cast's efforts were rewarded with appreciative audiences and a

four star review in The Herald that concluded: "With compel

ling performances from all the players, the young company

displayed a deep understanding of the work and a real talent

for the craft. A beautiful and delicate piece, Cutting Edge is a

gifted company with a bright future ahead." That would have

been enough to set the seal on a happy and successful week, but

another highlight came when the play's author, John Clifford,

attended one of the performances and held a post-show discus

sion with members of the audience that afforded a fascinating

insight to the creative process. We were enormously grateful

to him, and to Jo Watt, Director of Drama at St Helen's, for

her help with all aspects of the trip.

After the Fringe, we embarked on the academic year in

September with the invaluable assistance of two Old Abingdo

nians in new roles. A.Verjee (OA 1997) had been appointed

as the Hrst director of technical theatre at St Helen's, whilst L.

Fowler (OA 2003) joined theAbingdon Drama Department

for a gap year role as Drama assistant. It was not long before

both were in action. November saw the start of the year's

curricular drama productions, with two pieces of devised

work by Upper SixthA LevelTheatre Studies students, many

of whom had been in Edinburgh only two months earlier. A2

Devised Pieces offer students the chance to follow their own

interests, and this year, an awareness that they were reaching

the end of their School careers seemed to playa significant

part in determining the themes of the two plays, since both

reflected a concern with choices and endings. The Hrst saw a

group of representative characters in competition with each

other for the Hnal place in Paradise, whilst the second looked

back over the lives of two men who'd been friends at school

before growing apart for reasons that neither understood.

Presented in the temporary Drama Studio at St Helen's,

both plays featured strong performances. In The Last Place in

Paradise, G. Potter was in characteristically persuasive form

DRAMA

as Satan who, in partnership with God (Cara Cummings), in- )

terviews four hopeful, albeit recently deceased candidates. A. ('.,~

GartonAsh had been a clean-living, God-fearingAmerican

whose conHdence was based on a life ofgood deeds and bible

study, whilst J. Donnelly was an Irish Catholic priest whose

idea of the good life was a little more colourful, and a lot more

compromising. HollyThame's character had endured hardship

and might have been most people's idea of the deserving poor,

but it was J. Bishop's businessman, whose bland life had

ended in the company of a prostitute, that Hnally inherited

the kingdom, and so articulated the play's conclusions that

preparation counts for little, those who claim the moral high '.-' "

ground may be heading for a fall, and all choices and rewards

are uncertain. At the End cfthe Road also explored the idea of

rewards, but in the context of this life rather than the next.

The play used flashbacks to review the lives of two old men,

Chris andAnthony, played with delicacy and attention to detail

by A. Nash and J. Aneell. As they lay on their deathbeds in

the same hospital ward, episodes from their shared past rose

up before them, enabling us to examine the decisive moments

that shaped their lives. There was the entrance exam that saw

Chris cheat his way into public school and a life ofhigh-earning

but unattached privilege, while honest Anthony headed for

the low-key comforts of marriage and a poorly paid job. In

these flashbacks, J. Mugnaioni (Chris) and A. Maedonald

(Anthony) were brilliant as the younger versions of the main

characters. Their comic interplay was marked by excellent

timing that not only secured laughs but also allowed the painful

elements of the story to emerge. They received fme support

from Sasha Brown and Alice Buxton in a variety of roles.

A couple of weeks after these productions, the Amey

Theatre was the venue for the main extra curricular play of

the year. The Nativity is the first of three plays by theYorkshire

poet, Tony Harrison, based on the great cycles of medieval

plays known as the Mysteries, owing to their original perform

ances on open air carts by members of"mysteries' or guilds

of tradesmen.The Mercers' Company, whose support for the

building of the Arts Centre had been so important, was one

of the earliest 'mysteries' , so it was appropriate that the Hrst

production in the newly refurbished auditorium should honour

their origins, as well as the efforts of the architects, builders

and craftsmen who undertook the work. Besides, a play that

begins with God's creation of the world and takes us up to the

birth of Christ was not a bad choice for the opening of a new

facility on the eve of Christmas. Yet, as every mother knows,

birth can be a mixed event. The delight a new arrival brings

is tempered by the discomfort that attends its delivery, and

so it was for much of the rehearsal period as we found access

to the theatre limited by the contractors' frantic attempts to

Hnish the building in time. Nevertheless, the frustrations were

eventually overcome, and the large cast, manipulated to include

an equal number ofSt Helen's girls andAbingdon boys, took

to the stage in December on an array of scaffolding, forklift

trucks and other paraphernalia of a building site.

Among the many Hne performances, several were par-
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ticularly striking. J. Barclay's substantial presence was always

going to afford the role of God the necessary avoirdupois, yet

he overcame 'flu and relative inexperience as an actor to deliver

a memorable characterization. E.Wilson needs no encourage

ment, of course, and his portrayal of Satan as a lithe cockney

lothario was both entertaining and effective. Many of the scenes

involved pairs of characters. Of these, G. Stern and Christina

Windle were an attractive Adam and Eve, A. Nash and G.

Cowie were strong in the roles of Cain and Abel, J. Donnelly

and Sally Geake brought some knockabout Fun to the parts of

Noah and his Wife, J. Mugnaioni and his younger brother

A. Mugnaioni were an affecting Abraham and Isaac, whilst

H.Taylor and Annabel Norbury were adelight as Joseph and

Mary. Comic highlights were thick on the ground. H. Green

literally dazzled as King Herod, the master of 'bling' , whilst

M. Rothkopf played his Son with an outrageous northern

accent that worked weil. A. Macdonald, N.Turnbull and T.

Swarbrick were excellent as the dim-witted shepherds who

fall foul of the sheep-stealing Mak and his wife, played here

to great effect by G. Potter and Cara Cummings.Yet perhaps

best of all was the trio of female 'Kings' , played as batty C of E

women by Hannah Berhanu, Laura Burns and Nicola Hemsley.

Few will forget their attempts to master their unruly camels.

Many others contributed to the success of the production,

whether in supporting roles on stage, or as musicians led by

the effervescent SRW, or as members of the technical and

backstage teams. Ofthese, T. Bennellick, CJB, RJS, SW,

Deirdre Trundle, L. Fowler, A. Verjee and Jo Watt were

particularly important members of the production team.

Christmas is usually the time for a break, but part of the

holiday was devoted to moving the Department's resources

into the new accommodation on the top floor of the Arts

Centre in time to face the demands of the coming term. Ever

since the advent of the new A levels, the Lent term has been

dominated by small-scale drama productions designed to meet

the requirements of examinations. This year saw more of these

than ever before, as two Fifth Form GCSE sets, two Lower

Sixth sets and an Upper Sixth set all presented work within a
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three-week period in March. The Fifth Form classes produced

eight pieces of devised work during amarathon afternoon and

evening session in the Charles Maude Room that completed

the practical part of their course. These fifteen minute pro

ductions, too numerous to describe in detail, nevertheless

featured a number of excellent performances that augur weIl

for the future.

The following week, Lower Sixth sets appeared in two

shortened versions ofplays by Shakespeare that had the honour

of being the first productions to take place in the magnificent

new studio theatre at St Helen's. Antony and Cleopatra is one

of the bard's longest plays and has one of the largest casts, yet

here it was presented in little over an hour by seven actors. The

role of Cleopatra, the legendary beauty and queen of Egypt,

was shared by three actresses in an attempt to make real the

"infinite variety" attributed to her by Enobarbus. Annabel Nor

bury, ChristinaWindle and Sally Geake excelled in this difficult

task, and presented a sumptuous picture of the exotic queen's

charms in their richly coloured saris. N.Turnbull undertook

the role ofAntony with a strong sense of the character's com

bination of colossal stature and human failings, and rendered

both very effectively. T. Swarbrick was outstanding as Oc

tavius Caesar, and in his other roles as Soothsayer and Clown,

to which he brought contrasting physical and vocal techniques

that were impressive. P. Stern and M. Jarvis were strong in

their main roles as Enobarbus and Lepidus respectively, yet

also shone in the almost bewildering variety of supporting

roles they were required to play in order to make the cuts to

the play work. Tweifth Niaht followed Antony and Cleopatra, and

provided an enjoyable comic contrast that owed much to the

larger-than-life performances ofB. Phillips as SirToby Belch

and J. Garrett as Sir Andrew Aguecheek. Their double act was

a highlight of this excellent production, along with the unset

tling presence of Hannah Berhanu's Feste, and E. Rowett's

wonderful Malvolio. Amy McGavin exuded a youthful charm

as Viola (disguised as Cesario) that made Orsino's awkward

interest in hirn/her, delivered in accomplished fashion by C.

Francis, all too believable. Beatrice Bazell was an entertain-



ingly hot-blooded Olivia whilst A. Hall showed considerable

skill in doubling the roles of Fabian and Sebastian, and Julia

Callaway was a musically gifted Maria.

In the last week of term, the Upper Sixth students were

on duty again at the St Helen's studio, this time in abbreviated

versions of plays they had chosen and directed themselves. A.

Nash played Stanley to J. Donnelly's Goldberg and A. Mae

donald's McCann in an interesting take on Pinter's The Birthday

Party that cast the two new arrivals at the boarding house as

television presenter and cameraman, and likened their intrusive

behaviour to the bullying tactics of the modern media. Cara

Cummings and Holly Thame played the other parts. G. Pot

ter andJ. Mugnaioni combined with Sasha Brown andAlice

Buxton in The Shape cifThinas by Neil Labute, a modern play in

which a woman decides to treat her boyfriend as her next work

of art as a way of examining our preoccupation with appear

ances. The last of these short plays was aversion of Oedipus Rex

by Sophocles that saw A.Garton Ash as the doomed king with

J. Aneell and J. Bishop as the Chorus. This was a wonderfully

effective adaptation, pared down to the barest essentials, and

made for a most compelling piece of theatre.

By this time, one might be forgiven for imagining that there

12 Angry Men

Towards the end of the Lent term the Boarders performed

12 Anary Men by Reginald Rose. The play is about a

twelve-man jury which is sent to begin deliberations

in the first-degree murder trial of a sixteen-year-old boy who

is accused of stabbing his father to death.

All jurors described in the play possess complex person

alities, preconceptions, backgrounds and interactions which

made this performance areal challenge for the actors, but one

which they overcame to a man. In particular, the fact that each

actor maintained his character effectively throughout the long

performance on one unchanging set in a hot and stuffy room

impressed this reviewer.

DRAMA

had been enough Drama for one term, but that would be to

overlook the School's boarding community, from whose ranks

many of Abingdon's most talented actors have emerged. And

so, to prevent such an omission and extend an opportunity to

those outside the curricular drama sets, FAD and DER staged

Reginald Rose's classic, Twe1ve Anal)' Men with a cast of board

ers and presented it over two evenings in the Charles Maude

Room at the very end of the Lent term. This was a play that

relied entirely on dialogue, especially the cut and thrust of argu

ment, to achieve its impact, and so it was a tribute to the work

of all concerned that the text and its meaning were delivered in

unmistakably clear, committed fashion by all the protagonists,

amongst whom H. Taylor was particularly notable.

The Summer term saw two further drama productions.

Both gave opportunities to the junior pupils. Ernie's Incredib1e

Illucinations (Alan Ayckbourn) was performed by one of the

Third Form drama classes in the Amey Theatre as part of a

programme that included live jazz music, whilst the Lower

School Drama Club showed tremendous staying power in de

livering their performances of Orwell's Anima1 Farm on the last

two evenings of the academic year. Both of these productions

were directed by FAD whose work with the younger boys was

greatly appreciated.

And so the curtain descended on a long and momentous

year for Drama at Abingdon. It was clear that 2003/4 would go

down as the year in which our dramatists acquired ahorne of

their own for the first time, and one that placed them conven

iently alongside the kindred spirits of Music and Art. There are

many people to thank for this, of course, but perhaps one who

deserves special mention here is DavidTaylor, Abingdon's Head

of Drama until 1997, who campaigned tirelessly for the subject

over many years, and helped to persuade those in authority to

take the idea of a dedicated space for Drama seriously. The new

building still has a few snagging problems, to be sure, and there

are still several items of equipment to install, but the general

improvement in the provision for Drama is considerable. What

a difference a year makes!

JHT

It was fairly miraculous that such a good performance

came about, for three days before, the cast still did not know

its lines! But the motivation and encouragement of the direc

tors FAD and DER, was clearly effective and the cast was very

grateful for it.

The cast was also very grateful to the entire boarding com

munity, which lent its support with an excellent turnout on

the night of the first performance, and thereby gave the actors

the confidence to perform at their best. All who watched this

play enjoyed the experience and it was universally deemed a

great success.

M. PLUCK 3 VEH
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An interview with 0 Drama student
Tbe AbinBdonian meets E.Wilson.

TA: How long have you been a keen thespian?

EW: I have always liked acting - my Hrst part was as Macbeth

in my primary school. Now at Abingdon I have been able to

develop and learn new skills.

TA: Which of your roles have you enjoyed most?

EW: DeHnitely Lucifer in Tbe Nativity last year. I loved playing

a bad guy!

TA: How does leaning Drama compare to the more academic

subjects?

EW: It is quite different. Personally I prefer it - I enjoy the in

teraction - you get to move your legs a bit and performing can

be really fun. But this doesn't mean it's easy - because it's not.

Animal Farm

I
really enjoyed Anima] Farm. It started offas ]unior Drama Club

where we had fun and games. Then, given a choice of plays,

we chose Anima] Farm. We read through the script and FAD

cast uso Some boys opted out so they could play cricket. I got the

part of Clover, a "stout, motherly mare". I was thrilIed as this is

one of the main roles. We went through the script again, then

we started to block the scenes. In the Summer term we moved

into the Ingham Room and had to re-block most of the scenes to

Ht the stage, rather than the CMR. It got more and more frantic

as the term drew on.

After half term we moved into theAmeyTheatre itself. De

spite having two or three weeks to go, many of us did not know

our lines. Whatever knowledge we lacked, we made up for in

acting. We knew pretty weIl all the scenes, just the words posed

problems. After Prize-Giving on stage the set was constructed.

The next day we came in for a rehearsal and used the set for the

Hrst time. We were meant to be off script on Tuesday, but there

was no chance. We learnt our lines at every available opportunity

after the Tuesday rehearsal.

We Hnally cracked it in the Wednesday all-day rehearsal.

The Hrst performance went weIl, with only a few uneasy mo

ments. We had a small snag on Thursday, and then it was a last

performance. The two highlights were L. Abbot's "Because .

It is Wrong" (it was meant to be a dull and tedious speech),

and when the pyrotechnics failed to detonate, followed by N.

Howe's "Er, Bang?" Despite these errors, it was memorable for

all. I really enjoyed it and would love to do it again next year.

T.FINCH 1S
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TA: How weIl do you feel the groups work together?

EW: The teamwork is generally very good. You can always get

a bad egg that doesn't turn up to rehearsals, doesn't learn his

lines and spoils it for the group. But working with your friends

makes it a really enjoyable subject.

TA:Do you believe the facilities are here at Abingdon for you

to excel?

EW:Not when I Hrst joined, as there was very limited space to

rehearse.

TA:Eddie, are you looking for a career in acting?

EW: (Laughs) WeIl, yes, I really would like to: I am going to

drama school in my gap year before university.

Tbe AbinBdonian would like to thank E.Wilson for his time and

insight.

]. DINGWALL 6 NAFP
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Play Review

I
'm sure if you were asked whether you wanted to see a

play with 'real' characters, dialogue and seemingly no

story you would answer (politely) that you'd rather not. \

Welcome to the world of Harold Pinter. After his first brush

with success in the 1960s, the British playwright has continued

writing plays brimming with tension and intrigue until today.

The English A level syllabus includes Pinter as a playwright to

be studied in detail, hence the trip to the Oxford Playhouse

for the Lower Sixth in late February.

Having read a few pieces written by Pinter at different

stages in School, 1 was not exactly his biggest fan before

watching the play. Nevertheless, my views changed after see

ing a lively and entertaining production of The Dumb Waiter

(1960) alongside various shorter sketches written for only

two characters. The latter were often funny, poignant and

thought-provoking, brilliantly played by Toby Jones, OA

and Jason Watkins, at times even appearing in drag!

The entire first half of the two-hour show was devoted

to these short and snappy sketches; the second half was the

centrepiece of the evening, concerning two hitmen anticipating

their next job in a seedy, windowless basement of a block of

flats. Although on paper (and perhaps in television productions

as weH) such dialogue can seem forced and at times bland, the

real driving force behind this performance was the way these

actors played the roles of Ben and Gus. There was a darkness

and sense of humour that 1had not seen before, that are not

easily detectable by reading the scripts alone.

As 1have said, there is no real story behind the play and

in this sense it mirrors reality - Ben and Gus read the paper,

look at photographs on the wall, and even leave the stage to

visit the toilet during the action! It is not what is said or done

however, more the Pinteresque pauses littering the play that

tell us what the characters are really thinking. There are twists

and turns, and some very dark and funny moments in the

play, and it is certainly something to be experienced rather

than thought about.

The Dumb Waiter - and other pieces

From Thursday 26 February at the Oxford Playhouse

T.EVANS 6 NMR

Ernie's Incredible Illucinations

T~:OWd
went

wild, some

where in the

distance a dog

howled, the

curtains opened

to show... a

doctor's wait

ing room!?

This was

the beginning

of what was

to be an excel

lent rendition

of Alan Ayck

bourn's Ernie's

Incredible Illu

cinations, a twisted tale about a young boy who can make

things happen just by thinking about them, and the trouble

this unusual gift stirred up. It starred A. Kearly Shiers as

Ernie. Each actor managed to remember his lines and no-one

was hurt. R.Lai proved that it is possible to burst eardrums

with a scream loud enough.

Mter the interval, three figures walked onto the stage. One

was nervously twiddling drumsticks about, one was adjusting

his glasses and tuning his guitar and one was wearing a bowler

hat much like the one featured in the play. As they settled down

to tuning their instruments, suddenly a huge voice filled the

room. "ARE YOU READYTO ROCK?""Er ... yes,"replied

the crowd feebly. "I SAID, ARE YOU READY TO ROCK?"

The lights came on. Much to the amazement of the crowd,

the owner of the voice was a much amplified G. Rogers! This

was followed by an excellent heavy metal song, known to aH

as Bum. This band was called Shoot The Dog, and it consisted of

G. Rogers on guitar and backing vocals, R.Wartke-Dunbar
on bass and vocals and S. Howard on drums.

Next they played Strol/ in the Night, during which the

audience started clapping in a pause in the middle. FinaHy,

there came The Monster Mash by The Miifits, featuring a guitar

solo by G. Rogers and a drum solo by S. Howard. Next,

to cool things down a bit, a jazz band called The Park Roaders

played an excellent set, of which the highlight, in my opinion,

was P. Statham singing I Fee1 Cood by James Brown.There was

also an excellent performance ofJimmy Hendrix's PurpIe Haze.

Mention should be made of the incredible saxophone skills

showcased by H. Graham during the outstanding version of

Baker Street by Jerry Rafferty. Though 1fear 1may have left some

names out, my congratulations go to everyone who took part

in both the Drama and the Music and thanks to the audience

for attending and enjoying it all so immensely.

S. HOWARD 3 GRM
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AS Drama performances at St Helen's

The first play put on in the new drama studio

at St. Helen's School was the epic tragedy,

Antony and Cleopatra. The play itself was

adapted from its original format so that two plays

could be shown on the same night. While this meant

some of the more intricate, character-developing

scenes were lost, this detracted not at aIl from the

play, primarily owing to the talents of the actors and

actresses. The tangible scenery was sparse, but the

use of vivid lighting, scenes of tableau and other

techniques, meant that the space available was used

very weIl. Antony himself, played by N.Turnbull,
was on top form, with scenes of touching vulner

ability as weIl as warlike machismo. The enhancing

effect of his faithful and ultimately dead servant,

was transmitted masterfuIly by M. Jarvis, who

brought a comforting but slightly homoerotic slant

to his scenes, which added so much to the moving

scenes towards the end of the play. The purposeful

and ruthless Octavian and his second in command

Enobarbus were played very weIl by T. Swarbrick
and P. Stern, who brought a stern sense ofhonour

to their performances. This created a sense of am

biguity concerning the direction of the audience's
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sympathies. Cleopatra and her servants were played

by three very talented actresses: Annabel Norbury,

SaIly Geake and ChristinaWindle. The disorientat

ing rotation of Cleopatra's rale between these three

on a scene-by-scene basis may have been intended

to create rales of equal magnitude, and whilst it

did so, it became very hard to establish any kind

of emotional bond with the character portrayed,

even creating confusion among the audience as

to who was Cleopatra at any one time. Despite

this, the scene of Cleopatra's death was touching

and extremely poignant. This performance was a

definite success.

After such a mournful and emotionaIly draining

play, it was the perfeet time to indulge in some silly

and flamboyant comedy in the form ofShakespeare's

Twe!fth Ni8ht. There was little effort needed on

behalf of the audience to keep up with the play,

(which came as a welcome relief after Antony and

Cleopatra.) This made the atmosphere in the theatre

more light-hearted and upbeat. The play had been

cropped for time purposes but, as with Antony and

Cleopatra, this did not make it any less enjoyable.
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The stage had slightly more decoration and scenery, but

there was a sense that more of a recognisable backdrop would

have meant the audience would have feit less like an audience

in a theatre and more like onlookers to the drama in progress.

Despite this, the play was exceIlently performed, with aIl the

quirkiness of the characters brought to the fore. The hilarity of

B. Phillips playing SirToby BeIch, with a false paunch, loud,

slurred voice and an ever-present hip flask, combined with the

posh-accented, tremulous voice of J. Garrett as Sir Andrew

Aguecheek, filled the theatre with laughter. The part of Feste

the fool was filied by Hannah Bruhani, who brought a fun-Ioving,

but slightly aloof side ofFeste to the fore. J. Garrett performed

songs in the play, which were immensely impressive, as weIl as

the pieces of guitar music played by J.Garrett and the piano

introduction played adeptly by Julia CaIlaway. Beatrice BazzeIl

as Lady Olivia brought an aloofbut melancholy serenity to the

play, as did C. Francis' Lord Orsino, which was complemented

by the naIve but charming roles of Sebastian/Fabian andViola/

Caesario played by A. Hall andAmy MeGavin respectively. The

highlight of the evening was reserved for one actor, however: E.

Rowett as the bitter, cantankerous Malvolio, cavorting about

on the stage in the most awful yeIlow stockings and trousers.

The audience was in shocked silence as soon as he leapt on to

the stage, but quickly dissolved into uncontroIlable laughter,

not at aIllessened by his ridiculous mannerisms.

It became obvious by the end of this marathon of theatre

that the AS Drama groups, although the plays they performed

this year were too different to invite comparison, were united

in their exceIlent depictions of Shakespeare's masterpieces.

M. STOTT 6 NMR
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Highlights of an auspicious musical year

A
t the Leavers' Service G. Potter sang,

"It was a very good year", a phrase which

could be interpreted to refer not only to

the talented group of Upper Sixth musicians who

were about to depart but also to the academic year

.that was drawing to an end. In fact, a scan of the

year's Concert Programme Archive suggests that it

was an auspicious and memorable year for a number

ofreasons.

Perhaps, most importantly, it was the year that

saw the move back from 'Sibcas City' , our temporary

Portacabin horne on the tennis courts, to the Music

School in the AmeyTheatre Arts Centre. Although

Sibcas had been a perfectly adequate solution for

four terms, it had feit like camping to an extent,

and the proper establishment in the new build

ing, with all our musical resources available, was

much anticipated. Despite the official opening

at the School's Open Day on 11 October and the

Opening Gala Concerts on 6 December, it was not

until the very end of term that the move actually

took pIace - and that was just as weil, because it

minimised the period when instrumental teaching

and departmental administration were happening

at opposite ends of the SchooL

A further notable feature of the year was the

rise to prominence of our jazz musicians, a group
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much in demand at functions throughout the year,

including an event in November at Dalton Bar

racks, bringing officers and their wives together

with members of the local community and, at the

end of the year, the Griffen BalL Last year had seen

the departure ofjazzers 1. Herford, M. Gardner

and M. Hardy, but N. Hawken (saxophone),

M.Chilcott (bass), N. Shaikh (guitar) and G.

Potter (vocals) remained and formed themselves

into a most effective quartet, sometimes combin

ing with older and more experienced players who

travelled far to play with them, so highly did they rate

their musicianship. We were all delighted but not

surprised to hear that N. Hawken won a coveted

place on the jazz course atTrinity College, London.

These leading young musicians were one of the

reasons that the Big Band reached so high a standard

this year - and it was due to their enthusiasm and

expertise, together with the obvious benefits for

the band, that we accepted a generous invitation at

short notice to do a concert in Argentan, Abingdon's

twin town in Normandy, over the long May Bank

Holiday weekend.

The Chapel Choir, under SRW's expert and

charismatic direction, also reached unprecedented

heights, with a fme group ofyoung trebles, including

A. Lo, T. Bennett, P. Statham amongst others.

The lower voices also boasted some fme young sing-
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ers in T. Gatten, A. Mould, P. O'Donovan and E.

Mitchard, all A level musicians, the first three with

Choral Award offers from Oxford or Cambridge.

The Choir sang some wonderful and uplifting services

throughout the year and we celebrated not only the

confirrnation of Oxford Choral and Organ Awards

respectively for P. O'Donovan (bass, Queen's) and

E. Mitchard (Pembroke) but also purchased an

excellent Compton digital organ, an idea inspired by

the dogged enthusiasm of our two senior organists,

E. Mitchard and J. Dyer.

Another great cause for excitement was the ar

rival in September of a particularly fine and promis

ing group ofFirst Form musicians. A. Lo (violin) , A.

Ereaut (' cello) and N. Ereaut (double bass) quickly

formed themselves into a trio, winning through to

the finals of the National Chamber Music Compe

tition in March. Abingdon's ensembles have now

succeeded in this for four years in a row. J. Mason

(horn) and A. Lloyd (flute) have also made their

mark, and this is not to mention several others who

are motoring dose behind! It promises exceptional

things to come in the years ahead.

It is a sad sign of the times that the grades of

our Upper Sixth leavers were greatly changed, after

appeal, from 7As, IB and 2Cs to 8As and 2Bs, results

that were pleasing from this very able set and suf

ficient to send three to read Music at Oxford: M.

Gardner (Christ Church), M. Hardy (Merton)

and L. Berryman (Magdalen), and J. Herford

(Gonville and Caius) to

Cambridge on aChoral

Scholarship. This year's

crop of Upper Sixth

promises equally good

things ...

Despite our accom

modation in Sibcas and

an ongoing building site

around it, it was good to

see the Amey Theatre in

early use for two musical

events, a joint concert

given by the School's

Wind Band and the Band

of the Royal Logistics

Corps. This concert was

a fund-raising effort with

proceeds shared between

the Army Benevolent

Fund and the Arts Cen

tre Appeal. Quite apart

from the financial side,

the benefit to our young

musicians playing alongside the professionals in the

second half of the concert was incalculable and it

was fascinating to see the contrasting direction and

conducting styles of Major Jim Taylor and our own

inimitable Fiona Parker.

The House Singing Competition was reinstated

with much enthusiasm this year with all the Houses

taking part. Andrew Morris, a distinguished Director

of Music at Bedford School, returned to give us a

most entertaining adjudication, the winners being

Aitken's House with Can You Fee] the Love Tonight?,

a worthy result for the main 'mover and shaker' ,

N.Shaikh, who had done so much preparation and

rehearsal in order to inspire the other members of

his House. We look forward to this regular fixture

on the eve ofhalfterm from now on.

It was also good to help the Boat Club celebrate

the opening of the wonderful new boat house, with

a performance of movements from Handel's WateT

Music, given from a balcony overlooking theThames,

nearly 300 years on from its first performance on a

fleet of Thames barges in 1715.

The Gala Concert for the Arts Centre Opening

replaced the customary Christmas Concerts, and it

was given twice with an afternoon matinee and a

more formal black tie and champagne event in the

evening. First Orchestra, Chapel Choir, Chamber

Orchestra, Brass Band and Big Band all made ap

pearances. The concert opened with Gordon Jacob's

"The Chapel

Choir ... also

reached un-

precedented

heights ..."
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"The great ... cho-

ral endeavour on 6

March was

J.S.Bach's B minor

Mass ... 11

exciting arrangement of the National Anthem with

trumpet fanfares performed to stunning effect from

the new raised balconies at the rear of the stage, and

it concluded with Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance March

No. I , in which the audience participated again by

singing Land rfHope and Glory. But the undoubted

stars of the show were G. Potter, singing a funky

Superstition by Stevie Wonder accompanied by Big

Band and P. O'Donovan playing Gershwin's Piano

Concerto in F, achallenging piece but hugely effective

when played with such style and flair as on this oc

casion. A retiring collection at both concerts raised

a marvellous f,800 for the Elgar Birthplace and the

Sargent Cancer Fund Appeal.

It is the Lent term which offers the annual

concert with the National Competition of Chamber

Music and the Choral Society Concert as its principal

points of focus, but we cannot forget the NewYear

Concert which got things off to a good start after

the mock examinations. Second Orchestra and

Wind Band featured, with solos by A. Lo (violin)

and N. Ereaut (piano). Second Orchestra played

Beethoven, some arrangements of Swan Lake and

Trepak with a promising sense of ensemble; Cham

ber Orchestra captured the bleak and empty space

conjured by Gorecki's Three Pieces in Old Style with

great control, and our massed ' cellos played two

songs from Bernstein's West Side Story in a sumptu

ous arrangement.

The Chamber Concert was held this year in Ox

ford's Holywell Music Room, the oldest concert hall

in Europe and known both to Handel and Haydn.

Its special atmosphere enhanced a wonderful evening

with a great variety of ensembles - highlights in

cludedTurina's Oracion deI Torero, in a great evocation

conjured by the Fourth Form quartet of D. Ridley,
A. Kingdon, H. Scarlett and T. Barrow. The

first part of Britten's Billy Budd, not chamber music

but an opera scene, presented fifteen ofthe School's

singers, accompanied by their teacher Andrew

Yeats, bringing to life the dramatic opening part.

This was a most enthralling experience and sung

with convincing style and confidence.

The great annual choral endeavour on 6 March

was ].S.Bach's B minor Mass, performed with a Joint

Choral Society and Orchestra ofpupils fromAbing

don and St Helen's School, together with parents and

Staff under the baton of RSE. This was a tremen

dously successful occasion with some outstanding

professional soloists and the contribution ofprofes

sional oboe d' amore and baroque trumpet players.

This group of over two hundred performers did

exceedingly weIl to bring off a performance of such

high quality and it is a tribute to RSE's enthusiasm

and dedication in rehearsal and musical flair that

this fine performance was achieved.

In addition to several informal Scholars' and

mockA level recitals, the concert fare this term in

cluded a marvellous piano duet recital, on 17 March,

by josephTong and Waka Hasegawa, a husband

and wife team and both on the visiting Music Staff.

This pair enjoy an international performing career

so we were delighted that

they agreed to play for us

in a programme that in

cluded duet and duo (the

Kawai grand from the In

gham Room was wheeled

through to join the Stein

way) in music by Mozart,

Schubert, Ravel, Britten

and Rachmaninov.

And so to the Sum

mer, a term in which we

now have to celebrate

the achievements of our

bands and orchestras in

the first half to avoid

the revision leave which

dominates the second.

We got off to a fero

ciously quick start with

the Big Band rehearsed

and hasty arrangements

in place before setting off
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for Normandy at the start of May. Inspired by the

enthusiasm and proactive help trom senior musicians,

MAS managed to direct without the expertise of

the customary leader Simon Currie, who was away

in Australia touring with his band, Marifred Mann. It

was a very happy and enjoyable two-night tour with a

fantastic concert in Argentan's Salle des Fetes, given

to a large and enthusiastic audience. Almost all the

boys played solos but particularly notable ones were

given by N. Hawken (Li]' Darlin', Just the Way You

Are), A.Macdonald (Suriflower) and others from

staff members JHT (incredible vocals in I Feel Cood)

and JFB. Special mention should be made of KJ8'

ever stylish and convivial company.

Partly as a result of the tour, Big Band was in

particularly good form in the Bands Concert on 14

May. Dr Julian Faultless stepped in to replace Fiona

Parker, who was recovering from successful but

unexpected hospital attention to her back. Thank

fully, she continued to make an excellent and speedy

recovery through the remainder of the term. A

highlight for the present writer was the performance

by M-L.Jones and T. Gatten as clarinet duettists in

the theme from Schindler's List, both making a lovely

liquid sound as they interwove their melodie lines,

exploiting the full range of their instruments.

The Orchestral Concert on 21 May gave con

certo opportunities to three soloists: D. Chung in

Rode's Violin Concerto, W. Lea in Albinoni's D minor

Oboe Concerto and E. Mitchard in Elgar's sublime

'Cello Concerto. D.Chung coped masterfully with

the virtuosie demands

of this concerto, and W.

Lea gave a beautifully

controlled account of

this well known baroque

concerto. E. Mitch

ard's performance was

exciting and accom

plished, the soloist con- l

fronting the enormous

technical chaIlenges

of this work with his

customary intellectual

stamina and determi

nation, a remarkable

achievement ... and for

the orchestra, too, who

rose to the challenge.

The Second Orchestra

performed weIl also,

with some spirited and

accurate playing in works

byWagner and Leoncav

allo, together with the

catchy theme from NewYork, NewYork, a favourite of

Sinatra aficionados.

The rest of the programme was a tribute to

Scandinavian Nationalism (if one takes account of

Holst's Swedish forebears), including Sibelius' Fin

landia, Grieg's Peer Cynt and Mars from Holst's Planet

Suite.

The Staff Concert on 23 June played to a good

audience and included many ofAbingdon's illustrious

visiting teachers, induding some of our interna

tional pianists: Chaiporn Pookhaothong, Mami

Shikimori, JosephTong and Waka Hasegawa.

A good sum was raised towards the funds to finance

the new digital organ, already much in use by Abing

don's host of young organists.

In customary fashion, it was the Lower School

whieh brought our year of performances to a dose,

on 2 July, with a medley of solo performances in

terspersed with ensemble items:Wind Band, Lower

School Strings, FirstYear Choir, Horn Quartet and

Piano Trio. Highlights included Eye r1 the TiBer and

A Little Latin from a young band of great potential

(and they revealed what they could achieve if they

all attended regularlyl); A. Lo's Praeludium by Kre

ishe, N. Ereaut's Waldesrauschen by Liszt, the Piano

Trio's Miniatures by Bridge and J. Mason's Rondo

by Cooke reminded us all of the exciting musical

times that lie ahead.
MAS

lias a result of

the tour, Big

Band was in par-

ticularly good

form"
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The new Digital Organ

T he organists of Abingdon School are an

elusive group, a tiny minority in a large

School, who know each other's names only

though chance meetings in the organ loft. However,

the number oforgan students has continued to grow,

until in the Lent term of this year they numbered

an incredible eight: 1% of the entire School now

learns the organ. Though this is fantastic in many

ways, it did exacerbate the ever-present problem

that one organ, however high its quality, can never

be enough to allow eight organists to practise and

have lessons during the school week. In addition,

since the organ's location is at the heart of the

School, all practice and lessons on the instrument

have to cease for much of the Summer term for oral

examinations in the Modern Languages Department

or written examinations in the CMR.

The simple fact was that another organ was

needed; but organs are large, expensive and noisy

instruments, so finding a place to put one and some

one to foot the bill seemed an impossible task. I

submitted a petition, signed by all the organ pupils,

directly to the Headmaster, outlining the problem,

and suggesting a solution. It seemed that even the

smallest ofpipe organs was going to be too expensive

to buy and maintain, so the obvious answer was to

buy a digital organ which, without the need for any

pipes, blowers or wind-chests, could be very small,

economical, and could be practised on silently with

headphones. Such an instrument could easily be

moved, enabling organists to perform at Scholars'

Concerts, and allowing services and even organ

A St Valentine's Day concert

W
hat could possibly be less appropriate

than the eve ofStValentine's day falling

on Friday the thirteenth? I can answer

that: a rock and roll concert on the same night in

School. There's inappropriate!

PlaceAbove is a four-piece rock band fromAbing

don School. Having been together since the early

Fourth Form, they have been causing waves of in

terest and excitement in and around the School,

being awarded a place in a 'battle ofthe bands', but

unfortunately not being able to play on that date.

This robbed them of a chance to win some record

ing time in a studio. After their last show received

a rapturous reception, I was certainly looking for

ward to hearing them play at the StValentine's Ball.

They opened with the ubiquitous Brown-eyed Girl by
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concertos to be performed in theAmeyTheatre on

Schooloccasions. More research was done and the

matter was left to ferment for most of the term,

until I received an e-mail from Compton Oraans,

one of the firms that I had contacted for brochures

and the third largest manufacturer of such instru

ments in the UK, to say that they had a customer

who wished to seIl his three-year-old three-manual

organ quickly. The price was much reduced from

the original selling price and, as it was a private sale,

no VAT was payable. This was an opportunity to

buy a far better organ than we had initially thought

possible, for a lower price than we might have paid

for an inferior one.

With the support of the Headmaster, the Di

rector of Music and the Bursar, we agreed to buy it

within a week, the Bursar very kindly providing an

interim loan, and it was delivered for the start of the

Summer term. It really was perfect, with more stops

than the organ in Chape1 and a pIethora ofbuttons,

as weIl as being pleasant to look at, being made with

real oak. It has already had a considerable amount

of use and its current location in a Music practice

room has enabled the organists to be able to play it

undisturbed to their hearts' content!

There is still, however, a considerable amount

of money (about f3000) that needs to be raised

to pay for the instrument. The Staff concert on 23

June raised some money towards this target, but any

donations would be greatly appreciated!

E. MITCHARD VI JFB

Van Morrison, which went down very weIl with

the audience. The main highlight for R. Mallett
(drummer) was The Monkeys - Fm a be1iever. "It has

the best drum part," was the explanation he gave for

enjoying playing this timeless 60s classic.

They closed with the cornical socio-political

stylings of Electric Six's Gaybar, which, having gained

them areputation for being more than a one-sided

Indie-rock band at their last performance, returned

them as a crowd favourite, coming up trumps once

again.

If you wish to find out more about Place Above,

pIease visit their website at www.placeabove.

co.uk

E. COTTRELL 6 TCG
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The Big Band, led by MAS, was invited by

Pierre Silliere, the twinning officer, to give

a concert in Argentan over the bank holiday

weekend. Our director Simon Currie was touring

Australia at the time and so we were led by MAS.

The trip started very early on Saturday morn

ing from School. We went to the Omaha beach at

Arromanches, to the scene of the fierce fighting in

the 'Falaise pocket' at Chambois near Argentan and

to the cinema circulaire in Arromanches. JFB, who

joined us on the tour, gave excellent explanations

of these sights. We arrived in Argentan late in the

afternoon and were then handed over to families

who lived in and around the town who had agreed

to look after us for the weekend.

Our host families took us intoArgentan the next

morning so that everyone could meet up for the day.

We went to a fair in the town and then back to our

host families for lunch. Sunday afternoon was the

afternoon of the concert. After lunch with our host

families the band met at the town hall in Argentan

for a final rehearsal before the concert.

The concert began with Chameleon, with solos

from H. Green and W. Statham. A magnificent

performance of Suriflower followed, which featured A.

Macdonald on the trombone. The second half set

off with the Bi8 Bandjive, then came an outstanding

guest performance of I Feel Cood by James Brown

sung by JHT. N. Hawken featured inJust the Way

You Are, a very cheesy jazz number with solo saxo-

phone. The repertoire also included Mineer, a piece

written by A. Macdonald. RockAroundThe Clock,

with solos for all instruments, was also played dur

ing the second half. And the band's favourite piece,

The Chicken, was played to finish off with a solo at

the start for bassist, M. Chi1cott, who played a

superb cadenza in the style of Jaco Pastorius, the

composer of the piece. However, even after this

deafening performance of The Chicken, the crowd

still wanted more. The Band played our starting

number, Chameleon once again but there were cries

for another encore and N. Hawken, G. Potter and

M. Chilcott gave the people ofArgentan what they

wanted with a juicy performance of Fever.

The Big Band have had a fantastic year with

N. Hawken on aho sax, M. Chi1cott on bass,

J. Findlay on baritone sax, G. Potter on tenor

sax/vocals, N. Shaikh on electric guitar and T.
Bennellick on percussion.

Special thanks should go to all the masters who

went on the trip: JFB who played sax and explained

the two significantWorldWar II sites which we visited

and JHT who sang and played the trombone in the

band and, along with KJS, also helped in the making

of a film. RSE assisted MAS in helping make sure

that the tour was a complete success and that it all

ran smoothly. MAS, although not an experienced

Big Band leader, was pleased to have lots of helpful

hints and encouragement from senior members of

the Band and did a superb job of directing one of

the best Big Band concerts ever.

W. STATHAM 5 ClB
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Sport
Seniors Rowing

ThiS year's rowing was always going to be phenomenal.

N. Brodie had just returned from coxing the Junior GB

VIII to victory, while I. McKenzie and T. Williams,

who were both disappointed to be left out of the 2003 Henley

1st VIII, were determined to make it this year. But we still all

had to work through the training: no crew can just be good,

months of training has to come beforehand, and so we started

in the Michaelmas term.

For a change we trained more and more in single sculls,

which in the winter months are depressingly slow, especially

when it is cold, wet and all you want is to get back and have a

cup of tea. We also spent time working in the bigger boats and

attended some Heads, doing weil in all ofthem. Performances

ofnote came atWallingford Head, from the Senior 3 coxed four,

and Peterborough Head, when the 1stVIII finished third overall

and first in the SchoolVIIIs category. A week after Peterborough

Head came the first real trial for Great Britain in Lincolnshire.

Abingdon took four pairs, I. McKenzie and J. Fyne, G.

Clarkson and H. Lester, M.White and T.Williams and N.

Turnbull and H. Green standing in for B. Cullen who was

ill. Only M.White and T.Williams made it through to Spring

Assessments at Easter.

But we all had to race at the Schools' Head of the River.

In our preparation for this we raced at Reading University

Head. The 1stVIII came dose to winning the Senior 2 event in

the morning and was only aminute or so from our target, the

Blue Boat's pace. In the afternoon the 1st VIII won the School

VIII event. So we were obviously ready and on the big day the

1st VIII started third behind Pangbourne and St Paul's, behind

whose wake we tried to row. At the end we were disappointed

to hear that we had come second. The 2nd VIII also finished

second in its category, overtaking several schools' 1stVIIIs and

Shrewsbury's 2ndVIII, who started ahead of uso We finished just

one second behind winners Hampton, but were happy.This was

mainly because we were faster than Radley, the crew who had

comfortably beaten us only two weeks before.

We went away from Schools' Head knowing that both

crews had to make up time on the opposition. So we went

on our training camp in France, intent on doing this. On the

last day of the camp we met up with Shrewsbury's 1stVIII and

showed off our newfound pace, for both the 1st and 2nd VIIIs

showed them the way horne. T. Williams managed to secure

hirnself a place in the GB coxed IV alongside N. Brodie at the

Munich Regatta.

Wallingford Regatta was the first chance for both crews to

show their training had paid off. But in the first race T.Woods

managed to destroy his blade, and in the second, now being one

blade short, the 2ndVIII borrowed the J16's blades, which were
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set on a lighter gearing so that the crew did not go as fast as

necessary. The 1stVIII did however win both the J 18 Trophy

and Senior 2Trophy and beat Hampton by a length with a sub

aboard for T. Oberhoesel, who had an injured wrist.

After this the 1st VIII opted to stay horne and train,

whilst the 2nd VIII went to Bedford Regatta and raced very

weil, only to be knocked out by Radley, who won in one of

the fastest times of the day.

Then came the National Schools' Regatta in Nottingham.

Both crews were confident of success, especially the 1stVIII

after inspirational talks on the water from MDM. Both won

their eliminators and progressed to the fmal in style. However,

the 2nd VIII finished a disappointing fifth. Then, at 7.00

pm, the crews took the start for the blue-riband event, the

Championship VIIIs. Abingdon, having secured centre lane,

powered off to a commanding lead. They held this early lead

and won by over a length, with Canford coming in second and

Radley third.The next day the Championship coxed IV from

the 1st VIII won silver in a very hotly contested event.

The rest of the season went swimmingly. Both crews

raced weil against tough opposition at the Reading Regattas,

taking away a large amount of silverware. Early morning

sessions amid exams and hard race- training put the 1st VIII

in perfect form for Henley Royal Regatta.

The 2ndVIII qualified for theTemple: no mean feat for a

schoolboy crew. After qualifying they met Bristol University's

1st VIII on Wednesday and lost by two lengths. Abingdon

suffered at the hands of a strong headwind, favouring the

heavier Bristol crew.

Meanwhile the 1st VIII was able to use its power to

brush off early challenges from Oundle and Cheltenham in

the first and second rounds. They then had ablistering row

against Hampton (winners of the Schools' Head), winning

by over three lengths. This speed helped them comfortably

push past the South African national champions and they

danced their way into the final.

Sunday brought our boys against the pride of the USA,

St Paul's, Concord. This unbeaten crew powered off the

blocks to a canvas lead, which they kept for the first half of

the race. Abingdon then stepped up a gear to draw level. As

the crews raced past the Abingdon supporters, the 1st VIII

looked as if it could forge ahead. Unfortunately, St Paul's,

able to summon more energy for the race past the endosures,

finished a length up on uso Although frustrated to have been

denied at the last hurdle, Abingdon School's 1stVIII was still

dearly the fastest Junior Crew in Britain.

Congratulations to T. Williams, N. Brodie and

B.Cullen for being selected for the Junior World's GB

team and to N.Turnbull and M.White on being selected

for the Coupe de la Jeunesse. I. McKenzie, C.Kennedy,

J.Prinold and A. Paxton represented England at the Horne

Countries competition.

Many thanks to MDM, PRW and RSS, without whom

this successful season would not have been possible.

H.LESTER 6 NMR & M.WHITE 6 RSS
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Our first race of the regatta season was Wall

ingford, held at Dorney Lake and a perfect practice

for National Schools'. The IV from France, coxed

by A. Gordon, raced in the semi-fmal and came

second. They raced well in the final, but fmished

We spent a week of the Easter break on a training

camp in the South of France. The eight was joined

by B. Carter-Fraser, A. Locatelli, M. Beevor

and T. Stanier. We enjoyed a week of good food

and some excellent rowing. Spending a lot of time

with the 2ndVIII, we saw ourselves improve greatly,

averaging around 20km a day, nearly double our

efforts in a week in Abingdon.

rough water and a severe headwind. We laid back

into the wind to finish just before Putney Bridge.

As we rowed back to our boating area, we saw the

other competitors finish, including our two coxed

IVs. A phone call on the journey horne confirmed

the results. We had won! Eton was beaten by 17

seconds, the longest margin ever recorded. RSS

had coached the winning crew for the second year

running! Our two coxed IVs came sixth and eighth

in their division. The winning VIII was, from bow:

M.Williams, C. Halls, N.Jurgens, O.Turner,

C. Edson, M. Nurton, N. Houlsby, T. Raftery,

and cox W. Statham.

J76 Rowingpassed under Hammersmith Bridge

and the crowds ofAbingdon support

ers, the conditions worsened, with

A top coxless IV was chosen: C. Edson,

M. Nurton, N.Jurgens and T. Raftery, as

well as anVIII coxed by W. Statham. A strong head

wind made the water very choppy for the four 1500m

Head races. TheVIII raced weil against our J ISs and

other strong VIIIs. Competition for the IV- came

from Eton's J16s. We gathered some of the fastest

times of the day, beating Eton and most of the VIIIs

each time. In the second of the IV races, the IV- was

the fastest crew of all the competitors.

The week before our trip to the Tideway, we

raced at Radley Head. We went off second from last

in front of Eton, leaving them to row through our

puddies, while we slowly reeled Radley into our

reach! We gained an overlap, but didn't have the

space to pass them. We rowed confidently back to

Abingdon, meeting our parents with the news of our

win. The BVIII raced in their division and came in

second, behind Eton, convincingly beating Radley.

Three weeks later, we spent the weekend at

Worcester Head. We raced five boats down the 4.5

mHe course. The J16 rv, Novice VIII and Novice IV

all won their divisions. The J16 VIII and Senior IV

both came second. An excellent set of results, and

most of us left with two medals.

At the Schools' Head, the conditions were good

and water quite flat for the 6.5km race. As we

After Christmas we settled into a six-times

a-week training schedule: two sessions were

spent on the river, Thursday evenings doing

steady 5km ergos in the fantastic new boat

house, and remaining sessions in the school gym
or running aroundAbingdon. RSS monitored

our progress, and selected crews for our first

'friendly' race at Dorney Lake.

The J16 oarsmen of2004 started just before

Christmas, visiting Henley for the Upper

Thames Pairs and Fours Head, and Wall

ingford for the Fours and Eights Head. Both

races produced encouraging results from mixed

crews.
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without medals. The VIII won comfortably. At the

start of the final we jumped ahead for the 2000

metre race. Radley challenged us towards the fin

ish, but our trademark last thirty-stroke push held

them off. We returned to School with a pot each,

and the trophy.

After weeks ofhard training, National Schools'

finally arrived. The VIIIs race wasn't untillate af
ternoon on Saturday, so we went for a paddle on

the nearby river. We were entering the competi

tion as one of the favourites after our momentous

wins on the Tideway and at Wallingford. Gur heat

went very well and we came in first. We were all

quietly confident about the final, but it wasn't to be.

Shiplake took an early lead and held it. We were

left to fight it out against Eton and Pangbourne.

Unfortunately, we narrowly missed a bronze medal.

We all felt disheartened and nobody really wanted

to stay overnight to race on the Sunday, but by

morning we reaBy wanted to get out and race our

best. The coxed IV, coached by Australian gap-year

student Charlie Boyle, raced weB in the elimina

tor, beating Pangbourne. It was less fortunate in

the semi-final and lost to stronger crews.

C. Halls and N. Houlsby raced early in the

morning and made it to the final, but finished with

out medals. The BIV-, O.Turner, M. Williams,

and ISs, K. Woodley and A. Freeland, made

the semi-final, but lost out to bigger crews. The

AIV-, now bow-rigged with N. Jurgens at stroke,

T. Raftery, C. Edson and M. Nurton steering,

had an eventful journey to the final. We had taken

our usual boat to Nottingham, but left the riggers
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at Abingdon. This resulted in our sharing a boat

with the Seniors. We made it through the two heats,

winning the first and coming third in the second.

In the final we fought from the start for first place

with our biggest rivals, Eton. As we passed the line

the beeps were inseparable and we had an anxious

few minutes before the results were announced.

Eton had won by 0.18 of a second. As we came off

the water with our silver medals, the two crews

congratulated each other on what was one of the

best and closest races of the weekend.

At Reading Amateur Regatta we raced in the

Senior VIIIs division. We beat Southampton Uni

versity comfortably in the heat, but came two-thirds

of a length behind Bedford Modern 1st VIII in the

semi-final.

Gur last chance to race Eton and Radley was at

Marlow Regatta. Despite the pouring rain, we left

the start weB and were leading for the first 1500m

of the course. In the last 300 metres, the curse of

Marlow and effects ofthree weeks oflittle training

returned, and Eton pushed ahead.

The day after at TVP Reading, we won J16

VIIIs beating St Paul's and Dulwich, and the Senior

VIIIs race, beating Reading University and King's,

Canterbury's 1st VIII. The coxed IV, stroked by

M.Beevor made it to the semi-final. At the start

they were leading Hampton and Reading, but a seat

problem half-way forced them to stop. They fought

back and came second by under a length.



The weekend after at Reading Town, A. Loc

atelli, B. Carter-Fraser and T. Stanier joined the

VIII. We beat Pangbourne by three and a half lengths.

The coxed IV raced Buckingham School, USA in a

straight final, and after leading at half-way, lost by

half a length. The second coxed IV won its heat by

a considerable distance, but was outpaced by RGS,

Worcester in the fmal.

To end the season, we entered the Franco-Brit

ish trials to represent Great Britain at J 16 level. All

seven qualified, with T. Raftery, C. Edson, M.

Nurton, M. Williams and A. Fogg in a coxed

J14 Rowing

T heThird Form rowing season was extremely

enjoyable. Everyone in a team got the chance

to represent the School competitively. The

first event involving the A crew was against five Rad

ley crews in a time trial at the Radley end of the river.

In their first competitive event the A crew managed

to gain a weIl deserved second place.

After much training and organisation of crews

the AIV, BIV and CIV all travelled to the Bedford

Regatta and gained valuable experience racing against

other crews. Notably, the A gained silver medals,

only just missing out on gold, which went to St Ed

ward's. The next event wasWallingford Regatta and

the first chance for the A and B crews to compete

and represent the School along with the 1st VIII

and other crews. However, it all ended in a slightly

embarrassing defeat after unfortunate accidents

occurring in both boats!

The next week the A and B crews were back

to try and find more success in the 'Basher' Head.

Conditions were appalling: Dorney lake was covered

in white horses. However, the two crews had an

enjoyable race with two good time trials resulting

in the As going through to race against St Paul's A

crew. It was a comfortable win and we qualified for

the final. The B crew beat St Paul's B crew and that

put them through to the semi-final. However, the

crew lost out to Eton's J15 D crew but was put in

a fmal against Eton's J15 C crew. S. Dent managed

to stroke them to victory in the final. In the A crew

final we took on our very own J15 B crew and in a

thrilling race managed to win by a small margin. T.

Gower was stroke in that victory. Both crews then

went on to finish fourth in their sprint events.

After much training on the river we managed to

send three crews to the National Schools' Regatta.

The A crew went up on the Friday and divided to

S PORT

IV, and O. Turner and N. Houlsby teaming up

with Shrewsbury and St George's Weybridge for

the GBVIII.

The whole squad is very appreciative of all the

hours RSS has contributed over the season. Our

shelves bursting with pots and medals are evidence

ofhis outstanding coaching methods and determina

tion and enthusiasm to get the best from everybody.

His good-humoured advice from the coaching launch

and riverbank has motivated us throughout the most

successful J16 season for many years!

M. NURTON 5 DJB

produce two IVs. In the B IV A. Fogg coxed T.

Gower, M. Nagi, J. Buckley and M. Rossiter.

The IV fought bravely for a place in the semi-finals

but just missed out in fourth position. The A IV,

composed of O. Cook, J.Turrill, S. Edwards and

E. Hallett, and coxed by P. Appleton, managed

to gain a place in the semi-final.

The next day the Band C crews arrived and

rigged up their boats for racing in the VIIIs. The Cs

enjoyed the experience and with stroke D.Walker

and cox O. May fought bravely against fierce com

petition. Unfortunately, they were knocked out.The

Bs in a semi-final just gained fourth place. However,

the A crew managed to qualify in first place in their

heat but again miserably just lost out in the semi

final against three extremely good sculling schools:

Radley, King's, Wimbledon and Windsor Grammar

School. It was a fantastic weekend away and a great

experience for all the crews.

The next event after half term involved the B

and C crews taking part in theThamesValley Regatta.

Unfortunately, neither crew succeeded. The most

successful regatta for the A crew was at Bedford.

They beat St Edward's comfortably, going through

to the final against a strong Kingston Grammar

School crew who were eight seconds faster than us

in the semi-finals. The crew rowed exceptionally

weIl and with the addition of S. Dent managed to

win a fantastic race. We earned our first piece of

silverware.

Unfortunately, the final regatta of the season

resulted in losses for theA and B IVs andVIIIs, with

the sole consolation that o. Cook managed to win

a silver medal in the single sculls. All in all it was

a good solid season for every crew taking part and

was much enjoyed by all.

P. APPLETON 3 JEJO
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Radley W 16-"
Stowe W 20-
Bedford Modern W 30-"
Pangbourne W 32-1
Warwick L 8-1
MCS W 17-
St Edward's W 13-
Bloxham W 17-C



1st XV

The year began with our pre-season training

camp in Treviso, Italy. The week culminated

in agame against a combined regionalTreviso

U19 team. Our bigger and very physical opponents took

an early lead, but the team managed to hit back with a

weB worked try, 1. Donnelly going over in the corner.

We then extended our lead with a superb individual

effort by R. Muirhead. A. Paxton and B. Harris
had to leave the field with concussion.

In the second half we started to relish the physical

chaBenge and some big hits went in from the midfield,

and the support of the 2nd XV and Senior Colts gave us

the edge. Another converted R. Muirhead try drew

the scores level. After a sustained period ofAbingdon

forwards' pressure, the backs managed to work an

overlap and T. Vaughan-Fowler scored. Some last

gasp tackles kept our line intact, and a R. Muirhead
drop goal sent us clear. It was an impressive team

performance, with both backs and forwards exceBing

in defence and attack. R. Muirhead was deservedly

named Man of the Match.

Our first game was the daunting prospect of

Radley away, as our pitches were still too hard. We

did however bring our fans with us - aB 200 of them

and their support was warmly received by the team.

The game was played at a very fast pace. We settled

into the game quickly, scoring first via an A. Marsh
penalty. Radley began to look d,!ngerous out wide and

had their winger held up over the line before he could

touch down. A missed tackle was aB that was needed for

them to score and we went in at half-time 3-5 down.

We regained the lead after another successful penalty

but it was only short-lived as Radley scored again and

converted. Our forwards started to attack the Radley

pack with aseries of driving mauls. From the resulting

5m serum, the forwards turned the pack and A. Marsh
managed to squeeze over for a converted try. A success

fu! penalty extended our lead, before Radley added a

penalty, leaving the scores at 16-15 in our favour. We

did enough to hang on to a glorious win.

The next game was an away fixture against Stowe.

We started weB and moved ahead with two early penal

ties before our forwards produced an exceBent catch

and drive for N. Patterson to score. The second half

showed the strong character of the team - we spent our

time camped in our half, and only exceBent defensive

work prevented them from scoring. Special mention

should go to W. Poole, N. Turnbull, S.1ackson
and C. Moger. The win was secured after a mid-field

break gave A. McKenzie space enough to finish weB

in the corner, the try also being converted.

S PORT

St Paul's had a weB drilled team, who simply

wanted the win more than we did and they punished

us out wide where there was some particularly lax and

non-apparent tackling. The final score was 10-25, H.

Cole scoring a good individual try.

Against Bedford Modern, another new team, and

playing our first game at horne, the team was eager

to impress. At half-time we were 8-11 down, after a

lacklustre first half, as we aBowed them a try when a

simple tackle was missed at the back. H. Cole kept

us in the game with a weB taken try. We turned to

our forwards who were outstanding and played a less

entertaining but highly effective tactical kicking game.

The game ended withJ. Barclay, N. Patterson, R.

Muirhead and A. Marsh aB crossing over for tries

in the 30-11 victory.

The Pangbourne game was the most enjoyable to

play in, as it was our most complete team performance.
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H. Cole won another try, a penalty extended our

lead and J. Hopkins then scored after excellent

support work. Pangbourne worked its team back

into the game after a penalty and a converted try

- the result of further missed tackles. The forwards

provided the backs with quality possession to seeure

the win. J. Hopkins scored again after taking

a cross kick well and clragging tacklers over the

line. S. Jackson then ran the length of field only

to be tackled 2m short of the line, offloading well

for N. Patterson to score. R. Muirhead scored

in the last minute after running an intelligent line

- his contributions would be sorely missed for the

remainder of the season as he injured a shoulder

during the game.

Next was Warwick, which we anticipated to

be a very confrontational and physical game. This

turned out to be the case, for after dominating

them in the opening ten minutes, our game plan

was disrupted by injury which meant the backline

had to be moved around. We failed to recover and

went down 8-12 in a scrappy and poor game. Injury

prevented A. Marsh playing again and changes

were made in the back line.

After the dismal performance against War

wiek, the team was told a few horne truths and

questions were asked of the senior players before

the rearranged fixture against MeS. We managed

to win 17-7, A. Mak and N. Patterson scoring

the tries and A. McKenzie slotting two conver

sions and a penalty. A win is a win but it was a poor

performance.

2nd XV Rugby

After two very low-key and poor performances,

St Edward's was the next team we were due to play

and our biggest test of the term. Full credit must

go to the team who managed to grind out a result

against a good St Edward's side: the forward pack

was immensely successful, and H. Cole scored

two tries, both as the result of blindside breaks,

one by hirnself from inside the 22m and one from

J. Hopkins from within our own half.

The final game of the season was against

Bloxham. In difficult conditions the team again

managed to get a positive result, winning 17-0.The

forwards saved the game for the team with some

devastating driving mauls, D. Stalker scoring from

one such play. H. Cole again scored two tries. C.

Kirkland made an impressive debut after a suc

cessful season with the 2nd xv.

Overall I feel it was a largely successful season:

our win/loss record equalled the School record, but

admittedly against a weaker fixture list. Although

the results were good I still do not think that this

team performed consistently to its potential, but

this could not be helped owing to injuries to two

senior figures in the backline and it was left to the

forwards to battle out results. Full credit should be

given to them. Our one complete team perform

ance was against Pangbourne, which showed how

good we could have been if circumstances had

been different.

Thank you to the coaches RSH and ADW for

all their time and effort during the term.

A. MARsH VI WHZ

RESULTS - 2nd XV

Radley
Stowe
Pangbourne
Warwiek
MCS
St Edward's
Bloxham

L 3-39
W 16-10
W 22-7
W 18-16
W 14-5
L 11-22
W 51-7

O
ur season was given a huge kick-start by

the extremely successful pre-season tour

to Italy. It enabled the team to bond and

to go into our first game against Rendcomb with

confidence. We came back from Italy in good shape

and were able to field our strongest side against

Rencomb and ran out easy winners. EIusive running

by J. Hopkins meant that strong forward play led

by C. Kennedy was converted into points.

We lost momentum against Radley when we

were simply not good enough on the day. We were

well and truly beaten. However, A. Mak played an

excellent defensive game and saved us going down

by more points.

A good win away at Stowe showed S. Florey's

incredible talent at penalty kicking, which was an

extremely useful weapon throughout the duration

of the season.

Losing to St Paul's was a disappointment but

at least the rather disjointed first half of the season

came to an end with the 2nd XV having matured

as players and grown stronger as a team.

After halfterm the squad really became deter

mined and motivated enough to win four of our last

five games. We beat a weak Pangbourne team with

an amazing individual try by J. Donnelly, who

finished as the top try-scorer.
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Two great wins followed against Warwick and

MCS.The game atWarwick was particularly pleasing

as the match could have gone either way. A smooth

move offthe lineout, orchestrated by C. Dixon, led

to a try by D. Sullivan which won the match.

The only loss ofthe season came against St Ed

ward's. We were ahead and in control of the game,

but we threw it away before the end with some sloppy

defence. Special mention should go to P.jones for

his pinpoint accurate drop kicks and exquisite left

handed passes.

The last match of the season came against

Bloxham. There was exquisite jumping in the line-

3rd XV Rugby

S PO RT

out by J. Mugnaioni and some great running rugby

and many tries were scored as a result. This was

an excellent end to the season. The flowing rugby

produced had been a result ofhard work throughout

the term.

Particular thanks should go to jDEDH who was

a brilliant coach once again.The success that the team

enjoyed was definitely brought about by him and he

encouraged in us an attractive style of rugby whieh

was enjoyable to play and watch. I would also like

to thank the whole squad for making my job a very

easy one. It has been both an honour and a pleasure

to captain the 2nd XV
J. KELLY VI APS

During the first training session of the year,

TjCG turned to me and summed up our

team's physical attributes with three

words,"They're small." After the first tackle prac

tiee of the season I turned to TJCG and summed up

their mental attributes with two words, "They're

ferocious."

Confidence came with an easy win against Rend

comb although it was probably amismatch this year.

Against Radley we tackled hard throughout but were

not drilled enough at this early stage of the season

to provide adequate protection for our scrum-half

from our own set plays and found it difficult to

get out of our own half. Radley was as usual quite

predictable: a team must be well drilled and willing

to match their determination and pride in order to

beat them.

Against Cokethorpe we were able to unleash

C. More (12 points) on the opposition. With the

ability to pass from either hand, to kick the length

of the field and to accelerate into scoring positions,

we had someone who could turn defence into attack

at any time and, more importantly, he was a team

player. Their equaliser in the last minute of the game

felt unjust but it was probably a fair result.

Against a well drilled St Paul's side we were

under strength in key positions especially in the

backs and were weIl beaten, although J. Dingwall
tried to rally everyone else with two tries.

After a poor start against Pangbourne, the oppo

sition crumbled and individuals imposed themselves

in the rucks and in the backs.

The best team performance was against War

wiek. A high intensity approach was the key, and

R.Gray and C. Ezenwa were examples to follow.

Good use of the tactieal kick by C. More to relieve

pressure and a good discipline in defence allowed

us to go forward in numbers and we gave excellent

passes when inside the opposition's 22. Our height

deficit was a problem in our line-out.

St Edward's always had bigger and stronger

players in the scrums and rucks. This was the only

difference between the sides in a very good contest.

It was very dose until the last fifteen minutes when

we tried to win using individual skills. This did not

work out and they scored two easy tries to seal

their victory.

Abingdon finished the season with an impressive

win over Bloxham. The score could have been much

greater were it not for poor final passes. Bloxham

contested well in the forwards but we were faster

everywhere else. C. More scored four tries with

S. Hughes and L. Simpson getting one each.

Four wins, three losses and one draw added up

to a very good season, bearing in mind our small

squad and the absence of an experienced serum-half.

Great thanks should go to the Upper Sixthformers

who have shown real commitment to Abingdon

3rd XV rugby over two years: T. Sheppard, S.
Hughes, M. Last, A. MacDonaId,j. Dyson, and

B. Bowie. They also go toTJCG for his enthusiasm

and dedieation to the 3rd XV
MS

RESULTS - 3rd XV

Radley
Pangbourne
Warwiek
St Edward's
Bloxham

L 3-44
W 29-0
W 22-0
L 11-26
W 31-0
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Senior Colts A XV
RESULTS - Senior Colts A XV

Radley L 12-17
Stowe W 5-0
St Paul's W 15-14
Bedford Modern W 21-10
Pangbourne W 21-12
Warwiek L 8-15
MCS L 5-10
St Edward's L 0-26
Bloxham W 15-5

A
fter an awesome build-up in Italy on the

pre-season tour, the side came back ready

to take on the world. Unfortunately, the

first two matches were cancelled owing to hard

pitches. Radley was the first up and the boys were

ready to unleash themselves in fme style! Having

not scored a single point against them in two years,

a well timed pass put T. Davie over to give them a

dream start. Passion and intensity reigned supreme

and with eight minutes to play, Abingdon was 12-10

up. Unfortunately, an error, deep inside our terri

tory, gave Radley a try and the match.

After this major disappointment, the side put a

great run together, beating Stowe, St Paul's, Bedford

Modern and Pangbourne. The season was back on

track and looking good. Complacency edged in

and Warwick stole a victory. MCS should not have

beaten us, but a lack of focus led to our downfall,

the only Abingdon side to lose to MCS! Then a well

drilled team from St Edward's showed their abil

ity. Ironically, this was some of the most consistent

defending and attacking rugby played all season. The

boys were determined to finish the season with a

victory, which they won against Bloxham. After a

difficult first half, we decided to play the ball wide

and put S. Wylie in for a try on the right, and T.

Davie on the left. This was a game in which the

team played some tremendously exciting rugby, by

running the ball at every opportunity.

The highlights of the season from a coaching

point of view were the tremendous improvements

and success of the line-out and scrummaging. The

forward unit developed amazing cohesion. Not

only did they dominate our own ball, but stole

countless possession from the opposition. It was

a tremendous sight seeing the lanky figure of C.

Edson towering above the opposition. I have no

doubt that the members of the squad will go on to

enjoy their rugby at the senior level.

Rugby is very much a team game and one

is always 10th to single out individuals, although

M.Halford was an inspirational captain, leading

by example with an untiring work rate and an awe

some tackle count. S. Henley has been nominated

as MostValuable Player due to his versatility, having

played front row, back row and in the back line. The

Most Improved Player of the season is someone who

looked completely off the pace in Italy, but owing

to a superb attitude and dedication to fitness, his

game improved hugely. A. Muir was the worthy

recipient.

Team Squad: A. Muir, D. Graham, O.Waite,

C. Edson, F. Gater, S. Henley, C. Fraser,

M.Halford, T. Roche, E.Jones, C. Halls, O.

Burnham, S. Wylie, T. Davie, A. Grant, R.

Wheeler, A. Cole, E. Wilson, C. Thomas, T.

Raftery.

A. MUrR 5SEB

Senior Colts BXV

RESULTS - Senior Colts B XV

Radley
Stowe
Pangbourne
Warwiek
MCS
St Edward's
Bloxham

L 0-25
L 7-12
W 38-5
L 0-27
W 20-0
W 15-5
W 54-0

T he hard pitches, as a result of the exception

ally hot summer, meant that all matches up

to half term were to be played away from

home. The first game against Radley was encourag

ing in performance, but not in results, as we went

down by 25 points to nil. Considerable effort was

forthcoming and fitness levels, as a result of pre

season training in Italy, were excellent.

The next away match at Stowe was a close

fought defeat by 12 points to 7 and was marred

by several injuries and the subsequent disruption

caused. This was a match that should have been

a comfortable victory, and the lesson learnt was

that against inferior opposition we must play our

own way and not be dragged down by disruptive

tactics. Despite these set-backs, T. Raftery and S.

Thakore were outstanding in performance.

Our next match at Pangbourne was a very

comfortable win by 38 points to 5, in which the

creativity and pace of the backs shone through,

A.Cole being the inspiration behind the pack.

Losing ways returned at Warwick, when against a

strong and powerful side, we rightly went down by

27 points to nil, despite brave and powerful tackling

by I. Marsh and the rest of the back line.

St Paul's away was not a good place to go with

a much weakened side. Despite four defeats early

on in the season, team spirit was high and the am

bition to turn things around after half term even

greater.

On receiving promotion to theA team, E. Wil

son left us and with a new captain in S. Thakore in

place, the season took a turn for the better. Against

MCS a comfortable 20 points to nil win was secured

as a result of the forwards working together and the

backs concentrating on their running lines, allowing

them to break down the defence with relative ease.

Having lost to St Edward's in previous years, we

knew that a tough away game lay ahead.We prepared

thoroughly, working on all aspects of the game and
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were rewarded with a 15 points to 5 win, despite

over nine minutes of added-on time in an injury-free

game.The tackling throughout was outstanding with

I. Marsh and R.Wheeler providing solid defence

and making good decisions.

The last game of the year was against Bloxham

,whom we beat by 54 points to nil. An outstanding

team performance ended the season with three

Junior Colts A XV

S PORT

consecutive wins and only 5 points conceded. We

feit that if we had started the season as we ended it

we really might have had an exceptional sequence

of results.

Many thanks to DE for his coaching and to eve

ryone who participated in the Senior Colts B.

S. THAKORE 5MRG AND E. WILSON 5JHT

RESULTS - Junior Colts A XV

RESULTS - Junior Colts BXV

A
disapPOinting season in terms of results but

I was delighted with the team spirit and

determination to improve shown by these

boys throughout the term. The first half of the sea

san (no points scored, plenty conceded) could have

knocked the stuffing out of a lesser group and I was

very pleased that the boys were able to win against

Pangbourne and Bloxham to reward them for their

efTorts. The excellent team spirit reflects well on R.

Bucke, the captain, and C. Checkley and N. Li, his

deputies, who led by example in every game.

Our main problem was our failure to convert

territory and possession into points. We were com

prehensive1y beaten by both Radley and St. Paul's

but in other matches (notably against Stowe and

MCS) plenty of chances went begging. Hopefully

the team will have learned same harsh but valuable

lessons about ball retention, support play and deci

sion-making under pressure and they will be calmer

and more clinical next season when the try scoring

chances arrive.

Our inability to look after the ball in the big

games meant that we spent a lot of time defending,

much to the delight of1. Hughes who tackled his

heart out in every match. Unfortunately, tao many

one-on-one tackles were missed and we were on the

Junior Colts BXV

The Bxv recovered from a rather inauspicious

start to play champagne rugby in the second

half of the season, particularly in crushing

victories against MCS (51-0) and St Edward's (36-0).

These results showed that there is plenty of depth

in this year-group, a fact borne out by the number

of boys invited on the pre-season tour to Italy in

2004. There were also same excellent performances

during training matches against our talented U 14A

Xv, matches that helped to toughen the boys up for

the weekend fixtures.

receiving end of same heavy defeats as a result. Im

proved communication would not only have he1ped

us to plug defensive gaps but would also have made us

a more potent attacking force. This group would da

weil to remember that silence is for the Library, not

the rugby pitch! On the theme of'keeping silent',

discipline throughout the season was exemplary.

Our most consistent performers were R. Bucke
(c) and C. Halford in the forwards and C. Check
ley and1. Hughes in the backs. The most improved

players were Z. Dong, R. Marsh and H. Par
menter, all of whom did very well to force their

way into A team contention by the end of the season.

Special mention should also be made ofM.Watkins,
whose return to rugby made a huge difference in the

second half of the season and who will undoubtedly

have a major role to play next year.

I really enjoyed coaching this determined and

hard-working group ofboys and I was delighted by

the way in which they improved individually and

collectively as the season progressed. The pre-season

tour of Italy should help to develop them further

as rugby players and I have a feeling that they are

in for a much more successful season on the pitch

next year.
SPGS

T. Dean captained the side superbly and several

players showed A team potential. Among the backs

D. Mills really stood out and the pack improved

dramatically as the season progressed, with players

like J. Blair, H. Parmenter, K. Cruickshank
and R. Marsh showing both determination and

ability.

Many thanks should go to GRW for his enthu

siastic coaching.

I look forward to watching the progress of this

excellent squad in the future.
SPGS

Radley
Stowe
Pangbourne
Warwiek
MCS
St Edward's
Bloxham

Radley
Rendcombe
Pangbourne
Warwiek
MCS
St Edward's

L 0-48
L 0-7
W 24-5
L 0-29
D 12-12
L 0-26
W 17-5

,L 0-29
W 42-0
W 62-0
L 15-20
W 51-0
W 36-0
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juniors A Rugby
RESULTS - Juniors A XV

Radley
SACS Cape Town
St Paul's
Pangbourne
Warwick
MCS
St Edward's
Bloxham

L 5-22
L 12-40
L 0-27
W 40-0
W 19-0
W 31-0
W 31-5

W 78-0

The Juniors AXV did not get

their season under way for

a few weeks, owing to hard

ground both at Abingdon and opposition schools.

Our first game was against Radley, the day after

the historic 1st XV victory. We were beaten 22-5,

probably a harsh scoreline although we deserved

to lose. Considering it was the team's first game

together, we performed reasonably well - with

strong defence from R. Woods and J. Buckley

in particular. Our one try came from captain S.

Edwards, after a quick tap penalty. The next game

was versus SACS, a South African touring side. It

had been arranged the day before so came as a bit of

a surprise.We played at Moulsford, where they were

staying. SACS were a pacy, skilful and well prepared

side. We were defeated 42-12, a crashing scoreline.

Some individuals performed well: S. Edwards got

another try after a clever move with T. Clee and

scrum-half, S. Wilson, also scored a try.

Our final game of the half term was against St

Paul's. They were a big, strong side who had won

all their previous games this year. We knew our

defence would be vital, and overall it was good.

Their tries came from missed tackles, our only ones

in the game. We lost 0-27.

By half term, we had played three and lost

three. It was quite demoralising - but we knew

how much more strongly we could perform. So

after half term, we did. Pangbourne was next,

and we won 40-0. They had quite a weak team,

but we still played well, with tries from T. Clee,

1. Buckley, D.Tejuoso, a third for S. Edwards

and two from R. Woods. Fly-half M. Rossiter

got five from six conversions and there was a great

forward performance from S. Fleteher.

Our game against Warwick was perhaps the

highlight of the season. Warwick had a good side,

and it took a fantastic team performance to beat it.

Our defence was flawless, particularly when we

were under pressure. Winger D. Tejuoso scored

two early tries and at half time the score was 12-0.

We took our foot off the pedal somewhat in the

second halfbut got a third try after a chip and chase

for T. Clee. We won the game 19-0, but it was

marred by the injury to O. Cook, who dislocated

his thumb and would be unable to return that season.

O. Cook was playing well and would be missed, but

J. Rhodes filled his boots in the back row.

The next match was the rearranged fixture

against Mes. It was the third horne game in a row

and we were feeling confident. We won 31-0,

with tries from J. Bayfield, H. Graham (from a

breakaway) and1. Buckley. Our other tries came

from a forwards' drive and W. StockweIl dived

over, and a fourth for D. Tejuoso. 1.Warlowand

1. Rhodes performed strongly.

We maintained our winning streak with a great

away performance at St Edward's. D.Tejuoso scored

two more tries, S. Edwards scored straight after

arestart; 1.Warlow and S. Fleteher scored well

deserved tries. M. Rossiter slotted over three

conversions. The outstanding performance in this

game was from the prop, J.Warlow.

We rounded off the season at horne against

Bloxham, a poor side, who were easily overcome.

J. Buckley scored three, as did D. Tejuoso; R.

Woods scored two, S. Fleteher and S. Edwards

one each.1. Bayfield also got a brace. We control

led the game and kept the ball for twenty minutes,

and the nearest Bloxham came to points was a

drop-goal attempt that hit the post.

Our season was very much a season of two

halves. In the first half we played three very strong

teams and lost all of them. However, we refused

to get downhearted and came back strongly after

half term. We won four straight games, and did not

concede a point at horne. Our team spirit was good

throughout and we had an overall good season.

T. CLEE 3 DJH, S. EDWARDS 3 SRW AND D.CUVE 3 ALP

PS from the Coach:

Many thanks to the boys for their efforts through

the season - which has certainly finished better than

it started. All the players are to be congratulated on

the way they have stuck to the task after the disap

pointments of the first few games (which was a bit

like a tough pre-season tour). Finally, the potential

that was obviously there in the team came through in

the second half of the term, which saw five straight

wins and a total of 199 points scored and only 5

conceded. Some really exciting, quality rugby was

played at times and some scintillating tries scored.

Many thanks to BAHF and to D. Puri for their

coaching assistance and especially to D. Puri for

his excellent warm-up routines on match days. Very

many thanks, too, to the parents who have been so

loyal in their support. I am glad that, increasingly,

there were some good things to cheer about.

They are a very talented squad, as talented as I

have seen come through the ranks over the last few

years. I am sure they will all continue to enjoy some

very successful rugby as they progress through the

School.

SAE

I
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The whole squad worked hard throughout the

season and team spirit was good. Special mention

should be made of T. Green and S. Sam-Sadeen

for their consistent performances all season and also

of N. Watkins and C. Redman, who came from

the First Form to add real strength to the squad.

Minors Rugby

The exceptionally dry summer delayed the

start of our season until after half term,

which gave us an excellent opportunity to

get in some hard training and work on our team

building. By the time the first match of the season

came along, we were all raring to go and we re

corded a convincing victory over Cokethorpe in

the beginning.

We went from strength to strength and had a

successful season, recording six victories, a draw

against Moulsford and only three losses at the hands

of very strong opposition from St John's Beaumont,

Warwick and Summer Fields.

5 - 5 against a strong Moulsford side in a

tough encounter on a wet and miserable

day, and winning the Plate Competi

tion at the Berkhamsted Sevens Festival,

which included many of the top rugby

schools in the country.We beat Colston's

31 - 0 in the final.

RESULTS - A XV

CCCS W 17-0
Cokethorpe W 52-10
josca's W 17-5
Warwick L 0-20
MCS W 26 -7
Cothill W 33-7
Summer Fields L 15-22
St john's L 10-15
St Andrew's W 43-5
Moulsford D 5-5

Highlights of the season included comfortably

winning the local derby against MCS (26 -7),drawing

M. PURSSELL 2A
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7st XI Hockey

Played 12

Won 11

Lo~t 1

GOflls For 48

Goals Against 24

RESULTS- 1.st XI

KES, Southampton
St Edward's
Pangbourne
Warwiek .
MCS
Shiplake
Dean Close
Stowe
Bloxham
Merchant Taylors'
Old Abingdonians
Rendcomb

ll-5
W4-0
W4-2
W 4-3
W 3-1
W 2-1
W6-4
W 4-1
W 4-3
W4-2
W 5-2
W7-0

The 1st XI enjoyed a superb season. After

the initial disappointment oflosing to King

Edward's, Southampton, the team showed

tremendous spirit, which led to success. Extraordi

nary self-belief and commitment were the defining

factors during the course of the season. Individuals

were prepared to play through injury, and sacrifice

personal commitments for the sake of the team.

The highlight will undoubtedly be the victories

against St Edward's and the nationally recognised

Dean Close, performances which epitomise the

character and strength of the team. As a Coach there

are certain moments or performances which define

a season. This year it was a conversation that took

place at half-time during the Dean Close encounter.

Early in the first half, A. McKenzie had taken a

heavy blow just above his shin pad. The wound was

gaping and clearly needed attention, so I suggested

that it be strapped for the second half. He would

have none of it. "Don't worry sir, I'Il score a couple

of goals and the pain will go away!" True to form,

he had scored two goals within the first five minutes

of the second half, bringing us level at 3-3.

This type ofattitude permeated the entire team.

They worked tirelessly in every match to achieve

their goal. Some performances were better than

others, but it is always said that the sign of a good

side is that it can still win when playing badly. The

team believed in winning, and despite being a goal

down on more than one occasion, produced the

required results.

Individual players whose prowess should be

mentioned are A. McKenzie for his unbelievable

confidence in his own ability to score goals (he

notched up 23 during the season); D. Roche for

being the pivot and leader of the team; H. Cole

for his determination, and M.Woodward for his

superb goalkeeping skills. Special mention must

also be made ofJ. Barclay, for deputising for M.

Woodward in his absence. He worked extraordi

narily hard in training to develop his skiIls, and as a

result his performances were first-rate.

Not only were they a talented group of indi

vidual players, but they possessed many disparate

characters. The combination worked weIl, playing

to each of their strengths. The team will take a great

deal ofre-building, but will revolve around the U16

trio who acquitted themselves so weIl during the

course of the season. They showed a very mature

approach, playing with composure weIl beyond their

years. The most improved player of the season was

C. More, who used his knowledge of football to

create a tremendous amount of space up front. This

is a skill that comes very naturally to hirn.

Team Squad: M.Woodward,j. Barclay, D.

Roche, G. Potter, D. Sullivan, W. Poole, H.

Cole, A. Cole, T. Roche, A. McKenzie, J.Kelly,

C. More, R.Wheeler.

ASH
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Under 16AXI Hockey

SPORT

A
small group gathered for the first training

session atTilsley Park and the Coaches re

alised that their first job was to find enough

boys for two teams, even before training could begin.

Nevertheless, an extra week at the beginning of the

season meant that two good teams drove out to St

Edward's for their first match.

Confidence and courage were running high and

the first half was very dose. Abingdon scored first

and looked the better team with complete control of

the middle of the field by the trio of C. Cowan, C.

Evans and E. Brooke. However, the goals did not

come as fast as might be hoped and when they got a

fourth goal inside ten minutes, we began to look very

shaky at the back, with even the midfield ceasing to

pass the ball, and so losing control. An Abingdon 2-7

defeat was over-generous to the hosts, but reflected

some distinct weaknesses in our line-up.

So a reformed team, with areturn by M. Hal

ford to the backs and other minor adjustments,

went out with mixed emotions against Pangbourne's

3rd team.We knew we should win, but were smart

ing from St Edward's. The first few minutes were

hard-fought, but as soon as we got the first goal,

Pangbourne looked beaten and thereafter the goals

came steadily, only slowed by weariness and the

odd unforced error creeping in. The score of 7-0
seemed almost low.

The experience at Pangbourne set the team up

well for another 3rd XI match with Warwick. The

goal tally ofmany of the forwards and midfield play

ers was increased, usefully giving confidence in front

of the net. A late goal byWarwick was a consolation

for their unstinting efforts and was well deserved as

we lost concentration in the dying minutes. A score

of 6-1 was good but stillleft much to work on.

We knew all along that the match with MCS

would be hard. But we had not known that the chal

lenges ofhockey would be insignificant compared to

the challenges of the weather. We watched the 1st

XI score into a net as it was blown over and knew

that the wind was rising and the rain falling harder.

Attempts to anchor the goals were in vain so that

MCS' Coach spent the game propping up the goal

or pushing it back when it blew away. The hockey

itself was very hard-fought. Our weak defence of

the game against St Edward's proved our strength

here and like Greece we kept a dean sheet. A few

late chances near their goal were just turned aside

leaving the unusual final score as 0-0.

Next came Dean Close, always a tough side to

beat. In the first half they made inroads into our

defence, putting themselves well into the lead. After

half-time, a rearranged and invigorated team set

about dawing its way back but just did not score

enough, leaving a full time score of 4-5.

Only one match was really disappointing and that

was against Stowe. We were dearly better, passing

and tackling well throughout the match, showing

superior skills in all areas. But their determination,

speed and power were unstinting. Although we held

them off well, we suffered from tactical confusion

just after half time and let in two soft goals. Goals

were frustratingly always just beyond our reach and

we went down 2-3.

The next week was a time to try some new

training regimes. Extra coaching and a new vision

set us up for a good victory against Bloxham (4-0)

and prepared the way for the greatest challenge of

the term, Merchant Taylors' . Watching the 1st XI

play inspired us and we went on the pitch ready to

give our all. We were slightly shaken to see three

1st team players remain for the U 16 match, but

determined to demonstrate we were better in all

areas of the game.

It was an astonishing match to watch. Both teams

played with a high level of skill. Every moment was

hard-fought with no let-up. We demonstrated an

ability to control the play by passing even when

their players seemed to have more pace and skill.

A goal each end left the score 1-1 with seconds to

play, when a short corner was blown. The whistle

blew but the short had to be played. No goal was

scored from the shot but the ball had not left the

area when T. Rutland, our ever-ready right back,

came flying through and slipped the ball in the net.

It was a memorable victory and a great end to a

good term's hockey.

Those who played regularly were: D. Graham,

T. Rutland, M. Coffey, A. Francis, M. Hal

ford, F. Gater, T. Brooke, C. Cowan (captain), C.

Evans, S. Johnson, J. Canlan-Shaw, S. Wylie.

My thanks extend to DGA for unfailing sup

port and my congratulations to the B team on their

excellent unbeaten season.

GRM

RESULTS - U16 A

St Edward's
Pangbourne
Warwiek
MCS
Dean Close
Stowe
Bloxham
Merchant Taylors'

L 2-7
W 7-0
W 6-1
D 0-0
L 4-5
L 2-3
W4-0
W 2-1
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Under 15 Hockey - Junior Colts A
RESULTS - Junior Colts A

KES, Southampton L 2-6
St Edward's D 3-3
Pangbourne L 1-2
MCS L 2-3
Shiplake W 3-0
Dean Close W 4-3
Bloxham W 5-2
Merchant Taylors' W 4-2

There was much improvement in the Junior

Colts Hockey season. New recruits to the

team have given us a huge bonus: Z. Dong

from Reading School and C. Halford who had

transferred from rowing. We must remember that

our season last year brought in 2 wins, 9 losses at

an average of 1-5 lost!

To start our season, with litde time to prepare,

there was a very difficult game with King Edward's,

Southampton, a renowned hockey school. Although

we had lost 2-6 last year, we noticed that the op

position had only ten players on the pitch! Fighting

very hard gave us a goalless half-time. We suddenly

felt the urge to get two goals from M. Watts and
N. Li. In the last ten minutes, we were careless and

gave away goal after goal after goal, giving KES six

goals! We had to learn from our mistakes and could

not let this ever happen again.

Our anxious coach, JDEDH, said, "You are not

to play hockey again unless you wear astro boots

for matches and training. Without those boots, it

would be like skiing in slippers!"

After the previous poor game, we were geared

up for a local riyal derby against St Edward's. This

was an exciting game, with R. Parker scoring the

first goal, A. Paxton giving us a 2-0 lead but again

we failed to keep a stable defence. After St Edward's

had scored three goals in the final minutes, M.Watts

scored a well deserved goal, giving us a draw.

The next game was against Pangbourne. We

had a static team with no communication, and we

failed to dorninate, although there was a consola

tion goal by G. Salmon. Our excuse in JDEDH's
words: "The ball was not round and we found it

hard to play with!"

The approach to our local rivals MCS was quite

different. We were using the flanks, talking, moving

and passing accurately.This was what we had sought

from the start of the season. Although they were

better than we were, we put a lot of pressure on

MCS, and the score might have gone either way.

We did not want to slip up at Shiplake, as we had

at Pangbourne.We dominated this game throughout

and there were goals from G. Salmon, A. Paxton,

and the goal of the day from T. Blakey, who sent

an outrageous reverse chip into the goal. This game

gave our confidence a big boost.

Dean Close was a tough match in which an

opposition player received a yellow card and A.

Paxton suffered an injury. We scored in the first

few minutes, and this disrupted the opposition. H.

Freeland replaced A. Paxton, was influential and

played a great game. Huge hits from C. Halford

helped G. Salmon score. When the Dean Close

player was sent off, we rose to the opportunity and

more goals were scored by T. Blakey, C. Halford,

and M.Watts. Our defence had a great game, espe

cially A. Hamilton and S. Robertson, who were

always determined and tackled hard. But in the last

five minutes, we returned to the first matches of the

season, when our defence work was poor, and we

let them score three goals. We were ecstatic when

the final whistle went and we discovered that they

had not been beaten for two years.

Bloxham had another hockey team that was

always going to be hard opposition. We kept the

ball well, and took advantage of all the 50/50 balls.

Goals came from N. Li (two), C. Halford (two)

and G. Salmon, giving us an emphatic win.

Although Merchant Taylors' is known to be a

very good hockey school, we nevertheless main

tained pressure on their team throughout the next

match, and gave our all, resulting in four victorious

goals from N. Li and T. Blakey.

The team has improved immensely from a de

fensive posture to an attacking one. Many thanks

go to ASH for the hard training sessions, PJW

for umpiring all our horne games, and our Coach

who wore different hats to every training session,

JDEDH. He taught us how to communicate, use the

fl~, gave us courage and a belief that we could
win games and should always wear astro boots!

Our team: Z. Dong, C. Halford, A. Ham

ilton, C. Quarterman, S. Robertson, T.

Blakey(vice capt.), M. Watts, R. Parker, N. Li

(capt.), H. Wimborne, G. Salmon, A. Paxton

and H. Freeland.

C. Lester andJ. Gerard were always prepared

to be moved up to the A squad and played very well

in matches when substituting for missing players.

N. Li4MMH
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Under 15 Hockey junior Colts B

5 PO RT

P 8,W 4, L 3, D 1.

Goals scored 18, goals conceded 11.

The Bteam achieved a weil deserved winning

season with the only losses coming in tight

games against quality opposition from St

Edward's (0-2), Magdalen College School (1-2) and

Dean Close (1-2). Some ofthe hockey produced in

the victories against Pangbourne, Shiplake, Stowe and

Bloxham was wonderful to watch and the defensive

unit also did a superb job all season, reflected in the

low number of goals conceded. Having coached

this group ofboys for the past two seasons, I must

compliment the entire squad for their excellent

attitude and for the improvement in both their in

dividual skills and in their team play in the 2004

season. The turnaround in both performance and

results was remarkable and bodes extremely weil

for the future.

The following boys played for the B team on at

least a semi-regular basis in 2004: S. Sethi (GK), P.
Hatzis, M. Hutehinson, J. Blair, W. Henley,

A. Withnall, E. Pattison, H. Freeland, W.

Stephenson, J. Garrard, S. Hosking, J. Ambler,

O. Morrison, C. Lester, C.Tucker, A. Bell, C.

Checkley. The team spirit throughout the season

was excellent and it was wonderful to see the play

ers getting on so weil and working so hard for each

other. This team spirit was a key factor in the way

the team was able to overwhelm some of the weaker

sides on the circuit while proving very difficult to

beat for some of the more renowned hockey schools.

The dose match against Dean Close, a team that had

soundly beaten us in 2003, was a fine example.

In any team there will always be players who

stand out and I think the following boys deserve

special mention: S. Sethi, who never let anybody

down on matchdays and produced some exceptional

reflex saves for a player new to the role ofgoalkeeper;

P. Hatzis, M. Hutchinson and J. Blair, whose

strength, pace, calmness under pressure and resolute

attitude made our defence so difficult to crack and

added an extra dimension to our attacking play when

they pushed forward; J. Garrard and H. Freeland,

both perhaps more accustomed to A team hockey

but who played their hearts out when selected for

the Bs, and fmally C. Lester, a skilful forward with

a poacher's instincts whose lack of pace and slight

stature may hinder his progress but who proved

hirnself indispensable at this level.

I have thoroughly enjoyed working with all the

boys in this year group over the past two seasons and

I wish them the very best of luck with their hockey

in the future.
SPGS

RESUlTS - Junior Colts B

Bloxham W 4-1
Merchant Taylors' D 1-1

StoweW
Dean Close l 1-2

KES, Southampton l2-6
St Edward's l 0-2

Pangbourne W
MCS l1-2

Shiplake W
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Under 74 Hockey
RESULTS - U14

KES L 1-7
St Edward's' W 4-1
Pangbourne W 5-0
MCS· D 2-2
Shiplake W 5-1
Dean Close W 2-0
Bloxham W 3-2
Dragon ' W 2-1
Merchant Taylors' W 4-0

The U14 Hockey teams had an extremely

successful season. The A team was unbeaten

after the first game of the season and the

B team obtained some excellent results. After the

initial 'blip' against KES, Southampton, the A team

went from strength to strength with a strong team

ethic and some brilliant individual performances.

As R. Cadman explains:

The team started the season badly with a very

early game against KES. We lost 7-1. However, we

bounced back to win the next two games convinc

ingly, beating St Edward's 4-1 and Pangbourne

5-0. Our next match was against Magdalen Col

lege Schoo!. This was a dose game and ended in a

2-2 draw. The following game was a 5-1 defeat of

Shiplake, and W. Cullen, who joined us from the

B team, gave a notable performance in this match

and scored a goa!.

The A team won our next two games, playing

extremely well to beat Dean Close 2-0 and returning

from 2-1 down to beat Bloxham with a hat-trick

from R. Cadman. We ended the season with a 4

owin over MerchantTaylors' and beat the Dragon

U13A team 2-1.

Notable players throughout the season were:

C. Newman (captain), A. Plint (most improved

player), R. Cadman (player of the season and top

scorer with fifteen goals) and T. Clee (who missed

half the season with a cracked rib but supported the

team at most games). From the B team H. Hole

(for his noticeable improvement as goalkeeper),

W. Cullen (top scorer) and P. Shephard (who

worked very hard for the team).

JEJO AND R.CADMAN 3 JEJO

Under 73 Hockey
RESULTS - UB In search ofhigher competition, a match against

the Junior Bs was arranged at Tilsley Park. The

whole team improved its game and the opposition

was soundly beaten. A couple of late goals made

the game appear dose, but we finished victors with

goals from J. Smith (two) and F. Howe against

the Junior Bs' two.

The Firstformers also played one game against

Christ Church Cathedral School on the grass of

War Memorial field. Our team dominated from

start to finish in an exciting game of many chances

and eventually won 6 -2 with goals from A.Veale

(three), J. Smith, F. Howe and D. Robinson.

The Minors B team had a mixed season, be

ginning disappointingly with a 3-0 loss to Radley.

Nevertheless, gradual improvements throughout the

season were eventually rewarded by a 1- 0 victory

against New College School in the final game, with

the goal scored by E. O'Neill.Keeping our spirits up, we searched for that

elusive first victory and our next game was against

New College Schoo!. A brilliant performance from

the whole team, in which R. Copus scored in the

opening minute and we dominated throughout,

led to a comfortable win, even if the 1-0 score line

does not suggest this.

A
fter some tough pre-season training, the

Minors A team was relishing the oppor

tunity to notch up a win against Radley

in our first competitive match of the season. R.

Copus set us on our way by scoring early in the

first half, but unfortunately Radley equalised and

although constantly on top, we were unable to get

a winner and had to settle for a draw. Having been

robbed of victory in our previous match, it was

dear the players were still feeling the pain and this

was reflected in a poor performance against Radley

U14 Cs, which saw the side defeated 1-0.

As D 1-1
As L 0-1
Bs L 0-3
As W 1-0
Bs W 1-0

W 2-1
W 3-2
W6-2

Radley

MCS
Junior Bs\
CCCS 11st Form

NCS

Having tasted success, we were keen for more

and next up was MCS. A goal from N.Watkins

cancelled out an earlier breakaway goal from MCS

before a great goal from J. Smith, made possible

by his blistering turn of pace, secured a well de

served 2 - 1 in the dying seconds. Special mention

must be made of A. Partridge, who made several

spectacular saves in the second half when we were

pressing for victory, and was deservedly the man

of the match.

It has been a successful season for all the Lower

School teams this year and many players have shown

great promise for the future on the hockey field. I

would like to thank everyone who played this year

for a thoroughly enjoyable season, but especially

AMB and Miss Omell, who have both helped us

improve and develop our skills and overall game

enormously throughout the season.

P. RABINDRAN 2X
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Won by 5 wkts
Abingdon 107 tor 5
Elan 106 all out

Won by 5 wkts
MCC 140 all out
Abingdon 141 tor 5

KEQMS Won by 5 wkts
Abingdon 171 tor 5
KEQMS 168 all out

Dulwich Won by 5 wkts
Dulwich 125 all out
Abingdon 126 tor 5

Birkenhead Won by B wkts
Birkenhead 261 tor 7
Abingdon 262 tor 2

Shiplake Won by 3 runs
Abingdon 147 tor 7
Shiplake 144 tor 7

Dauntsey's Match drawn
Dauntsey's 96 tor 9
Abingdon 96 tor 9
Rematch won by 36 runs
Dauntsey's 96 tor 8
Abingdon 132 tor 6

Berkshire Gents Won by 5 wkts
B. Gents 179 tor 7 dec
Abingdon 1BO tor 5

Lord Williams's Lost by B2 runs
Lord Williams's 194 tor 4
Abingdon 122 all out

Pangbourne Won by 5 wkts
Abingdon 124 tor 5
Pangbourne 122 tor B

St Edward's Won by 6 wkts
St Edward's 151 all out
Abingdon 154 tor 4

High Wycombe Lost by 14 runs
RGS 265 tor 7
Abingdon 251 all out

Bloxham Won by 3 wkts
Bloxham 126 tor 8
Abingdon 130 tor 7

Oratory Won by 2 runs
Oratory 145 tor 9
Abingdon 147 tor 7

Half colours were awarded to A. Nash, H.
Cole and W. Poole, all of whom have made a very

important contribution to cricket at Abingdon over

their years at the School. A. Nash endured 'one

of those seasons' on a personal level but his good

humour and commitment to the team ethic brought

out the best in others. H. Cole must have feIt

frustrated by his lack of opportunities with bat or

ball but always gave his best for the team. He set a

fine example in the field and the season began and

Dulwich helped to see us through to the 1st XI (ricket
fmal and I hope that all the boys involved in

that great day out at Edgbaston will always
be grateful to him for that innings. He has been a RESULTS - 1st XI

regular in the 1st XI for three seasons and has made P 17, W 13, 0 1, L 3

a massive contribution to Abingdon cricket during Elan

his time at the school. He will prove very difficuIt

to replace, as will A. McKenzie, the spearhead of

our bowling attack. He is a gifted natural athlete but

he has worked very hard at both his bowling and his

batting and fully deserved his personal success this

season. He took 31 wickets at an average of 14.71.

His raw aggression as a bowler led to a lot of praise

from spectators, and a degree of fear from batsmen

at the Lytham festival, and I have never seen amiddIe

stump cartwheel in such spectacular fashion as I did

this summer at StAnne's Cricket Club. As weIl as his

cricketing talents, we will miss the winning mental

ity that A. McKenzie brought to the team but I

will not miss my regular visits to the hedges ofWar

Memorial Held to retrieve my ball during practice

time: when he hits abalI, it stays hit! A. Rehman

was our other opening bowler, taking 18 wickets at MCC

an average of 23.44, and he has represented the 1st

XI with distinction for several years. He set the tone

for our season with a superb opening speIl against

Eton and his relentless accuracy and brisk pace gave

batsmen problems throughout the summer. Other

bowlers took some of their wickets as a resuIt of the
way in which A. Rehman kept things so tight at Univ. College Won by 54 runs

Abingdon 223 all out
his end. He finished on a high note with an excel- ucs 169 all out

lent speIl and a wicket at Edgbaston and finding a

bowler as reliable to replace him will be difficuIt.

The final recipient of full colours, and the only one

who will still be playing in 2005, was our very own

run machine, P. Stern. His haul of two centuries

will compare very favourably with the statistics of the

leading players at the leading cricket schools when

Wisden is published later in the year. Those of us who

watched his innings of 151 * against Birkenhead will Felsted Lost by 67 runs

c th f d d I h d Abingdon 107 tor 9never lÜrget at a ternoon an I was so e ig te Felsted 174 tor 4

for him that his third century for the school was in

a winning cause at last! We relied heavily on him

for a large percentage of our runs this season and

he rarely let us down. I hope he will be hungry for

more runs next year.

J. Mugnaioni was awarded full colours at the

end of the season, as were four other players. G.

Stern, the vice-captain, scored 395 runs at an aver

age of28.2 and also took 25 wickets at 17.68 withhis

left-arm spin. His magnillcent knock of 65* against

hostile, fast bowling in the '20s' semi-final against

Such a sense of togetherness would not have

been possible without an outstanding captain. J.
Mugnaioni should be very proud of all that he

achieved through the course ofthe season. Personal

highlights for him included his team-Ieading total

of 35 wickets at an average of 12.49, a total of 319

runs at an average of 35 .4, a superb five-wicket haul

against local rivals St Edward's and his first half-cen

tury for the School against KEQMS, Lytham. He

went on to score 85 in that match and he obviously

enjoyed scoring all those runs as he followed that with

68* the very next day against Birkenhead. Captaincy

is about much more than one's own exploits with

bat and ball, however, and he worked very hard to

ensure that the other boys always played with plenty

of passion and a harder, more determined approach

than some have been used to in the past. He led by

example with athletic and aggressive fielding and

I was also very impressed by the way the senior

players gave plenty of encouragement to younger

players and those making their debuts, so that eve

rybody involved in the 1st XI matches this season

feIt welcomed and respected.

2
004 was the most successful cricket season

for many a year at Abingdon and watching

this talented, hungry and enthusiastic group

of winners playing so weIl as a team proved very

rewarding for Coaches and parents alike through

out the summer. In only two matches were we

outdassed and we won comfortably against several

very good teams. The victories that will prove to be

most memorable will be those over St Edward's and

Birkenhead, but in a summer so rich with success

there were far too many highlights to list in full here.

It should also be mentioned that the defeat against

RGS, HighWycombe was an incredibly exciting and

impressive game ofcricket and that, even though the

boys lost, they fought as hard as any team could have

done in that situation to win the game. Recognition

should go to Gary Palmer for all the work that he

has done in improving the skills and the confidence

of these players over the past two seasons. No other

team seemed to enjoy their cricket, and each other's

company, as much as the Abingdon 1st XI. This

excellent team spirit was undoubtedly a key factor

in a number of our wins this season, especially in

the dose matches, and this was areminder ofhow

valuable last season's tour of the Caribbean had been

for the players involved.
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ended with superb run-outs as a result ofhis top-dass fielding.

W. Poole has worked hard at his batting over the last two years,

widening his range of shots and learning the value of patience.

His reward for his efforts will be an entry in Wisden this year

for scoring more than 150 runs in total. His fielding has also

improved and he held some very difficult and very important

chances this year that might have gone to ground in previous

seasons.

Other players who represented the 1st XI on a regular

basis this year were S. Florey and J. Canlan-Shaw, both of

whom are very talented players who will have a major role

to play next season. S. Kapoor, A. Verdin, D. Sullivan, A.

Cole, A.Wimborne, M. Halford, C. Halford, A.Hall, T.

Roche, E. Antysz, T. Swarbrick and J. Swarbrick never

let anybody down when they played for the 1st XI this season

and the younger players among this group will have gained

valuable experience for next year. C. Halford in particular

deserves special mention for his exceptionally mature innings

of 68* against KEQMS, Lytham. Chasing 169 to win, we were

wobbling at 13 for 3 until he shared in a stand of 152 with his

captain to swing the match our way. Next year's XI will have a

tough act to follow but I hope that the winning mentality that

led to so much success this season will continue.

In amongst the success stories there were some disap

pointments as well. Losing the final of the '20s' tournament

at Edgbaston was a blow but looking back at the game we have

to be honest and accept that we were up against a very good

side indeed. We enjoyed the day out and we did extremely

weil to get to the final in the first place. The manner of the loss

against Lord Williams's was more disappointing. We just did

not compete in that game and we were on the receiving end of

a hiding! Finally, we were unable to retain the Holmwoods six

a-side trophy that we won last year. This summer we were only

able to finish fourth in the tournament at Hampton School. We

2nd XI (ricket

hope to put up a better show

ing in this competition next

year. Out of our hands, but

disappointing none the less,

was the cancellation of the

fixtures against Magdalen

College School and Stowe

owing to the weather. For

various reasons, the boys were

particularly looking forward

to these matches but the rain

spoiled our best laid plans and

these crunch games will have

to wait until next year.

I would like to condude

my report by acknowledging and thanking all of the staff who

were involved in cricket in 2004. First of all , the teachers who

spent so much of their time this summer coaching, managing

and umpiring: RSH, JEJO, WTP, RGH, AMB, JFB, AJM,

JDEDH and CB have all worked extremely hard to make the

2004 season so successful across all the age-groups and I hope

very much that their efforts have been appreciated by the boys.

Special mention should go to RPF, who will be very difficult

to replace as Coach of the Juniors A XI. His contribution to

Abingdon cricket over the years has been enormous and he

will be sorely missed by us all. Secondly, Paul Robson and

his team of groundsmen deserve to be mentioned for the work

they have done in preparing the pitches and the outfields, work

that is hugely important but often taken for granted. Finally,

I would like to thank our three scorers: D. Emerson, J. Lil

lycrop and C. Lillycrop. Scoring is an unglamorous but

essential part of cricket and all three did an excellent job with

the book this year.

SPGS

RESULTS - 2nd XI

Eton Won by 5 wickets
Eton 140 for 9
Abingdon 146 for 5

Bloxham Won by 143 runs
Bloxham 74 all out
Abingdon 217 for 3

St Edward's Match drawn
St Edward's 188 for 5
Abingdon 97 for 8

Pangbourne Won by 71 runs
Pangbourne 112 all out
Abingdon 183 for 4

Stowe Won by 3 wickets

O wing to the wet summer the season was

shortened by too many washouts. The

matches played, however, made up an ex

cellently successful, unbeaten season for the 2nd XI.

Whilst it owed its success to its strength as a complete

team, there were also individual performances that

augured well for the future of the 1st XI.

The season started weil with a victory over Eton

by eleven balls, largely following T. Roche's excel

lent five wicket haul. The match was won in cavalier

style (and non-regulation trousers) by T. Swarbrick

with a mighty six, when it was beginning to look a

dose-run affair. One of the highlights of the season

was A. Verdin's century against a Bloxham side that

was wounded by an opening partnership of 156, and

comprehensively defeated by seven wickets. Thanks to

a gritty lower order batting performance, we managed

to hold on for a draw against St Edward's, which we

were fortunate to secure. This was the low point of

the season. Of the batting highlights A. Cole's half

century against Pangbourne and A. Hall's invaluable

contributions to the side throughout the season deserve

particular mention. These provided the platform for

success time and again. Best bowling performance

of the season was daimed by A. Wimborne, who

took six wickets for just sixteen runs against Pang

bourne, while his brother H. Wimborne turned in

a remarkably mature debut at senior level, by taking

four wickets against Stowe.

As captain I was immensely proud of the achieve

ments of this season, for it combined a sense of enjoy

ment with a keen desire to win. The team was great

Fun to play in and I am indebted to 'Senior Pros' S.

Cataldo-Frands and E. Antyz and coach CB for

their support and advice, both on and off the field.

M.DuHAN 6 RSS
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Junior Colts Cricket

The season started in glorious sunshine away

at Eton. Some tight bowling, particularly by

S. Sethi, restricted them to what seemed

a very modest total. We struggled in reply and all

looked lost, but a couple of fortuitous dropped

catches gave us renewed hope and C. Checkley and

G. Salmon put together an excellent partnership

before C. Checkley took us to victory (completing

his 50 in the process) with 10 balls to spare.

After the cancellation of the Oratory and Stowe

games because ofbad weather, next up was Bloxham.

Some good bowling, particularly by N. Li, saw the

opposition dismissed for a mere 77 and although we

stuttered in reply initially, C. Halford, with some

elegant stroke play, and C. Quarterman guided us

through to a comprehensive 8 wicket victory.

Mills took us to within sight of an unlikely victory,

but unfortunately the final pair couldn't squeeze out

the 4 runs required.

If you had glanced back at this team's record

from last year, you would have been forgiven for

thinking it was going to be achallenging season - but

far from it. There was a buzz and enthusiasm about

the squad from the outset and they trained hard on

their basic skills during the early part of the term.

Most have begun to realise the need to think about

how they play the game and adopt a strategy for

approaching and dealing with different situations

during a match. There has been a willingness to learn

and a good sense of team spirit within the group

all season. Particular mention must be made of the

captain, G. Salmon, who has done a tremendous

job leading his side on the field.

RESULTS - Juniors

Eton Won by 4 wickets
Eton 114 tor 5
Abingdon 115 tor 6

Bloxham Won by 8 wickets
Bloxham 77 all out
Abingdon 78 for 2

St Edward's Won by 8 wickets
St Edward's 129 all out
Abingdon 130 for 2

Pangbourne Won by 9 wickets
Pangbourne 92 all out
Abingdon 96 tor 1

High Wycombe Lost by 2 runs
H. Wycombe 159 all out
Abingdon 157 tor 9

Then came St Edward's. The opposition got off

to a steady start, but a fine spell of bowling by H.
Wimborne and a crucial catch by C. Quarter
man on the deep mid-wicket boundary dismissed

St Edward's for 129. We lost a wicket to the second

delivery of the innings, but the early batsmen with

stood a hostile opening few overs beforeT. Blakey
and C. Halford were able to open up and lead the

team to a comfortable and well deserved victory

by 8 wickets.

The following game was against Pangbourne.

Steady, accurate bowling from all the bowlers, spec

tacular catches from D. Mills and a comical run-out

after a no-ball meant they could only muster 92.

This proved no target for our batsmen as S. Sethi
bludgeoned the opposing bowlers to all parts of the

ground on his way to a rapid 64, which saw us reach

victory in little more than 10 overs!

The final game proved to be away at RGS High

Wycombe, since the MCS match was another one lost

to the weather. Despite the quality of the batsmen, an

excellent opening spell from G. Salmon and some

fine catching once again reduced the opposition to

40 for 5. We were unable to finish quickly though

and RGS scored about 30/40 runs more (which was

to prove costly) and posted achallenging total of

159. We were without the bulk of our regular mid

dIe order batsmen owing to a kayaking trip, so the

early loss of a few wickets set us back badly and we

were well behind the required rate, needing a fur

ther 100 runs during the final 12 overs. But the side

had developed a fighting spirit and the tail wagged

ferociously: a quick-fire 43 from H.Wimborne
and useful cameo appearances from N. Li and D.

This has turned out to be one of the most enjoy

able groups ofboys 1have worked with on the cricket

field in recent years, as well as the most successful

one. To win all but one of their games - and that defeat

by the narrowest of margins with a depleted batting

line-up - is an excellent achievement of which they

can rightly feel proud.

There is plenty of ability within this squad and

provided they keep their feet on the ground and

continue to apply themselves and work hard at de

veloping their game, they should gain much more

success in the future.
AMB
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Badminton
RESULTS:

Stowe

Bicester

Icknield

While it would make good sense to play the fmal

of the OSBA leagues in March when everyone is in

practice, this has proved to be tricky to organise and

the fmals are played early in the Summer term. Lack

of match sharpness nearly sank the U 16s vWantage

School, but the good sense and determination of A.

Boxell, H. Dawkins, H. Park and T. Chu got us

through the doubles unbeaten and hence overall win

ners 4 - 3. In the U 19 boys' final S. McMahon lost

a singles game, rather to his surprise, but C. North

won his quite easily and J. Li, I. Cheng, H. Chi and

A. Mak polished off the doubles and thus paved the

way to a 6 - 1 victory over Henry Box School.

In the fmals of the mixed league Abingdon and

St Helen's U16s were runners-up to Henry Box

School, and our U 19 mixed forces beat Henry Box

School6 - 3.

always the slickest thing on the face of the planet

but again we ended up in the finals in both the U 16s

and U 19s. Outside the OSBA competition we had a

mystery loss to Oratory but Malvern, Cheltenham

and Millfield came and went.

Farewell time
c. North has played with style, guile, force

and a little showboating for the last five years and

more. There is almost always a senior player for the

rest to copy or attempt to beat and this has been

Chris. Without him at the sharp end we would have

been much the poorer; certainly masters from other

schools have taken to asking when he will be

:;~ leaving! S. McMahon has more than once

(1 reminded me that he failed his first badminton

trial - so what do I know?! Despite the oc

casional fall, he has played with tireless sense

and good humour as weil as considerable skill

and cunning. He is especially dangerous at the

net, as many frustrated opponents will testify.

I have been very grateful for his efforts as

secretary and navigator. H. Chi has played for

teams right through the School. Latterly, he

has stamped his authority on many a doubles

match (and many a sports hall floor!). He will

chase down a shot that others might despair of

and brings competitive relish, to say nothing

of polychrome kit and breezy good humour,

to every point. B. Zhao and C.Turner have

been a team manager's dream - happy to

play when asked (even at short notice in a

crisis) competitive, modest, cheerful and civi

lised. We shall miss them all. The captains

for 2004/5 will be T. Rippon andJ. Li; the

secretary will be N. Miles.

W
e started the Michaelmas term with rea

sonable confidence because most of the

stalwarts of 2002/3 's successes were

still with uso Almost immediately came the news that

N. Gardner had sustained what would prove to be a

long-term injury to his right wrist while playing ten

nis; this was to mean that his promising partnership

with I. Cheng would develop no further and that

we would have to experiment before finding another

reliable combination. During this period we lost to

Oratory and Stowe. The rest of the term was quite

successful and December saw a gratifyingly heavy

defeat of Millfield. A fresh initiative was the match

with St Anne 's College, Oxford, masterminded by

A. Lui, OA. This followed only minutes after the

match against Bloxham on 19 November so the team

was nicely warmed up and impatient to get the job

done: the result was a 12 - 4 win.

With the exception of Radley, participants in

the Oxfordshire Schools' Badminton League were

reluctant to play matches until the Lent term. This

resulted in a packed and somewhat lumpily distrib

uted fixture list. Some of the congestion resulted

from our combination with the School of St Helen

and St Katharine to field mixed teams in the U 16

and U 19 competitions. The U 14s enjoyed a steep

OSBA learning curve and several successes after

losing to Henry Box School in January, while the

U 16s and U 19s went relatively efficiently about the

task and got to the finals without too much drama.

Our participation in the mixed competition was not

Radley

Bloxham

Malvern

Millfield

Oratory

Cheltenham

Wood Green

Wellington
Rugby

King Alfred's
John Mason

Witney

Won 8-1
Won 9-0
Won 9-1
Won 9-1
Lost 2-6
Lost 4-12
Won 8-1
Won 9-0
Won 7-0
Won 9-0
Lost 4-5
Lost 4-5
Won 6-3
Won 6-3

Won 8-0
Won 8-1
Won 5-3

Won 10-6
Won 8-1
Lost 4-5

Won 13-2
Won 8-1
Won 7-2
Won 8-1
Won 7-2
Won 5-1
Won 5-1
Won 6-0
Won 4-2
Lost 1-6
Won 6-1
Lost 0-8
Won 6-3
Won 4-3
Won 6-3
Won 5-2
Won 7-0
Lost 2-5
Won 7-0
Won 4-1
Won 5-0
Won 5-2
Won 7-0

St Anne's OxfordWon 12-4
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Lost and Found
Discovered in the cellar of Waste Court dur

ing the clearances of summer 2004 was the Bayley

Cup, first awarded to Blacknall House in 1949 and

recycled as the Badminton Doubles Competition

Trophy in 1985. It was last won in 1993 by R. Hay

nes and A. Mills and evidently went underground

thereafter. We hope to revive the competition next

year now that there is something to award. If this

news prompts one of our OA readers to realise that

he has held the Badminton Singles Cup for over a

decade I hope that he will feel moved to return it.

Archives
In a fit of tidy-mindedness I have gathered to

gether the paperwork of more than a quarter of

a century's Abingdon Badminton in a reasonably

systematic way and handed it over to the School

archives, together with

some trophies and almost

all the team photographs

for that time. Earlier play

ers and/or historians now

have a block ofbadminton

material to consult if they

are driven by nostalgia or

curiosity. I am very grate

ful to TRA for helping me

to put names to most faces

in the 'yellowing, dicky
bird-watching' pictures.

Corrections to the best

guesses of two ageing

memories will be grate

fully received.

IAMcD

RESULTS

Tennis

1st VI
Radley Lost 7-2
Oratory Won 5.5-3.5
St Edward's Lost 4-5
Eton Lost 6.5-1.5
Stowe Lost 4-5

2ndVI
Radley Lost 0-9
Oratory Won9-0
St Edward's Won 7.5 -1.5

U16A
Oratory Lost 4-5
St Edward's Lost 1-8
Eton Won 5-4
Stowe Lost 1-8

U16B
Eton Lost 2-7

U15A
Radley Lost 2.5-6.5
Oratory Lost4-5
St Edward's Won 7.5-1.5
Eton Lost 2.5-6.5
Stowe Lost 4-5

Lost 4-5
Won 9-0
Won7-2

Lost 3.5-5.5

U15B
Radley
Oratory
St Edward's
Eton

3rd VI: W. Teddy, I. Chau, B. Zhao, J. Lilly

crop, M. Haste, J. Garrett, J. Colernan, R.

Mallett.

UISs: A. Bell, O. Raban, M.Watts, M. Sutcliffe,

W. Henley, D. Fry, D. Ridley, H. Richards, J.
Michelson, A. Harnilton, H.Freeland.

1st VI: M. Watkins, J. Kelly (captain), J. Ni

cholls, C. Dyer, G. Potter, T.Vaughan-Fowler,

H.Poultney, P.Jones, A. Bell, O.Raban.

Thanks to all the players who trained and played

with enthusiasm and commitment this season:

U16s: H. Park, D. Larn,J. Innes, P. Birkett, R.

Woolley, B. Shelton, S. Crowther, A. Grant,

S.Johnson.

he carried the responsibility as the top player in the

School, despite being still in the Middle School.

Next year we hope to develop the Club further with

a longer trip to the Windmill Hill training centre

in Sussex. Plans for an overseas trip to Ali Bey in

Turkey the year after are already afoot.

2ndVI: P.Wong, H. Poultney, P.Jones, P. Dean,

J. Evans, T. Reid.

A
s our results show, theTennis Club had a de

manding fixture list, with matches against

lesser opposition cancelled by rain, and the

discrepancy in resources of players and courts all

too evident against schools like Radley and Eton.

When a pupil from an opposing team steps off the

bus and declares, "This is a bit squalid.", it feels

satisfying to thrash that team and send them back

with tails between legs. Sadly, the visiting player

had the last word on court as well as off it, and will

continue to do so until we have sufficient courts for

more players to practise more often.

Nevertheless, under the coaching ofPhilWarr

the Club has made some progress towards building

a stronger group ofplayers for the future. Phil has

an enthusiasm bordering on the obsessive, as he

ploughs the veterans' circuit in pursuit of ratings

points, conveying the excitement and techniques of

competitive tennis to the players. He has identified

some talented players in the Middle School and

Upper School, and will hope to build enthusiasm

and achievement around them over the coming

years. Among that group are the four who won the

Oxfordshire U15 Independent Schools' Cup (0.

Raban, A. Bell, P. Collins and J. Robinson),

and D. Robinson, who with S. Montgornery

won the U12 Oxfordshire Cup.

Among the Seniors the outstanding player was

undoubtedly M.Watkins, who formed an impres

sive first pair in the 1st VI with captain J. Kelly.

Together they lost only a handful of sets in the

season, two of them to an Epsom pair who went

all the way to the final of the Independent Schools'

Tournament at Eton. M.Watkins deserves special

mention for the patience and humour with which

U14s: M. Derbyshire, G. Collier, T. Middle

ton, R. Cadrnan, K. Cheung, W.Cullen, T.

Ojo, H. Lee, D. Robinson, E. Carnpbell, A.

Kernpell, S. Montgornery, S. Lonergan.

BAHF

U14A
Radley
Eton
Stowe

U14B
Radley
Eton

Ul4C
Eton

Lost 6-3
Lost 0-9
Lost3-6

Lost 7-2
Lost 0-9

Lost 0.5-8.5
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Cross-Country

The first fixture was at Dr ChaIloner's

Grammar School in November, the teams

captained and led by A. Mould. Abing

don sent two teams to take on the 'Big Dipper'

- aseries of hills steep enough to slow anyone

down to a canter - and the 2. 7km course. The

1stVI came 17th and the 2nd VI came 24th with

N. Gardner (10:26) and W. Cullen (10:54)

running weIl.

After Christmas, at the Vale of the White

Horse Championships, several teams represented

the school around the Radley course. Sleeting

rain, araging stream and knee-deep mud greeted

the U13, U15 and U19 teams, each of which

nonetheless produced exceIlent performances.

The U 13 team finished second, and F. Howe won

the individual race. In the U15 team A. White

did weH to finish 8th and L.Williamson came

in an admirable 9th.The U19 team came third

(with a good run from A. White 7th) but with

improved tactics overcame the European School

the foIlowing week, to come second in the County

Championships, just behind the host team ofRa

dley. A.White, L.Williamson, J. Stanier and

R.Guast aIl qualified to run for Oxfordshire in

the National Championships.The U15 team ran

weIl at the County Championships too and came
fourth overall.

At Stowe A.White (31 :53) led the shivering

team, sporting only their Abingdon Cross-coun

try vests, around a 6.9km course in the driving

rain, and at Harrow, in even more serious mud,

A. White and L. Williamson ran weH in the

Seniors category (both 33:55) over 5.2 miles

and R. Walker (15:56) and L. White (15:57)

ran weH in the Juniors category over 2.6 miles.
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There were notable performances, too, from E.

Mitchard and T. Mitchard.

This year, as usual, saw us enter several relay

races onWednesday afternoons: the lstVI entered

a highly competitive event at King Henry VIII

School, Coventry, finishing in 32nd place despite

a blizzard! R. Guast recorded an exceIlent time

(14: 32) over the two-mile course before the snow

began. W. Bright also had a very good run.The

team finally found some sunshine on Christ Church

meadow in Oxford for theTortoises Relays, and in

this race L.Williamson, A. Mould, W. Guast

and R. Groves won medals as members of the

fastest team from Oxfordshire. A. Mould led the

team with an exceHent time of 10:00 around the

1.5 mile course and H. McKend ran weIl too

(10:21). Shortly after this in the race at StAlbans,

with thanks to Roger Baker for driving us there,

the team produced an exceIlent performance, aH

running very weH to come 20th in another very

competitive race. Spikes were not necessary this

time as for once it was not raining: instead the

temperature was dropping and the wind-chill

factor had increased!

R. Guast and L. Williamson have both

represented Oxfordshire this season, and A.

White and A. Mould have shown outstanding

commitment to the Club as captains. These four

were awarded fuH colours in recognition of their

achievements.We would like to record our thanks

to aH who have helped us train for this successful

season and organised the fixtures and events: to

ACWB, to EMTS and to JMB.

ACWB AND A.WHITE VI WHZ



Destinations of Leavers 2004

Philosophy Cambridge

Geography Cambridge

Law Cambridge
Natural Sciences Cambridge

Economics Cambridge

Medicine Cambridge

Natural Sciences Cambridge

English and Drama with Education Studies Cambridge

Geography Cambridge
Natural Sciences Cambridge

Religious and Theological Studies CardifT

Medicine CardifT

Mechanical Engineering CardifT

Chernistry with a year abroad CardifT

Religious and Theological Studies CardifT

History and Sociology CardifT

Marine Geography CardifT

Business Studies City

Business Economics Coventry

InternationalDisaster Engineering Mgrnt Coventry

Psychology CUWIC

Philosophy, Politics and Economics Durham

Biomedical Science Durham

Engineering Durham

Anthropology and Archaeology Durham

Mechanical Engineering Durham

Medicine Edinburgh

Computer Science Edinburgh

Mathematics Exeter

English Exeter
Law Exeter

Economics and Stats with European Studies Exeter

Biology Imperial

Mechanical Engineering Imperial

Medicine Imperial

Electrical and Electronic Engineering Imperial
Drama and Theatre Studies Kent

Accounting and Economics Lancaster

Human Resources Management Leeds

Accounting and Finance Leeds

English Leeds

History Leicester

Economics and Law Leicester

Psychology York

Economics York

English and History ofArt York

Economics and Sociology York

Newcastle

Newcastle

Newcastle

Newcastle

Newcastle

Southampton

Southampton

Southampton

Surrey
Teeside

Trinity Coll, Dublin

UCL

UCL

UCL

UCL

UCL

UCL
UCL

UCL

UCL

UCL

Warwick

Warwick

Warwick

Worcester

Nottingham

Nottingham

Nottingham

Nottingham

Nottingham

Nottingham

Nottingham

Ohio State

Oxford
Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford

Oxford Brookes

Oxford Brookes

Plyrnouth

Portsmouth

Queen Mary, London

Reading

Reading

Royal Holloway

Roehampton
StAndrew's

StAndrew's

. StAndrew's

Sheffield

Sheffield

Economics

English and Philosophy

Geography
Politics and Philosophy

Electronic Engineering

Music
IT and Organisations

Psychology
Computer Games Design

Economics and Politics

Biomedical Sciences

Chemistry with Mgrnt Studies

Russian and French

Geography
Medicine

Econornics

Economics

Economics

Psychology
Geospatial and Environment Info

Biological Sciences
History ofArt & French Studies

Computer Science

Horticulture

Medicine
Architectural Studies

Geography
Ancient History and Archaeology

Biology

French and History

Mathematics and Econornics

Mechanical Engineering

Ancient History and Archaeology

Geography
Physics withTheoretical Physics

English Studies

Sports Science

Physiological Sciences

Music

Biological Sciences

Geography

Engineering

Engineering

English
Biological Sciences

Mathematics and Philosophy

Music

Modern History

Modern History

Engineering

Modern History

Medicine

Law

Business and Management

Business Economics

Product Design & Materials

Medicine

Mgrnt and Business Admin.

BuiIdingSurveying
Biochem with Science

Creative Writing and Drama

French and Internat. Relations

Barclay 11
Bright WO

Gater TC

Gordon SW

Morton RC

Antysz E

Ejikeme CCC

Groves RAH

Hooper TA

McKenzie IA

Swinn MA

Vasudev R

Livingstone 0

Anderson jR

Berryman L

Bickerton PJ

Brodie ND

Chung DCH
Ezenwa CN

GartonAsh A

Mitchard ETA

Morris G

O'Donovan PJ

Peychers Aj

Stanier JM
Sui Sing H Ho

Sullivan DJ
Williamson LD

Futagarni M

Khan MSJ

Buchan JW

Jack AF

Livingston A

Brooke jMH

Davis AJ
Sanders 0

Bishop JRG
Innes GjA

Lewis JP
Vaughan-Fowler T

Coppock MG

Fiennes TG

Bennellick TR

Shaikh AK

Steel CM

Ancell JB
Abrahall Hj

Calnan JF
Chau jF

Huang J
Ivanov G

Marsh A

Poole WEC

Qureshi MA
Rehman AU

Shao K

Taytor BN

Williams TA

Findlay JS
Last MG

Lillycrop JCD
Gould AM

Chi HuJ

Cole JA
Harrison W

Townsend MS

Liverpool

Liverpool

Liverpool

Liverpool

LSE

LSE

Manchester

Manchester

Manchester Met.

Aberystwyth
Bath

Birmingham

Bristol

Bristol

Bristol

Bristol

Bristol

Bristol

Bristol

Bristol

Bristol

Bristol

Bournemouth
Bournemouth

Geography and Biology

Zoology

Geology

Integrated Engineering

Government and Economics

Management

Economics

Psychology

Accounting and Finance

Geography

Innovation & Engineering Design

Mathematical Science and Study in Europe

Geography

Engineering Mathematics

Aeronautical Engineering

French and German

Philosophy

Veterinary Science

French and Spanish

Veterinary Science

Biology

Physics with Industrial Experience

Computer Visualisation and Animation
Law

jones S
Ranscombe CH

McKeown T

Stern GWA

Blackwell SJ

Kelly JB
Kirkland CJ
Potter GF

Sheppard TW

Teddy WP
Turner CA

Webber RJL

White AJ
Green H

Hough A

Chilcott MR

Cullen MJ
Gardner NB

Hermes AC

Huzzey AJ
jones M-L

McMahon SO

Nash AFC

Patterson ND

Waller DR

Allen JM
Cole HDR

Guast R

Hughes SR

Muirhead RJ

Wilcox J
Woodward MTL

Hu j
Brewerton T

Smith G

Donnelly JL

Gallard J
Lea WP

McGeehin WJ

Mould A

Thompson Cheel 0
jackson SJ
Newton R

Clegg Rj

Hall CJ

Nicholls JM
North CP

Paxton AG

Prinold JAI

Teh BH

Zhao B

Sanderson

Riaz BA

Huddleston 11
HuntCJ
Macdonald ADD

Ding 11
Sharp OE

Cataldo-Francis SM

Dyson jW

Gould MC

McKenzie A

Sun KCW

Wong PCH

Dyer CM

MonseIl HW

johnson MO
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